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This thesis argues that, in addition to the concept of 

the Illocutionary use of sentences to perfonn speech acts, there 

is an aspect of language use that has been, for the nost part, 

overlooked in the literature. We call this aspect Non-Illocutioncu:y 

Use, and offer in the thesis a theory of such use. ~1e argue 

that Non-Illocutionary Use does not replace a theory of zreaning, 

but rather that it shows nore clearly where a theory of ~aning 

fits in an overall description of language. As a result, the 

concept of meaning takes on a scm=wha.t diminished role. rt'.Dreover , 

we show that meaning can be best thought of as sirrply the "content" 

aspect of Non-Illocutionary Use. 

The concept of Non-Illocutionary Use is argued to be 

descriptively relevant at four levels: at the lexical, the 

phrasal, the clausal and the sentential levels. At the senten

tial level, it augrrents rather than conflicts with the notion 

of Illocutionary Use. In order to adequately describe the Non

Illocutionary Use of expressions in a language, we find it 

necessary to employ nine distinct parameters of such use: these 

are collectively labeled the Specifications of Non-Illocutioncu:y 

Use. 

These nine Specifications are systematized in our theory 

by means of four Representation Formats, corresponding to the four 
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syntactic levels mentioned above. These Fonnats serve as the 

input and the output for a set of canpositional rules and to a 

set of contextual strategies which relate the various levels of 

Non-Illocutionary Use. Thus, we claim that the Non-Illocutionru:y 

Use of a canplex expression can, with the aid of contextual 

xiv 

features in serre instances, be determined fran the Non-Illocutionary 

Uses of its constituent parts. OUr theory thus is a contribution 

to an understanding of the infinite scope of language. 

In addition, we offer a Taxonomy of Non-Illocutionary Uses, 

as well as a definition of such use. Finally, aspects of other 

approaches to language use are discussed briefly. 



CEAPTER I 

INTROD1JCrION 

Speakers of natural languages use the expressions of those 

languages in many different ways. Sorre of these ways may be thought 

of in terms of the Illocutionary uses of sentences to perfonn speech 

acts. But, although it is central to linguistic comnunication, 

Illocutionary Use is not the only kind of use that natural language 

expressions can be properly said to have. This thesis will argue 

that there is, in addition to Illocutionary Use, a phenorrenon of 

Non-Illocutionary Use--a phenorrenon that has been generally over

looked in the literature. We will show that Non-Illocutionary Use 

is distinct from the Illocutionary Use of sentences to perfonn 

speech acts, and that Non-Illocutionary Use encompasses but does 

not replace the traditional notion of m=a.ning. We will also show 

that the concept of Non-Illocutionary Use applies to the following 

levels of linguistic structure: the lexical, the phrasal, the 

clausal, and the sentential. 

Our investigation will lead us to propose a theory of Non

Illocutionary Use which requires the following corrponents = 

1. A set of descriptive paraxreters. 

2. A set of mechanisms for systerratizing these parrureters 

in order to achieve adequate representations of Non-Illocutionary 

Use. 

I 



3. A set of compositional rules which relate the Non-

Illocutionary Use of one syntactic level to the Non-Illocutionary 

Use of higher syntactic levels. 

4. A set of Contextual Strategies that speakers and 

hearers can employ in real speech situations in order to help 

detennine the Non-Illocutionary Use of complex expressions, sub-

parts of which may have "conflicting" Non-Illocutionary Uses. 

We will argue that there are nine distinct descriptive 

paraxreters required to adequately describe Non-Illocutionary Use; -we 

call these parameters the Specifications of Non-Illocutionary Use. 

Within each particular Specification there are different types and, 

often, sub-types of Non-Illocutionary Use. The mechanisms required 

for the systematization of these Specifications are called the 

Representation Formats. There are four of these, corresponding to 

the four levels mentioned above. 1 Thus, -we have a lexical Representa-

tion Format (LRF) , a Phrasal Representation Format (PRF) , a Clausal 

Representation Format (CRF) , and a Sentential Representation Format 

(SRF). In addition, as a rreans of systematization, -we offer a 

Taxonomy of the Specifications of Non-Illocutionary Use. The rules 

of composition required by a theory of Non-Illocutionary Use are 

fairly straightforward. These rules are of necessity supplemmted 

by a set of contextual strategies. Such strategies are necessary 

because of the extrerrely complex nature of language use in actual 

speech situations. 

2 

1. It is entirely J;X:>Ssible that the notion of Non-Illocutionary 
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Before we can present a theory of Non-I11ocutionary Use, 

there are sc::rre preliminary questions that must be dealt with. First, 

since our theory is closely connected with the concept of rreaning, 

we must detennine just what aspects of that controversial concept 

are IIDSt relevant to our project. Second, we must examine the 

relationship between meaning and I11ocutionary Use in order to 

better see where the concept of Non-I11ocutionary Use fits in. 

Third, we want to know what place a theory of Non-I11ocutionary Use 

has in an overall theory of gramnar. Finally, we want to consider 

for a IrOIreIlt what the relationship between Non-I 11ocutionary Use and 

reference is. 

However I before we take up these questions, we must consider 

the "nEaning-as-use" thesis. As \ole have said, our concept of Non-

I11ocutionary Use is not rreant to replace a theory of rreaning. 

Nevertheless, we are going to show that rreaning deserves a less 

praninent place in linguistic theory that it is often given, and we 

are suggesting that sorre notion of language use is the cause of this 

reduction in i.rrportance. Thus, our interests are sarewhat similar 

to those of "rreaning-as-use" theorists. We believe that there is 

sorcething importantly right about Wittgenstein' s (1953) claim that 

the rreaning of a word is its use in the language. This claim has, 

of course, received an enornous amount of scrutiny. The prevailing 

consensus is that Wittgenstein was wrong. As caton (1971) has re-

marked in this regard; 

It is, in effect, simply ass'llIlEd without discussion that 
the rather radical positions of Wittgenstein and Austin are 
incorrect. And, perhaps IIDre importantly in the present 
state of our knowledge, the question of what sort of fonna1 
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representation of rreaning would be appropriate if Wittgenstein 
and Austin were right is not pursued. -

(pp. 12-13) 

This situation has changed sanewhat recently with respect to Austin: 

the work of Bach and Harnish (1979), am:mg others, has paid a good 

deal of attention to Austin. Wittgenstein, on the other hand continues 

to be severely criticized. This is of sorre i.nportance to us, not be-

4 

cause our primary purpose is an explication or a defense of Wittgenstein 

(but see Chapter 5 for a discussion of aspects of Wittgenstein' s 

philosophy of language); rather, the concept of Non-I11ocutionary Use 

runs the risk of falling victim to some of the argurrents raised 

against "rreaning-as-use" approaches in general, and Wittgenstein' s 

approach in particular. 

There are, as it turns out, serre exceptions to the general 

pattern of criticism just noted. For example, recent work by Nunberg 

(1978, 1979) and by Brown (1974) has attempted to incorporate sorre of 

Wittgenstein's thought into linguistic theory. Carlson's (1982) MIT 

dissertation utilizes a Wittgensteinian approach to discourse analysis. 

Jackendoff (forthcoming, Ch. 7) defends the notion of family resem

blances. This Wittgensteinian notion has been shown to have sorre 

psychological reality with respect to the structure of concepts in 

the work of Rosch and Mervis (1975). And finally, there is the follow

ing staterrent by Chansky (1979) which might count as an endorsenent 

of a Wittgensteinian semantics: 

It should not be forgotten that the theory which preceeded 
••• [Aspects] ••• did explicitly presuppose a general semantic 
theory, based in part on the work of Goodman and Quine, and 
in part on Wittgenstein and the Oxford school. I'm speaking 
now of ISLT and Syntactic Structures. Contrary to what has 
been said--there has been a great deal of misunderstanding on 



this subject--this work accorded a central place to semantics. 
However, I was skeptical about the general belief that syntax 
was ba.s~ on semantic considerations, which is quite a different 
matter. 

(pp. 137-138) 

However, the far nore typical attitude arrong current writers 

with respect to the concept of use is similar to the one expressed by 

Katz (1981): 

Fran the perspective of Wittgenstein' s trenchant critique of 
Frege and Russell, the use' conception of neaning appears a 
great philosophical breakthrough.. . • Wittgenstein' s critique 
is, however, not as general as he thought or as is required to 
refute all "conceptual notation" theories. His views of such 
theories shares three assumptions with the Frege-Russell con
ception which restrict the scope of his critique to one class 
of "conceptual notation" theories. • • I have argued that 
these three assumptions are false. If so, then both the target 
of Wittgenstein's critique and the philosophical consequences 
that he and other use theorists draw about neaning from this 
critique are mistaken. The general rationale Wittgenstein 
fashioned for the use theory collapses. 

(pp. 232-233) 

AIrong recent works which adopt a similar attitude towards Wittgenstein 

and the concept of use are Searle (1969), J. A. Fodor (1975), Putnam 

(1977), Katz (1966,1978, 1979), Austin (1962), Chomsky (1969,1980), 

and J. D. Fodor (1977). 

In a nore neutral vein, Akmajian, ])eners, and Harnish (1979) 

state that there are two major demands that any use theory of neaning 

IlUlst neet: "The relevant notion of use IlUlst be made precise, and the 

theory IlUlst say how, exactly, neaning is connected with use" (p. 246). 

We take these to be reasonable demands for a use theory of neaning. We 

5 
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also believe that they are reasonable demands for a theory of Non

Illocutionary Use. We hope to rreet bi:yth of these demands in the 

course of this thesis. We turn now to the four questions nentioned 

above. 

Meaning 

We have stated that our proposed theory of Non-Illocutionary 

Use does not replace a theory of rreaning, in the traditional sense, 

but, rather, that it shows how a theotY of rreaning fits into a larger 

theory of language use. Nevertheless, it is important to be somewhat 

precise about the aspect of rreaning that concems us. Schiffer (1972) 

discusses the concept of rreaning in a way that is appropriate to our 

purposes. According to Schiffer (1972, p. 1), the linguistically 

significant interpretation of the question, ''What is rreaning?", divides 

itself into the following ~ questions: "(1) What is it for SOIreOne 

S to rreans sorrething? (2) What is it for something X to rreanx sare

thing?" Schiffer states that it is (1) and variations of it that focus 

on what he calls speaker rreaning. On the other hand, it is (2) and 

variations of it that are prinarily concerned with what he calls 

utterance rreaning. Insofar as Schiffer's distinction is rreant to 

separate normal or literal rreaning from various types of non-literal 

rreaning--where utterance rreaning corresponds to literal rreaning--we 

are primarily concerned with utterance rreaning here. However, since 

we are interested in language use, Schiffer's speaker rreaning is also 

of importance. Keeping this in mind, we want to focus on Schiffer's 

second question for purposes of clarification. 

6 



Schiffer claims that question (2) can be broken down further. 

There are, in his account, four subclasses which the "class of things 

which both m=an sorrething and have m=aning" can be divided: II (1) the 

class of whole-utterance types, such things as sentences and signals; 

7 

(2) the class of whole-utterance tokens; (3) the class of part-utterance 

types, such things as words and phrases; and (4) the class of part

utterance tokens" (1972, p. 4). Schiffer defines (1) and (3) as 

follows: "A type x is a whole-utterance type if and only if x rreans 

(t:i.rreless) " ••• " and the only proper substituends for ' ••. ' are 

conplete sentences •••• A type x is a part-utterance type if and only if 

x rreans (t:i.rreless) " •.• " and the only proper substituends for e ••• , 

are words and/or phrases" (1972, p. 4). Insofar as our theory incor

porates a theory of rreaning into it, we are interested in Schiffer's 

part-utterance types and whole-utterance types with the following 

provisos: First, we will make a finer-grained distinction than 

Schiffer, dividing the linguistic data into lexical, phrasal, clausal, 

and sentential categories. Second, the type/token distinction for 

us will be represented as two different types of one of our Specifica

tions of Non-Illocutionary Use. Third, we would rrodify Schiffer's 

definitions to reflect our primary concern with Non-Illocutionary 

Use. We do this as follows: 

(1) A type x is a lexical type if and only if: 

(i) x is a rrember of a syntactic lexical category; and 

(ii) x' s Non-Illocutionary Use in the language can be 

represented by one or more well-formed Lexical Repre

sentation Formats. 



(2) A type x is a phrasal type if and only if: 

(i) x is a rrernber of a syntactic phrasal category; and 

(ii) x IS Non-Illocutionary Use in the language can be 

represented by one or nore well-fonted Phrasal Repre

sentation Fonnats. 

(3) A type x is a clausal type if and only if: 

(i) x is a rrernber of a syntactic clausal category; and 

(il) x IS Non-Illocutionary Use in the language can be 

represented by one or rrore well-fonted Clausal Repre

sentation Fonnats. 

(4) A type x is a sentential type if and only if: 

(i) x is a rrernber of a syntactic sentential category; and 

(ii) XiS Non-Illocutionary Use in the language can be 

represented by one or rrore well-fonted Sentential Repre

sentation Fonnats. 

It is these four types (and "tokens" thereof) that we will be concerned 

with in this thesis. 

Insofar as we will address the concept of meaning itself as it 

is embedded within our theory, we will be rrost interested in the 

conceptual type theories proposed in various mrks by Katz, and 

chi:u.lenged both by Fodor in various places and also by sane recent 

work in cognitive psychology. These issues will be discussed with 

reference to our COntent Specification of Non-Illocutionary Use, which 

will be described in Chapter 2. At this point, we will examine the 

second of our four preliminary questions. 
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Sptech Acts 

Early ~rk in the theory of speech acts proceeded under the 

assumption that the notion of language use should be taken as being 

synonyrrous with Illocutionary Use if any progress were going to be 

made. In other words, early theorists denied that "rreaning is use", 

while, at the sane tine, they offered accounts of language use. Thus, 

Austin (1962), writes: 

We have here an illustration of the different uses of the ex
pression 'uses of language', or 'use of a sentence'. & c. -- 'use' 
is a hopelessly ambiguous or wide word, just as is the ~rd 
'rreaning', which it has becorre customary to d~ide. But 'use', 
its supplanter, is not in nUlch better case. We may entirely 
clear up the 'use of a sentence' on a particular occassion, in 
the sense of the locutionary act, without yet touching upon its 
use in the sense of an illocutionary act. 

(p. 100) 

It is clear that Austin takes "illocutionary use" to be the preferred 

sense of the tenn "use". We will argue that "use" is not hopelessly 

ambiguous as Austin clairred. 

Searle (1969) attempts to characterize what he sees as the 

mistake of the "ordinary language philosopher" in the following way: 

The philosopher wishes to ask: 

1. What does the ~rd W mean? Since rreaning is use, he 
takes that question to be the sane as: 

2. How is W used? which is then tacitly taken to rrean: 

3. How is W used in simple present tense categorical 
indicative sentences of the fonn, e.g., "X is W". and that is 
taken to be the sane question as: 

4. How are these sentences containing W used? which is then 
taken either as: 

5. What illo<"'''Utionary act is perforned in the utterance 
of such sentences? or 
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6. What are the conditions for the perfornance of non
defective assertions in the utterance of such sentences. That 
is, when would we actually say things of the fonn, "X is W"? 
To assurre that the answers to 5 necessarily give answers to 1 
leads to the speech act fallacy; and to assurrE that answers to 
6 necessarily give answers to 1 leads to the assertion fallacy. 
Both fallacies stem from assuming 1 means the sarre as 2. 

(pp. 147-148) 
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It is our contention in this thesis that it is possible to take a version 

of the step from 1 to 2 without being logically ccmnitted to any of 3 

through 6. 

The Bach and Harnish (1979) theory of speech acts helps to 

clarify the issues addressed by Searle and Austin. The Bach and 

Harnish theory does not equate rreaning with Illocutionary Use. Rather , 

one of its ITOst important features is that it shows just how the con-

cept of linguistic meaning might best fit into a theory of speech acts. 

Our own theory of Non-Illocutionary Use connects both to a theory of 

meaning and to a theory of speech acts. Thus, a brief examination of 

the Bach and Harnish theory will help to clarify the status of Non-

Illocutionary Use. 

Bach and Harnish argue that linguistic ccmm.mication is 

essentially an inferentially-based process wherein the hearer must COIIE 

to recognize the speaker's Illocutionary intent. The speaker's inten

tion is a reflexive intention--that is, it is intended to be recognized 

as such. At the heart of the Bach and Harnish theory is the Speech 

Act Schema. (SAS), which is a representation of the inferences that a 

hearer can be said to make (although not always in every detail) in 

figuring out the particular Illocutionary act that the speaker is per-

fonning. A prel:imi.nary version of the SAS is given below, where e is 



an expression in the language, 8 is the speaker, and H, the hearer. 8 

intends H to rea.son as follows: 

Basis 

Ll. 8 is uttering ~. hearing 8 utter e 

L2. 8 rreans such-and-such 
by e. LI, LP, M:B's 

L3. 8 is saying to H that 
so-and-so. L2, LP, M:B's 

L4 • 8 is doing such-and-
such. L3, CP, M:B's 

(Bach and Harnish (1979), p. 7) 

In the above .schema, LP = Linguistic Presumption; CP = Ccrmn.micative 

Presumption; and, M:B = Mutual Contextual Belief. Each of these is 

necessary to license SOlIe part of the hearer's inference. 

Bach and Harnish characterize the Linguistic Presumption as: 
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"The nn.rtual belief in the linguistic· cormu.mity S. ~t (i) the trembers 

of C""L share Land, (ii) that whenever any trember 8 utters any e in L to 

any other rcernber H, H can identify what 8 is saying, given that H 

knows the neaning(s) of e in L and is aware of the appropriate background 

info:rrnation" (p. 7). rrhe Ccrmn.micative PrestlIrPtion is: IIrrhe llU.ltual 

belief in S. that whenever a rrember 8 says sa:rething in L to another 

rrember H, he is doing so with sane recognizable Illocutionary intentll 

(p. 7). Finally, according to Bach and Harnish (p. 5), the term "Mutual 

Contextual Belief" refers to salient contextual info:rrnation that is 

"both relevant to and activated by the context of utterance (or by 

the utterance itself)". These beliefs are called "mutual" because "8 

and H not only both have them, they believe they both have them and 



believe the other to believe they roth have them." They are beliefs 

rather than knowledge because they need not be true. 

The individual lines of the SAS may be labeled as follows: 

Ll, utterance Act; L2, Linguistic Meaning; L3, I.ocutionary Act; and 

rA, Illocutionary Act. In addition to these levels (as well as sorre 
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other distinctions that we will discuss in a m:::xrent), Bach and Harnish, 

following rrost speech act theorists, recognize the perlocutionary act. 

This is the act that brings about sorre effect on the hearer--other 

than the recognition of illocutionary intention. And l.ike rrost other 

speech act theorists, Bach and Harnish choose not to focus on the per-

locutionary act, but rather, to devote their attention to the 

essentially conmunicative illocutionary act. We shall see in Chapter 

2 that there is an analogue of the perlocutionary act at the level of 

Nbn-Illocutionary Use. 

It can be seen that a theory of word meaning and hence, as we 

will show, our theory of Non-Illocutionary Use fits into the SAS at 

Line 2. Furtherrrore, what connects linguistic meaning with the 

Illocutionary act, in sorre sense that must be explained, is the 10-

cutionary act of Line 3. In order to understand the relationship 

between linguistic rreaning and speech acts better, we offer Bach and 

Harnish IS SAS in one of its elaborated forms: 

Ll. S is uttering ~. 

(a) e means ••• and 
in L. 

(b) S rreans ••• or 
_by e. 

Basis 

hearing Sutter e 

Ll, knowledge of L 

Lla, LP 



(c) The supposition that 
S rreans by e is con-
textually less appropriate. 

L2. S means ••• by e. 

(a) e contains referring 
expression (s) R. 

(b) In using R, S is 
referring to such-and
such. 

L3. S is saying that 
*( ••• p ••• ). 

(a) If speaking literally, 
S is expressing attitude 
A*( ••• p ••• ). 

(b) If speaking literally, 
S is F*-ing that E, . or ••• 

L4. S, if speaking literally, 

Llb, MCB's 

Llb, Llc 

knowledge of L 

L2, L2a, MCB's 

L2, L2b, MCB's 

L3, CC 

L3a, Lit. 

is F*-ing that E. L3a, CP, MCB's 
Bach and Harnish (1979), p. 37) 

The sub-steps between lines 1 and 2 are the steps involved in 

disambiguation, according to Bach and Harnish. Now, although we will 

not be primarily concerned with the problem of ambiguity, it will turn 

out that the canplexities of Non-Illocutionary Use are such that they 

require a certain am:>unt of figuring out on the part of the hearer, 

and so these sub-steps will be important to us. 

According to Bach and Harnish (1979), lito identify what is 

said is to identify sentence type [m::xx1] and propositional content" 

(p. 24). This, plus the detennination that sonething is being said, 

are the ~ things necessary to get from L2 to L3--that is, from 

linguistic rceaning to locutionary act. The Linguistic Presumption 

takes care of the second item, so what needs to be discussed is 5e1J.-

tence m::xx1 and propositional content. For our purposes, sentence 
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mJOd can be considered a syntactic phenorrenon and hence, for 

the most part, outside the danain of our inquiry. It is Bach and 

Hamish • s contention that illocutionary force is primarily dependent 

on sentence mJOd, while illocutionary content (the E. in the SAS) is 

dependent on propositional content. Indeed, in the case of literal 

and direct speech acts, the propositional content of the locutionary 

act and the propositional content of the illocutionary act are iden

tical. This gives us the connection between illocutionary acts 

and linguistic meaning, provided we can explicate the notion of 

propositional content for locutionary acts. 

According to Bach and Hamish, there are three things that 

detennine propositional content: the operative rreaning of the 

expressions, the referents, and the tines specified. Except for 

tense, all temporal expressions are subS1.IlreC1 by Bach and Hamish 

under the heading of referring expressions (p. 24). Thus, in 

addition to the rreaning of the expressions, the reference of any 

referring expressions must be detennined in order to get from the 

linguistic rreaning of the utterance to the locutionary act-that 

is, to what is said. 

To return to the SAS, we will complete our description of 

it by discussing lines 3 and 4. The (*) represents sentence mJOd, 

and Bach and Hamish show how this is related to type of saying 

(pp. 24-25). The cc of line 3a is the eornpatibility COndition, 

which, for literal acts, relates type of saying to illocutionary 

force. This particular connection will not conce.i"il ~ except 
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insofar as it shows that, for the rrost part, it not the rreaning 

of an utterance that figures in the determination of illocutionary 

force. 

At line 3b, Lit. stands for Literal Perfonnance, which, 

according to Bach and Hamish, is: Ita natural definition of the 

literal perfonnance of an illocutionary act: • •• S' s F-ing that p 
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in saying that *( ••• p ••• ) is literal just in case: (i) p = ( ••• p ••• ), 

and (U) F-ing is L-ccmpatible with saying that * ( ... p ••• ) (p. 35). 

It is the first of these conditions that ~ are rrost interested in. 

That condition identifies the propositional content of the locutionary 

act with the propositional content of the illocutionary act. This 

is part of what makes the act literal. 

The ( ••• ) of line 3b represents the fact that rrore than one 

literal and direct act is S<:i'!letirres possible for a given sentence. 

This is further indication that linguistic rreaning does not detennine 

illocutionary force in the Bach and Harnish theory. 

As a rreans of surrmarizing our discussion of the relationship 

between rreaning and illocutionary acts, ~ present the initial 

portion of the final elaborated version of the SAS. This initial 

portion describes the inferences a hearer must make for a literal 

and direct act. The schema continues, giving an account of the rrore 

complicated inferences involved if the act is one of the following 

types: literally based indirect, direct non-literal, or nonliterally 

based indirect. By concentrating primarily on literal and direct 

acts, ~ will be able to avoid the complications that other types of 



speech acts introduce. Here, then, is the initial portion of the 

Elaborated Schema: 

Basis 

LI. S is uttering e. hearing- S utter ~ 

L2. S neans ••• by ~. LI, LP, M:B's 

L3. S is saying that 
*( .•• p ... ). L2, LP, M:B's 

rA. S, if speaking literally, 
is F*-ing that p. L3, CP, M:B's 

LS. S could be F*-ing 
that p. rA, M:B's 

L6. S is F*-ing that P. LS, PL. 

(Bach and Harnish (1979), p. 76) 

PL is the Presurrption of Literalness, which is defined by Bach and 

F..arnish as: "The mutual belief in the linguistic ccmm.mity c.r. to the 

effect that if in uttering e S could (under the ciretnnStances) be 

speakmg literally, then S is speaking literally" (p. 61). 

A theory of neaning, thus, will figure into the detennination 

of line 2 of the SAS, and, with sorce help from a theory of reference, 

will specify the propositional content of line 3. Since our theory 

of Non-Illocutionary Use subsumes a theory of neaning, it will also 

be the case that Non-Illocutionary Use will figure into the SAS in 

the sane places. 

It is i.rrportant to note that nothing in the disucssion of the 

Bach and Harnish theory of Speech Acts precludes the possibility of 

taking neaning in tenus of use. While our position is not quite 

that strong, it is also the case that nothing in the discussion 
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precludes the possibility of there being such a phenom:mon as 

Non-Illocutionary Use. Thus the theo:ry that we present fits into 

the Bach and Harnish Speech Act theo:ry as described here. 

Gramrar 

Chomsky (1981) discusses the place of a theo:ry of nEaning 

within a larger theo:ry of Universal Gramrar. Since the theo:ry of 

Non-Illocutiona:ry Use that we will present in this thesis includes 

a place for a traditional theo:ry of ItEaning, it is instructive to 

see just where Chomsky puts a theo:ry of rreaning. 

According to Chansky , Universal Gramrar must neet two 

conditions: 

On the one hand, it must be compatible with the diversity of 
existing (indeed, possible) gramnars. At the sane tirre, UG 
must be sufficiently constrained and restrictive in the options 
it pennits so as to account for the fact that each of these 
granmars develops in the mind on the basis of quite limited 
evidence. 

(1981, p. 3) 
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UG contains the following subcomponents of "the rule system of gramrar": 

(i) lexicon 

(ii) syntax 

(a) categorial component 

(b) transfonnational canponent 

(iii) P [honetic] F [orm] -component 

(iv) L[ogical] F[orm]-component 

(Chansky (1981), p. 5) 



A theory of lexical neaning is part of the lexicon; a gcx:xl 

portion of our theory of Non-Illocutionary Use is neant to specify 

lexical infonnation also. 

Chomsky states that the lexicon "specifies the abstract 

rrorphophonological structure of each lexical item and its syntactic 

features, including its categorial and its contextual features" 

(p. 5). While this formulation does not nention semantic aspects 
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per se, at another point Chomsky discusses the "projection principle", 

which states that: "Representations at each syntactic level (Le., 

LF, and D- and S-structure) are projected from the lexicon, in that 

they observe the subcategorization prope1.-ties of lexical items" 

(p. 29). Then, in discussing the projection principle with respect 

to the \\Ord persuade, Chomsky makes the following remark: 

The gramrar of a particular language can be regarded as simply 
a specification of values of pararreters of UG, nothing rrore. 
Since the projection principle has the consequence of reducing 
the specification of the categorial canponent for a particular 
granmar, it has corresponding implications for the theory of 
language acquisition. Sareone learning English nnlst sorrehow 
discovP.I the subcategorization features of persuade, one as
pect of leanling its neaning~ Given this knowledge, basic 
properties of the syntactic structures in which persuade appear 
are detennined by the projection principle and need not be 
learned independently. Similarly, a person who knows the \\Ord 
persuade (hence, knows its lexical properties, specifically, 
its subcategorization features) can at once assign an appro
priate LF-representation and S- and D- structure when the \\Ord 
is heard in an utterance. 

(p. 31, emphasis added) 

Thus, on this account, the lexical entry includes the subcategorization 

features of a \\Ord, and these features are considered by Chomsky to 

be part of the neaning of the \\Ox;d. Therefore, at least serre semantic 



infonnation is included in Universal Gramnar: there is no reason to 

suppose that other such infonnation is not also included. 

This is not to say necessarily that there are not fundarrental 

differences between semantic knowledge and knowledge of syntax or 

phonology according to Chomsky's account. Indeed, Chomsky contrasts 

the lexicon to the o~er components of the gramnar, stating that, in 

universal gramnar, the variety allowed by the other components is 

finite, whereas, 

The lexicon allows for infinite variety only in the trivial 
sense that there may by no finite bound on the length of words 
and norphenesi subcategorization frcures and the like are 
narrowly limited in variety •••• UG will provide a finite 
set of pararreters, each with a finite number of values, apart 
from the trivial matter [sic] of the norphene or word list, 
which must surely be learned by direct exposure for the nost 
part. 

(p. 11) 

It is crlear from this remark that ~tics is a part of Universal 

Granrnar. While we cannot as clearly claim that a theory of Non-

Illocutionary Use is also a part of Universal Gramnar, we should keep 

in mind the position Chansky affords semantics as we proceed. Given 

the connection between neaning and Non-Illocutionary Use, it is at 

least plausible to axgue that Non-Illocutionary Use is indeed part of 

Universal Gramnar. 

Reference 

The last of our four prel:i.m:inary questions concerned the 

relationship between Non-Illocutionary and reference. The relation

ship between ~aning and reference is not one of the best understood 
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relationships in linguistic theory. We do not present a theory of 

reference here, nor do we address the philosophical problems associated 

with the phenorrenon. For us, reference is simply one kind of Non

Illocutionary Use. Seen in this way, it fits into our theory in a 

rather natural way, which we describe in Chapter 2. 

Goals of the Theory 

Given our preliminary discussion of Non-Illocutionary Use, 

it is possible to indicate three major goals that a theory of such 

use nnlst neet. The first of these goals is that the theory should 

provide an adequate description of the relationship between Non

Illocutionary Use and neaning, speech acts, 'reference, and grarnnar. 

Such a description will provide a clear picture of the nature of 

Non-Illocutionary Use and its place in an overall linguistic theory. 

We have begun such a description in the present chapter ~ we will 

elaborate on it as we proceed. The second goal of a theory of Non

Illocutionary Use is to provide a rich descriptive system for dealing 

with the phenorrenon of Non-Illocutionary Use. The third goal is to 

derronstrate how the Non-Illocutionary Use of lower-level syntactic 

constituents such as individual words contributes to the Non

IllocutioI1a.ry Use of higher-level syntactic units such as phrases, 

clauses I and sentences-in other words, to show how Non-Illocutionary 

Use is canpositional in nature. Achieving this last goal will show 

how that the theory.of Non-Illocutionary Use is a fairly general 

theory. 



Plan of the Thesis 

In Chapter 2, we argue for the lexical representation of 

Non-Illocutionary Use. It is in that chapter that rrany of the 

major features of our theory are presented, including the Specifica

tions of Non-Illocutionary Use and the Representation Fonrats. 

In Chapter 3, we discuss the campositianality of Non-Illocution1.ry 

Use. We present our set of compositional rules and our set of 

contextual strategies. In Chapter 4, we discuss several issues 

surrounding the theory of Non-Illocutionary Use, and offer 

suggestions for future research. Finally, in Chapter S, we discuss 

several earlier attempts to incorporate the notion of language 

use into an overall theory of linguistic description. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE LEXICAL REPRESENI'ATION OF NON-ILIDCUl'IONARY USE 

We claim in this chapter that there is a phenOllEIlon of 

Non-Illocutionary Use, that this is a l:inguistic phenOllEIlon dis

tinct from the Illocutionary Use of sentences to perfonn speech 

acts, and that this phenarrenon enccmpasses but does not replace 

traditional theories of rreaning. We cla:im further that the 

Non-Illocutionary Use of expressions of a natural language is 

both a complex phenOllEIlon and, at the sane tine, a phenarrenon 

which f'..xhibits a good deal of underly:ing regularity. The 

canplex/regular nature of Non-Illocutionary Use is parallel 

to the nature of other levels of l:inguistic description--:in

clud:ing the syntactic and the phonological. It is the carnplexity 

of Non-Illocutionary Use that helps make language the rich and 

diverse system of ccmmmication that it is; the regularity, on the 

other hand, accounts :in part for the fact that every native 

speaker is able to acquire a Plll knowledge of Non-Illocutionary 

Use with relative ease. 

AI though many, if not all, of the aspects of language use 

that we will discuss :in this thesis have been noted previously 

:in the literature, the fact that such aspects could be unifonnly 

described by a theory of Non-Illocutionary Use has not been 
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noticed: at least there is no such theory to be found. More

over, neither the complexity nor the underlying regularity of the 

pheno.m:mon of Non-Illocutionary Use has been appreciated. It is 

a significant task of this thesis to provide a unifonn account 

of the phenonenon r:'J£ Non-Illocutionary Use and to show how it 

relates to other aspects of the linguistic system as a whole. 

In the present chapter, we concentrate on the representa

tion of Non-Illocutionary Use at the lexical level. OUr strategy 

will be to detennine what the proper representation of Non

Illocutionary Use is at the lexical level and then see, in the 

next chapter, how this kind of representation is relevant at the 

higher syntactic levels. This strategy has the advantage of 

potentially strengthening our claim that Non-Illocutionary Use is 

an important linguistic phenonenon: we describe it at the lexical 

level without, for the nost part, specific regard to higher 

levels; next, we test its applicability at those higher levels. 

To the extent that it applies at non-lexical levels we will have 

been able to generalize the claims made in the present chapter. 

In order to adequately describe Non-Illocutionary Use at 

the lexical level, we will find it necessary to errploy nine 

distinct pararreters. We call these pararreters the nine Spegifica

tions of Non-Illocutionary Use. These Specifications vary som=what 

with respect to their applicability in descriptions of language 

use: serre are obligatory Specifications, while others are optional. 

Each Specification, however, does describe a unique aspect of 
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Non-I11ocutionary Use. Thus, each is a necessary part of the 

overall description of Non-I 11ocutionary Use. As we shall see, 

within each individual Specification there are types and often 

sub-types of Non-I11ocutionary Use. Thus, the theory we present 

is a rich descriptive system, capable (in principle) of handling 

any expression of a natural language. 

There is one other aspect of our theory ~rth rrentioning 

at the outset: we not only posit nine Specifications of Non

I11ocutionary Use, but we also systematize these Specifications. 

One aspect of this systematization is the Taxonomy of the 

Specifications of Non-I11ocutionary Use which we present below. 

A second aspect of this systematization is the recognition of 

four Representation Fonnats which we employ in the theory. Each 

of these Representation Fonnats corresponds to a syntactic level. 

Thus, we have the Iexica1 Representation Fonnat (LRF), the 

Phrasal Representation Format (PRF) , the Clausal Representation 

Format (CRF), and the Sentential Representation Format (SRF). 

We argue in this chapter for the necessity of the nine 

Specifications of Non-I11ocutionary Use listed in Table 1. Each 

is listed with its abbreviation, with the labeled bracket that 

will identify the Specification in the various Representation For

mats, and with its status with respect to ob1igatoriness. The 

Specifications are listed in Table 1 in the order in which they 

are to be found in the I.exical Representation Format. We will 

see below that same complications arise in the higher-level Formats. 
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Table 1 

Specifications of Non-Illocutionary Use 

Specification Abbreviation Bracket Status 

Temporal '!'EM lT Obligatory 

Frequency FImJ lQ Optional 

Use-Level USE [ lu Obligatory 

Circumstantial eIR [ ler Optional 

Manner MNR [ 1M Optional 

Range RNG [ lR Optional 

Ftmctional FNC lp Obligatory 

Content OON!' [ len Obligatory 

Perlocutionary PER lp Optional 



. Thus, abstractly, the fonn of the Iexical Representation Format is 

as follows. Optional Specifications are so-designated by means 

of parentheses: 

(5) 

[ [ ] T ([ ] Q) [ ] U ([ ] er) ([ ] M) ( [ ] R) [ ] F [ ] en ([ ] p)] 

. 26 

Equivalently, an LRF can be represented from the top down as follows: 

(6) [ ]T 

([ ]Q) 

[ ]U 

( [ ]er) 

([ ]M) 

([ ]R) 

[ ]F 

[ ]en 

([ ]p) 

The second method of representation will be of use in our chapter 

on ccmpositionality. The first method brings out clearly, as we 

shall m:xrentarily see, the possibility of a quite natural means 

of describing lexical Non-Illocutionary Use. It should be kept 

in mind that the two methods are notational variants. 

At this point, we will briefly introduce each of the 

Specifications of Non-Illocutionary Use and then say a ~rd 

about the LRF. Following this introduction, we will offer a 

nore detailed account of each of these items. OUr Taxonomy of 



the Specifications of Non-Illocutionary Use will conclude the 

chapter. 

We begin with the Temporal Swcification. This Specifica

tion is neant to indicate the relevant t.i.m= frane involved in a 

word's Non-Illocutionary Use. It is the nechanism we employ to 

distinguish the .imrediate speech event (in which some word W is 

being used) from the overall knowledge that a speaker can be said 

to have of the word's Non-Illocutionary Use. The Temporal 

Specification, additionally, makes other sorts of distinctions 

as ~11. It is also a major neans of formally connecting our 

theol:Y of Non-Illocutionary Use with speech act theol:Y. As is the 

case with all of our Specifications, the Temporal Specification 

can be identified in staterrents about language use that speakers 

of the language often themselves make. 1 SUch natural descriptions 
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often fonn the basis for our theoretical accounts of Non-Illocutionary 

Use, and in the process, abstraction and formalization takes 

place. The following are examples of descriptions of Non-Illocutionary 

Uses of words which contain (the basis for) Temporal Specifications. 

The portion of the description corresponding to the Temporal 

Specification is underlined: 

(7) The word "cat" is being used by the speaker to refer to 

any sort of feline animal, donestic or wild. 

1. Such staterrents, especially when they are made in order 
to make some point in real speech situations, will be considered to 
be somewhat equivalent to Austin's (1962) Explicit Performatives. We 
will call these staterrents Explicit Non-Illocutional:Y Performatives. 



(8) "Barbarian." was once used to describe anyone who was 

not a Raman citizen. 

(9) The word "wonderful" is nonnally used to indicate a 

high degree of approval. 

The Frequency Specification indicates the frequency of 

occurrance of a particular Non-Illocutionary Use of a word with 

respect to some reference point. The Frequency Specification can 

relate an individual word use to any of the follC/Wi.'1g: another 

related use of the sane word or other expression; the use of a 

related word; the use of a word in a specific context (or speech 

act); or, an ongoing speech act. The following are exarrples 

of descriptions of Non-Illocutionary word use fram which a Fre

quency Specification can be quite naturally derived (the relevant 

portion is underlined): 

(10) The word "superstar" is automatically used when Reggie 

Jackson's nane is mentioned. 

(11) The word "honest" is rarely applied to politicians. 

The Use-Level Specification indicates whether it is c:. 

Iexical, Phrasal, Clausal, or sentential Repre&=>..ntation Format 

that is under consideration. This Specification will incorporate 

a definition of Non-Illocutionary Use into the various formats. 

An exarrple of a description containing the basis for a Use-

Level Specification is: 

(12) "Bachelor" is used to refer to umnarried adult males. 
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The Circumstantial Specification is usually restricted 

to individual speech events. It specifies any unusual and sig

nificant attitude on the part of a speaker towards the 

Non-I11ocutionary Use of sorre individual word (or larger 

syntactic unit). Two examples of Circumstantial Specification 

are the following: 

(13) He uses the word "intelligent" advisedly with respect 

to Nixon, Ford, and Reagan. 

(14) I use the word "offense" rreasuredly with respect to 

the Colts. 2 

AI though by no means central to linguistic connumication, the 

Circumstantial Specification does describe an aspect of Non-

I11ocutionary Use that sorret:i.rres plays a role in the COItIl\U1-u.cative 

act. Speakers often make staterrents regarding Circumstantial 

Specification, and these staterrents are often candidates for con-

sideration as Explicit Non-I11ocutionary Perforrnatives. 

The Manner Specification is rreant to describe non-

attitudinal limits placed on a word's Non-I11ocutionary Use by 

speakers of the language. These limits often involve degrees 

of exactness and/or formality. The Manner Specification is 

related to the Range Specification. Examples of Non-I11ocutionary 

2. Howard Cose11 made a staterrent like this on a M:mday 
Night Football braodcast; this led m= to consider the possibility 
of a Circumstantial Specification. 
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word use descriptions from which Manner Specifications can be 

extracted are: 

(15) "Enemy" is be:ing used non-specifically. 

(16) "Professional" is being used loosely. 

The Range Specification is :intended to distinguish and 

describe various related uses that an individual word might have. 

The related uses that are so-distinguished are not polyserrous 

uses in the sense of Nunberg (1978, 1979), nor are the unrelated 

uses of hom:myms distinguished by the Range Specification. 

Examples of descriptions containing the basis for Range Specifica

tion are: 

(17) The tenn "veteran" is being used technically and includes 

all persons who served in any branch of the service, 

including the National Guard. 

(18) "Idiot" is being used non-technically here. 

The Functional Specification deals with the functional 

aspects of Non-Illocutionary Use. Many of these Specifications 

have been extensively discussed in the literature. Indeed, ~ 

of them-reference and predication--are sorretimes thought to be 

the only kinds of use that words can have. Traditional theories 

of rreaning capture this aspect of \\Urd use least-naturally. Two 

examples of Functional Specifications, as they occur in natural 

descriptions of Non-Illocutionary \\Urd use are: 

(19) "Red" is being used to refer to a particular color. 
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(20) "Promising" is being used as an evaluative term. 

The Content Specification is what is traditionally called 

a word's meaning. In our theory, it specifies the idiosyncratic 

information particular to each individual word of a language. 

Examples of descriptions containing Content Specifications are: 

(21) "Bachelor" is used to refer to sorreone having the 

properties of being unmarried, adult, and nale. 

(22) "Big" is used to describe sorrething as a certain size 

relative to sorre standard. 

While we will not offer a theory of rreaning in this thesis, we do 

want to indicate the place of linguistic rreaning in a theory of 

Non-Illocutionary Use. 

OUr last Specification is the Perlocutiona;Y §Pecification. 

This Specification indicates any particular effects that the use 

of a word may have on the hearer. Such effects can be intended 

or unintended by the speaker. In sorre cases, they can be part of 

a word's normal use, and in other cases, not. As the nane suggests, 

this Specification parallels the Perlocutionary act discussed 

widely in speech act theory. Examples of Perlocutionary Specifi

cation include: 

(23) "Reposess" is often used by collection agencies to 

intimidate their clients. 

(24) The use of "danm" shocked his grandrrother. 

As we stated above, these nine Specifications of Non

Illocutionary Use are systematized by one of four Representation 
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Fonnats. We would, at this point, like to give an example of a 

Lexical Representation Fonnat that utilizes all nine of the 

Specifications. To do this, we will take a specific example of 

Lexical Non-Illocutionary Use. Suppose that someone is asked 

what he thinks of cats, and as a literal and direct answer to 

this question he replies: 

(25) Cats are vicious little animals. 

Figure I shows how the Non-Illocutionary Use of the word "cat" 

would be represented in our theory (with details omitted). This 

representation (especially in the a version) closely approximates 

the following natural description of the Non-Illocutionary Use of 

the word "cat" above: 

(26) The word "cat" is now being used pejoratively, non

specifically, and non-technically to refer to feline 

animals and thereby disgust the hearer. 

We turn now to a detailed discussion of each of the Specifications. 

Our goal is to rroti vate each of these Specifications as a necessary 

part of an adequate description of Non-Illocutionary Use. 

The Temporal Specification 

Recall from the discussion above that the Terrporal 

Specification is the initial Specification in the Lexical 

Representation Fonnat: 

(27) TEM+FREX}I-USE+CIR+MNR+RNG+FNC-tCONT+PER 
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(a) cats: 

(b) 

[[is being]T [now]Q [USED]U [pejorativelY]er [non
specifi-

[non- [to refer]F [to 
techni- feline 
callY]R animals] en 

NP 
t 
N 
I 

cats 

[is being]T 

[now]Q 

[USED]u 

[pejorativelY]er 

[non-specifica1lY]M 

[non-technicallY]R 

[to refer]F 

[to feline animals]en 

callY]M 

[to ] 
disgust 
(the 
hearer]p 

[to disgust (the hearer)]p 

Figure 1 

I.exical Representation Fonnat, ~ Versions 
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It is an obligatory Specification and its identifying labeled 

bracket is: 

following way: 3 

] T. We characterize this Specification in the 

The Temporal Specification is that part of a complete descrip

tion of a \'X)rd' s Non-Illocutianary Use in the language that 

indicates the t:i.ne frame (s) relevant to that word's use or uses. 

The Temporal Specification may optionally refer to past, present, 

or future t:i.ne frames; it ma.y also refer to specifically indexed 

t:i.ne frames. It ma.y optionally indicate a degree of probability 

associated with same Non-Illocutionary Use of a \'X)rd. 

Knowledge of word use varies with respect to t:i.ne: the 

language-learner, for example, ma.y have to guess how a word is 

nonnally used based on just one or two encounters with that \'X)rd; 

the ma.ture speaker on the other hand is much rrore certain about 

how to use the \'X)rds of his native language. The various types of 

Terrporal Specification are meant to capture these, as well as 

other, facts. 

As we mentioned above, the various Specifications include 

distinct types, and often sub-types. The Temporal Specification 

has nine different types; there are no sub-types. In our theory, 

each ~ of Specification will have an identifying labeled 

bracket; this bracket will be enclosed within the labeled bracket 

3. In this chapter, we will, for the rrost part, discuss 
the Specifications Non-Illocutionary of Use in terms of \'X)rd use. 
Below, we generalize our characterizations so that they apply at 
all relevant syntactic levels. 
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for the Specification itself. Thus, a type of Temporal Specifica

tion will be represented in the following way, where x identifies 

the type: [[ ]X]T. Before we proceed with our discussion 

of the Temporal Specification specifically, we need to say a word 

about the notational devices we will errploy. 

In our list of the nine major Specifications, each Specifi

cation was given a unique labeled bracket. Due to the large 

number of types of Specifications to be discussed in this thesis, 

it will be impossible to insure that each ,type, will be afforded a 

unique labeled bracket. However, we will take care to insure 

that every combination of Specification and type will, taken 

together, be unique, and thus clearly identify just which type of 

Specification is nea.nt. Thus, if there are two representations 

[ [ ] a] B' they will be identical representations; whereas, two 

representations [[ ] a] B and [[ ] a] C will represent different 

types, as well as different Specifications. 

To return to the Temporal Specifications, we list each of 

the nine types in 'l'able 2, together with its associated labeled 

bracket and the rrost natural way of making the Specification in 

ordinary English. Keep in mind that each of the brackets given in 

Table 2 is to be embedded within the Temporal Specification 

bracket: ]T. As we discuss each of the different Temporal 

Specifications, we will attempt to show that each is necessary if 

we are to have a complete description of Non-Illocutionary Use. 
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Table 2 

Temporal Specifications 

Specification Bracket Characterization 

Knowledge of Previous Uses [ 1p has been 

Knowledge of Use [ 1k is 

SAS Processing [ lsp could be being 

SAS Concluding [ 1sc is being 

Diachronic Change [ 1d was 

Creative [ 1c can be 

Language-Learner Acquisition [ 11 might be 

Fluent-Speaker Acquisition [ 1f may be 

Anachronistic [ 1a was at tirre T 



Knowledge of Previous Uses 

Perhaps the single most :important factor in a speaker's 

overall knowledge of Non-Illocutionary ~rd use is his knowledge 

of the previous uses of the ~rd by the nembers of the language 

ccmnunity of which he is a part. In constructing the lexicon, 

experience with actual language use is, for the nnst part, crucial. 

It is thus plausible that sone of these previous uses are stored 

by the speaker, and that they are available to him on given 

occassions. It is usually from this Knowledge of Previous Uses 

that the Non-Illocutionary aspects of the lexical entry for a 

given ~rd are formed. But that knowledge (to be discussed below) 

is abstracted fram the individual uses of the word. There is 

not this abstraction (or at least it is not to the sane degree) in 

the Knowledge of Previous Uses. 

The Knowledge of Previous Uses differs fram our two 

Acquisition types of Telnp:)ral Specification in that the latter 

two types represent guesses as to what the normal Non-Illocutionary 

Use of some word might be, while the Knowledge of Previous Uses 

does not represent such a guess. It may, of course, be the basis 

(and in fact often is such a basis) for those other types of 

Specification, but, to repeat, it is neant to be a neans of re

cording actual uses. An easy way to see this distinction is to 

consider the fact that a speaker of a language may have knowledge 

of previous non-literal uses of words. He knows that they are 

non-literal since he is a fluent speaker who knows what constitutes 
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the normal uses of that word. The non-literal uses do not playa 

part in the lexical entry, strictly speaking, of the word. And 

yet this type of knowledge may be useful to the speaker on given 

occassions--especially those occassions which involve a non-literal 

use similar to one that has been already encountered. lvbreover, 

since speakers presumably need to speak non-literally on occassion, 

it is useful to be able to call upon past experience for examples 

of how to do so (at the word level). 

ret us look briefly at an example where Knowledge of 

Previous Uses plays a role in the determination of same current 

Non-Illocutionary Use of a given word. Suppose that the normal 

uses of the word "punk" refer to types of adolescents or a type 

of music, but that our native speaker has, at one tirre, heard 

the word used with respect to food--sorreone has called the Big 

Mac a "punkburger". This unusual use of the word "punk" may have 

been stored by the native speaker as a Knowledg~ of Previous Uses: 

(28) "punk" [[has beenlplT (used in such-and-such a WdY) • 

Suppose now that this person nCM hears S<:;:KreOne utter the following 

sentence: 

(29) That pizza was punk. 

Our native speaker, in order to figure out the speech act being 

perforrred, needs to figure out the Non-Illocutionary Use of each 

of the words in the sentence. His final guess as to the use of 

each word will be represented in our theory by a Temporal 
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Specification that we call SAS Concluding e[[ ] ]) --see below. sc T 

The basis for the conclusion a1::x:>ut the use of the word "punk" 

in this case could well be the native speaker's Knowledge of the 

Previous Use of the word as discussed above. Within the Bach and 

Harnish Speech Act Schema, we can represent this conclusion and 

its basis as follows: 

(30) 

"Punk" [[is being] ] 
sc T 

used in such-and-such 

a way. 

Basis 

"Punk" [[has been]p]T 

used in that way (in 

the past). 

This represents a rational inference on tl:1e part of our native 

speaker (Le., the hearer) and it shows clearly the role that the 

Knowledge of Previous Uses Terrporal Specification plays in a theory 

of linguistic cornmmication. More clarity in the role of this 

Specification wUl be gained as the other (contrasting) Terrporal 

Specifications are discussed. 

Knowledge of Use 

The native speaker's rrore or less perrranent lexical entry 

for the Non-Illocutionary Use of the individual words of the language 

contains a Temporal Specification we call the Knowledge of Use 

Specification. This kind of lexical knowledge is based, in the 

usual case, on the speaker's Knowledge of Previous Uses. The 

transition from previous uses to the lexical entry is a difficult 

problem-one that we will not address in this thesis. Nor will we 
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consider what the abstraction process must be like. Rather, we 

will indicate the role that this Specification plays in linguistic 

connnmication. It is the Knowledge of Use that nost often 

sanctions the hearer I s inference to the $AS Concluding Temporal 

Specification. In other words, the hearer uses his Knowledge 

of Use as (a significant part of) the basis for inferring that 

SCJIIe particular word W is being used in a particular way on a 

particular occassion. Suppose that the hearer is atteIrpting to 

figure out the use of each word in the following sentence as part 

of the process of figuring out the illocutionary act being per

forrtEd by the utterance of the sentence: 

(31) Reagan is a fool. 

In this process, the hearer must care to an understanding of how 

the word "fool" is being used. Part of his lexical entry for "fool" 

(with details omitted) might be: 

(32) "Fool" [[is]k]T (used to describe people without any 

sense) • 

The inferential process involved in arriving at a conclusion about 

the particular use of the word ("..an be represented as: 

(33) 

"Fool" [[is being] sc] 'I' 

used to describe SOIle-

one without any sense. 

Basis 

"Fool" [[is]] used 
kT 

in that way. 

Note that our example (33) differs from our example (30) 

not by fiat, but, rather by differences in the speech situation. 
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That is, presumably, in (30), the hearer had already attempted to 

match the use of the word "punk" with his Knowledge of Use for that 

word-and found that it made no sense to think of the word as 

having its normal use in that situation. From there, the hearer 

went to other options available--naIrely, his Knowledge of Previous 

Uses. In case (33), the word "fool" was being used normally, and 

so the hearer could stop there (given a PrestIITption of Literalness 

as described by Bach and Harnish (1979». This set of exarrples 

points up a difference between the two Temporal Specifications dis

cussed so far--the Knowledge of Previous Uses vs. the Knowledge of 

Use. 

SAS Processing 

It is this, and the next, Temporal Specification that 

forma1ly connects our theory of Non-Illocutionary Use with the 

speech act theory of Bach and Harnish (1979). As we described 

it in Chapter 1, this theory is essentially an inferential theory 

whereby the hearer noves fran hearing an utterance to under

standing what Illocutionary act is being perforrred. As we have 

already stated, the hearer ItU,lst decide what the operative meaning 

of the sentence is before he can achieve Illocutionary uptake. 

In order to arrive at the operative rreaning of the sentence, the 

hearer must do so for each of the words in the sentence. The 

traditional concept of meaning is embedded within our notion Qf 

Non-Illocutionary Use. Since we are primarily concerned with the 
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nornal uses of words, we focus of the literal and direct act. The 

SAS Processing Temporal Specification is meant to represent the 

hearer's best guess as to how a word is being used--given the 

Presumption of Literalness. This particular Temporal Specification 

represents possilile nonnal Non-Illocutionary Uses of words. We 

omitted it fram example (33) for exposition purposes, but we need 

to discuss it here. Given the utterance of (31), a llDre COITplete 

account of the hearer's inferences would be: 

(34) 

1. "Fool" 

2. 

[[could be being] sp] T -

(used in such-and-such 

a way). 

"Fool" [[ is being] ] sc T 

(used in such-and-such 

a way). 

Basis 

"Fool" [[is]k]T (used 

in that way. 

Line 1, Presumption 

of Literalness. 

Of course , given that words have rrore than one nonnal use 

in rrost cases, the SAS Processing Temporal Specification may well 

be used rrore than once in the inferential process of deciding the use 

of sore given word. Conm:msensically, a given word W could be 

being used to A, B, or C. Which of these turns out to be the 

operative Non-Illocutionary Use will depend on Mutual Contextual 

Beliefs, as well as other possilile factors. 
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SAS Concluding 

Closely related to the Temporal Specification just discussed 

is the SAS Concluding Specification. We have already seen instances 

of this particular Temporal Specification. It appeared in examples 

(30), (33), and (34). Quite simply, it is our way of representing 

the final fonn of the inference that the hearer makes with respect 

to a given word in an utterance. The basis for this Concluding 

Specification can logically be any of the other Temporal Specifica

tions, in concert with various Presumptions and Mutual Contextual 

Beliefs. We have seen in the previously discussed exarrples how 

the SAS Concluding Specification is arrived at via the Knowledge 

of Use Specification and the Knowledge of Previous Uses Specifica

tion (both, technically, via the SAS Processing Specification also). 

When the hearer arrives at the SAS Concluding Specification, he 

has reached the end of the inferential process ,as far as the given 

word is concerned: W [[is being] SC]T used in such-and-such a way. 

Cormnmication breaks down when this conclusion about the Non

Illocutionary Use of an individual word reached by the hearer is 

not the one intended by the speaker. 

Diachronic Change 

The Diachronic Change Temporal Specification is rreant to 

capture the fact that word use can change over the lifetirre of the 

speaker. A1 though the fluent speaker will change his representation 

of the particular word's use in accordance with the linguistic 
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practice 9f the language conmunity, older uses of the word may, 

on occassion, be retained. Such information is saretines helpful 

in the speech situation. It should be noted that what dis-

tinguishes the Diachronic Change Specification from the 

already-discussed Knowledge of Previous Uses Specification is the 

fact that the Diachronic Change Specification deals with changes 

in the normal uses of words. The Knowledge of Previous Uses Specifica-

tion is rreant to encode information about word uses that are not 

necessarily normal uses--or that were not thought of by the speaker 

as normal uses at the t:i.Jre of utterance. 

Language change, at the Non-Illocutionary level, within 

the lifet:i.Jre of individual speakers is a connon phenc:m:non. Thus, 

if a hearer should encounter the word "square" being used with 

apparent approval by the utterer of sentence (35), he might not 

be confused, given his knowledge of the Diachronic Change of that 

word: 

(35) John Glenn is my favorite politician because he is 

competent, honest, and square. 

Part of the hearer's inference with respect to the word "square" 

would be as follows: 

(36) 

"Square" [[is being] ] sc T 

used to describe soneone 

with very positive person-

ality traits. 

Basis 

"square" [[was] d] T 

(once) used in that 

way. 



In this exarrple, factors that would rule out the rrore current use 

of the word "square" would include the fact that the sentence 

becorres contradictory, or at least very confusing if the word has 

its I'l:ormal use. Contextual facts such as the age or personality 

of the speaker lead the hearer to consider the Diachronic aspects 

of the word' s use. 

Creative 

We are concerned in this thesis primarily with the literal 

Non-Illocutionary Uses of words. However, a total theory of Non

Illocutionary Use must include a method of representing non-literal 

uses of words also. We saw above, in our discussion of Knowledge 

of Previous Uses, that speakers can be thought to have access 

to non-nonnal uses of words. The inclusion here of a Creative 

Temporal Specification is meant to show up the difference between 

s:i.rrple non-literal uses on the one hand, and truely creative uses 

on the other. SUch uses would include the various types of 

literary uses, as well as poetic uses of words. The linguistic 

ccmnunity in general places a higher value on these kinds of 

word uses than on the s:i.rrple non-literal. And although it is not 

absolutely necessary, these creative uses of words usually bear 

sene resemblance to the nore standard uses of the words. We 

represent the Creative Temporal Specification as: [[can be]C]T 

(used). The rendition of this in ordinary English is not 

completely satisfactory. Below, we will show how the Creative 
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Temporal Specification relates to one of the Range Specifications. 

Here, we are simply showing that Creative. uses of words do fit 

into our theory. 

Language-learner Acquisition 

Although we do not propose a theory of language 

acquisition in this thesis, we would like to show that our theory 

of Non-Illocutionary Use can acCOIlTl'Odate such a theory--that is, 

that we have a way of representing the knowledge that the 

language-learner is in the process of acquiring, and that we can 

differentiate this lmowledge from the lmowledge of the everyday 

vocabulary possessed by the native speaker and from the acquisition 

of new vocabulary by the already-fluent speaker. If it is true 

that the language-learner is sanehow forming and testi.T'lg hypotheses 

about his language (specifically, about the Non-Illocutionary 

Use of the words in the language) then the lmowledge he has about 

these uses should be of a sorrewhat tentative nature-at the very 

least, it is subject to revision at alnost every turn. The 

language-learner relies on his Knowledge of Previous Uses in 

making the detennination of what we call the Language-learner 

Acquisition Temporal Specification--it is best -to think of this 

Specification as representing interrrediate stages between simply 

:r<nowledge of Previous Uses and Knowledge of Use. We render this 

Specification as: [[might be] 1] T (used). 
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Fluent-speaker Acquisition 

We want to contrast the learning of vocabulary by sorreone 

still in the process of learning (the basics of) his native 

language with the learning of new vocabulary by the fluent speaker. 

Thus, we posit a separate Temporal Specification for each case. 

In the long run, the newly acquired vocabulary of both the 

language-learner and the fluent speaker will becone Knowledge of 

Use. However, the routes to such a representation are different; 

noreover, in the short run, the new vocabulary will have a 

different status both fran the already-acquired vocabulary and 

from the equivalent vocabulary of the ~ types of native speakers. 

The fluent-speaker may feel some uncertainty about his newly

acquired words, and this uncertainty made fade rrore quickly than 

it does for the language-learner. We represent the Fluent-speaker 

Acquisition Temporal Specification as: [[may be] f]T (used). 

It is clea:r that such a representation can serve as the basis 

for inferences about the possible use of a newly-acquired \\'Ord: 

(37) 

''W .. 

[[could be being] sp]T 

(used in such-and-such 

a way). 

Basis 

"W' [[may be] ] fT 

(given what I've 

recently learned) 

(used in that way) • 

(37) brings out an important point about the nature of our repre-

sentations of Non-Illocutionary Use. Notice that we have included 
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nore as the "basis II for the inference than is present in the actual 

representation. We have done so for the sake of clarity. In 

actuality, the representations thernselves--the combination of 

identifying sub-scripts plus the English words--are meant to carry 

all of the necessary information. This information is deliniated 

in our discussion of each of the Specifications (this holds true 

for all nine of the Specifications and the various types within 

them) . 

The difference between Language-learner Acquisition and 

Fluent-speaker Acquisition is important from a philosophical 

standpoint, and we need to dwell on this difference for a m::xrent. 

Thus, we find Putnam essentially ignoring this distinction in the 

following passage: 

Wittgensteinians, whose fondness for the expression "fonn 
of life" appears to be directly proportional to its degree 
of preposterousness in a given context, say that acquiring 
the customary use of such a word as "tiger" is caning to 
share a fonn of life. What they miss ~ or at any rate fail 
to emphasize, is that while the acquired diS9Qsition may be 
sufficiently complex and sufficiently interlinked with other 
complex dispositions to warrant special mention (though 
hardly the overblown phrase "fonn of life"), what triggers 
the disposition is often highly discrete--e.g., a simple 
lexical definition frequently succeeds in conveying a pretty 
good idea of how a word is used. To be sure, as 
Wittgenstein emphasizes, this is only because we have a 
shared human nature, and because we have shared an 
acculturation process--there has to be a great deal of 
stage-setting before one can read a lexical definition and 
guess how a word is used. But in the process of "debunking" 
this fact--the fact that sorrething as s:i.mple as a lexical 
definition can convey the use of a word--they forget to be 
impressed by it. To be sure there is a great deal of stage
setting, but it is rarely stage-setting specifically designed 
to enable one to learn the use of this word. The fact that 
one can acquire the use of an indefinite nwnber of new words, 
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and on the basis of simple "staterrents of what they mean" 
is an amazing fact: it is the fact, I repeat, on which 
semantic theory rests. --

(Putnam (1977), p. 114) 

In essence, the "stage-setting" that Putnam refers to is really 

the already-learned natural language. Putnam's description of 

the ease of acquiring new vocabulary items, insofar as it is 

correct, is correct only for the person who has learned a language. 4 

It obviously does not accurately describe the child learning his 

native language. And although we do not offer a complete account 

of this phenorrenon, our theory does fonnally distinguish between 

these b;o situations: the fluent speaker vs. the language-

learner. Thus, at least part of our explanation as to ease of 

the fluent-speakers acquisition of new vocabulary items is that 

he already has full conmand of the entirety of the nine Specifica-

tions of Non-Illocutionary Use, and that this is not true of the 

language-learner. A native speaker learning a new word from a 

dictionary entry will still have less of a coomand over that word 

(in m:Jst cases) than soneone who has been using the word over a 

period of tine. Our Knowledge of Use Temporal Specification de-

scribes the latter, our Fluent-speaker Acquisition describes the 

4. It would seem that if Fodor's (1975) account of 
language acquisition--which crucially involves the "language of 
thought"--were correct, Putnam's description should apply to the 
language-learner as well. 
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forner, and our Language-learner Acquisition differentiates both 

of these fran t.'1e child learning the vocabulary. 5 

Anachronistic 

The last of our nine Temporal Specifications deals with 

strictly historical uses of vvords. Many speakers have a ccmnand 

of (portions of) vocabularies used in "earlier periods in the 

history of English. For example, many people are familiar with 

the language used in Shakespeare's plays or in Chaucer's poetry. 

It is possible that such knowledge is indexed in such a way that 

the entire set of lexical items can be made available for rrore 

or less .i.mrediate access. Our Anachronistic Temporal Specification 

allows for indexed tine variables: 

(38) "W" [[was, at timeT.] ]T (used in such-and-such a way) • 
~ a 

This might help account for the fact that readers of older texts 

can "get into" them to the point that there is only minor 

interference from current uses of vvords they encounter. 

5. Wittgenstein himself was not confused about these 
matters, as one might be led to believe fran reading Putnam. More
over, it is instructive to cc:::upare the following two passages: 

(a) How do I convey the rreaning of the word "lerron"? 
Very likely, I show the man a lerron. Very well, let 
us change the exarrple. How do I convey the meaning 
of the vvord II tiger II ? I tell him what a tiger is. 

Putnam (1977), p. 112) 

(b) How should we explain to SOITeOne what a gane is? 
I imagine that we should describe ganes to him, and 
we might add: "This and similar things are called 
'ganes'". 

(Wittgenstein (1953), p. 33e) 
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From the previous discussion, it can be seen that our 

nine Temporal Specifications of Non-Illocutionary Use encompass 

a wide variety of language use situations, differentiating and 

describing these situations i1:1 a way that we hope is natural 

and complete. Below, we will say nore about the relationship 

of the Temporal Specifications to the other Specifications. 

The Frequency Sp=cification 

The Frequency Specification is the Second Specification 

in the Lexical Representation Fonnat: 

(39) TEM+ (FRm) +USE+CIR+MNR+RNG+FNC+O:>Nl'+PER 
= 

Unlike the Tercporal Specification, which was an obligatory 

Specification, the Frequency Specification is optional. Its 

identifying labeled bracket is: ] Q. We characterize this 

,Specification as follows: 
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The Frequency Specification is that part of a complete descrip

tion of a word' s Non-Illocutionary Use in the language that indicates, 

when appropriate, sare relative frequency of occurrance of a par-

ticular use of the word with respect to one of the following 

reference points: (1) a related use of the 'sane word; (2) the use 

of a related word or expression; (3) a particular ~ of context 

or type of speech act; (4) an ongoing speech event. 

This characterization yields four types of Frequency 

Specification, each corresponding with one of the "reference points". 

We list them, together with their labeled bracket in Table 3. The 



ways of characterizing each type of Frequency Specification in 

ordinal:y English are, for the ITOst part, horrogenous across 

types (with the exception of "now", which can be used only with 

type 4). 

Table 3 

Frequency Specifications 

Specification Bracket Characterizations 

Related Uses [ ]ru autanatically, often, seldom, 
always, rarely, never, 
saretimes 

Related Expressions [ ]re autorPatically, often, seldom, 
always, rarely, never, 
saretirres 

Particular Contexts ]c autorPatically, often, seldom, 
always, rarely, never, 
oomatirres 

Ongoing Speech Events [ ]0 now 

. Although it may be possible to include a Frequency 

Specification of one of these types for every Non-Illocutionary Use 

of every word in the language, our pur];XJse in incorporating the 

Frequency Specification into our descriptions of word use is not 

statistical. As Fodor (1960, Chapter 4) notes, the absolute 

frequency of occurrence of sane particular (use of a) word is 

of little or no consequence in the deteJ:mination of a standard or 
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nonnal use. 6 And relative frequency of occurrence is often of 

interest only to word-list ccmpilers. However, it is obvious that 

frequency of use, relative to one of the reference points we 

rrentioned above, can sornet:i.mes be of considerable importance to 

a hearer trying to figure out the Illocutionary intent of the 

speaker; rroreover, such information about frequency is sonet:i.mes 

a crucial part of our overall knowledge of a word's use. It is 

even possible that the language-learner incorporates this kind 

of infonnation into his tentative lexicon. 

The inclusion of the fourth type of Frequency Specifica-

tion, Ongoing Speech Events, is a concession to the inferential 

nature of the hearer's task. Whether a given word is sanet:i.mes, 

often, or never used in such-and-such a way can, in sone 

instances, influence the hearer's decision that the word is ~ 

being used (or not used) in that way. 

The Use-revel ~ification 

The Use-Level Specification is the third Specification in 

the lexical Representation Fonnat: 

(40) TEM+FREX2+USE+CIR+MNR+RNG+FNC-tCONr+PER 

It is an obligatory Specification--necessary to every LRF, PRE', 

eRE', and SRE'. Its identifying labeled bracket is: [ ] U. 

6. Adrienne Iehrer (personal corn:nunication) has pointed 
out that there may be a similarity between our Frequency Specifica
tion and Firth's notion of collocation. See Firth (1957) and 
Halliday (1966). Further research along these lines might prove 
beneficial in expanding the scope of the Frequency Specification. 
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In order to properly characterize this particular 

Specification, we must provide a definition of Non-Illocutionary 

Use, for it is with the Use-Level Specification that this definition 

enters the Representation Fonnats. In order to arrive at this 

definition, we will look at what a definition of such use might 

look like for the word level, and then generalize from there. 

After that, we will return to the characterization of the Use-

Level Specification itself. 

A Definition of Non-Illocutionary Use 

As we noted in Chapter 1, a theory of neaning is presupposed 

both by the theory of syntax fonnulated in Chomsky (1981) and by 

the theory of speech acts fonnulated by Bach and Harnish (1979). 

OUr theory of Non-Illocutionary Use, in turn, presupposes both of 

those theories. OUr first approximation of a definition of Non

Illocutionary Use reflects the interconnection between this kind 

of use and Illocutionary Use and syntax. The definition includes 

both the notion of a "proper syntactic part" and the concept of 

the Bach and Harnish Speech Act Schema: 

An individual word W of a language L has a Non-Illocutionary 

Use, U, in L iff W can be uttered by speakers of L as a proper 

syntactic part of an expression E of L (nonnally a sentence) such 

that E can be uttered by speakers of L to perfonn sate Illocutionary 

act 1. in accordance with the Speech Act Schema (SAS). 
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'!his def:inition, as it stands, is not yet complete: it 

leaves the question of when a word can be so-uttered unanswered. 

Moreover, it seems to indicate the possibility of there be:ing words 

in a language which have no uses--that is, it seems to take the 

concept of word for granted and then differentiate between two 

types of words (those that are used and those that are not used). 

S:ince we will encounter this same problem below when we argue for 

a version of the "neaning -as-use" hypothesis, we will postpone 

discussion of it for now. We emphasize here that we are primarily 

:interested in saying what it is for a word (and, rrore generally, 

for an expression) to have a Non-Illocutionary Use :in a language; 

we are not atternpt:ing to def:ine wordhood. 

'!he first problem we rrentioned, however, must be dealt 

with here: when ~ words (and expressions) be so-uttered? We 

want our definition to characterize "nonnal" Non-Illocutionary Uses 

of words. It might be first .thought that we need 'only' to restrict 

the Illocutionary act, .I, rrentioned :in the definition to literal 

and direct acts-this should guarantee that the words used :in 

the perfonnance of such acts be "nonnal" uses. However, we cannot 

just specify that the Illocutionary act rrentioned :in the def:inition 

be literal and direct for the follow:ing reason. Even if the act 

were to be non-literal, or :indirect, this is no guarantee that 

the Non-Illocutionary Use of any particular word :in the utterance 

itself must necessarily be either literal or non-literal. Suppose, 
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for example, that a speaker utters (41), intending it to be a 

non-literal, indirect answer to the question, "Do you want to 

see Rocky III?": 

(41) I just love fight rrovies. 

Suppose that (41) is meant to be taken as a non-literal statem:mt 

that the speaker hates fight rrovies, and thereby as a negative 

answer to the question. We might want to say that the word "love" 

is being used sarcastically (and therefore non-literally); however, 

the other words of the sentence could be plausibly thought to 

have their nomal uses--e. g ., "rrovies" is being used to refer to 

novies. Thus, restricting the Illocutionary act rrentioned in 

the definition to literal and direct acts is too restrictive and 

will result in the mis-description of cases such as the one just 

rrentioned--of which there are a potentially infinite number. Thus, 

we need another way of specifying normal Non-Illocutionary Uses. 

The JOOst obvious way to do this is to invoke the notion 

of linguistic convention. Although this notion is not without 

controversy, 7 it best explains the distinction we want to make in 

our definition of Non-Illocutionary word use. According to 

Bach and Harnish (1979): 

It is natural to think. of language as conventional in the 
sense that the neaning of its words is conventional. In our 
tenus, what words rrean is what we mutually believe them to 
rrea.n. To be sure, no one knows what every word means, so 
allowances must be made for words not in the CClITITOn parlance, 

7. For an attack on the notion of word rreaning and con
ventionality, see J .A. Fodor (1975, Chapter 2). 
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such as technical terms. Even then, it is at least mutually 
believed -in the linguistic cormrunity that such tel1ns mean 
whatever the relevant experts mean by them. In any case, 
there are thousands of words in the core vocabulary of the 
vernacular, and virtually everyone shares the mutual belief 
about their meaning. 

(p. 133) 

Bach and Harnish cite Strawson (1964), as well as Schiffer (1972), 

as holding similar views with respect to the conventional nature of 

word rreaning. In addition, Wittgenstein also held a view like the 

one just described. Notice that, although Bach and Harnish's 

statenent about conventionality is neutral with respect to type 

of semantic theory, it is applicable to a use theory if to any 

theory-indeed, it is IroSt naturally applied to such a theory. 

We therefore see no reason not to apply it to our overall theory 

of Non-Illocutionary Use. 

we incorporate this notion of conventionality into our 

definition of Non-Illocutionary word use: 

An individual word W of a language L has a Non-Illocutionary 

Use !! in L iff W can be uttered, in accordance with the linguistic 

conventions of the language corrrnunity ~, as a proper syntactic 

part of an expression! of L (normally a sentence) such that E it

self can be uttered by speakers of L to perfonn sc:m:: Illocutionary 

act .! in accordance with the SAS. 

Levels of Non-Illocutionary Use 

Although we will not argue for it until Chapter 3, we clalin 

in our theory that the notion of Non-Illocutionary Use can be 
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properly applied at the phrasal, clausal, and sentential levels, 

as well as at the lexical level. It is with the Use-Level 

Specification that we fonnally make these distinctions. Recall 

that it is also in the Use-Level Specification that our definition 

of Non·-Illocutionary Use is to be included. We therefore IIUlst 

recast the definition of Non-Illocutionary Use given above in 

tenus that allow for the inclusion of these other levels. We do 

so as follows, incorporating the revised definition into a 

characterization of the Use-Level Specification: 

The Use-Level Specification is that part of a corrplete descrip

tion of an expression's Non-Illocutionary Use in the language that 

specifies the following: that the expression E of a language L 

can be uttered, in accordance with the linguistic conventions of 

the language corrrnunity S. either as a proper syntactic part (in the 

case of w::.>rds, phrases, and clauses) of a larger expression, E', 

or as a carplete syntactic unit itself, E", (in the case of 

sentences) such that E' or E" can be uttered by speakers of L 

to perfonn some Illocutionary act I in accordance Nith the SAS. 

This characterization of the Use-Level Specification in

corporates our definition of the Non-Illocutionary Use of w::.>rds, 

and expands it to include the Non-Illocutionary Use of other types 

of expressions as well. The Use-Level Specification is a part 

of the various Representational Fonnats. Thus, it is possible 

to conceive of its characterization as given above as being able 
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to be integrated with the other Specifications of Non-Illocutionary 

Use so-far discussed (as well as those that will be discussed 

below). For example the initial portion of the Use-Level Specifi

cation (liE of L can be uttered, in accordance with the linguistic 

conventions ... ") can be thought of as being a place holder for 

the Temporal and the optional Frequency Specifications. That is, 

instead of "can be" uttered, we might think of the Use-Level 

Specification this way: [[ ]]T ([ [ ] ]Q) uttered. Instead, for 

example, of "can be uttered II , we might have II [[is being] SC]T 

[[now]o]Q uttered. II We introduce the notion of utterance J?Oten

tial into the Use-Level Specification as a neans of accomplishing 

the substitution of Temporal and FrequencY Specifications for the 

phrase "can be" (uttered): 

The Use-Level Specification is that part of a canplete descrip

tion of an expression's Non-Illocutionary Use in the language 

that specifies the following: that an expression E of a language 

L has an utterance potential as given by Temporal and (optionally) 

Frequency Specifications, in accordance with the linguistic 

conventions of the language conmunity ~, either as a proper 

syntactic part (in the cases where E is a word, phrase, or clause) 

of a larger expression E', or as a complete syntactic unit itself, 

E" (in the cases where E is a well-forrred sentence), such that E' 

or E" can be uttered by speakers of L to perfonn soma Illocutionary 

act I in accordance with the SAS. 
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Having just argued for the incorporation of the notion 

of linguistic convention into our definition of Non-Illocutionary 

Use, we now want to provide for the possibility of non-literal, 

or unusual uses in our Use-revel Specification. In actuality, 

this will be taken care of by our Range Specification, to be 

discussed below. One function of the Range Specification just is 

to indicate whether a given use is literal or non-literal. The 

Range Specification is also part of the Representation Fonnats, 

and thus we must insure that the Use-revel Specification can be 

made canpatible with it. This is a sinple enough matter. Where 

the Use-revel Specification indicates "... in accordance with 

the linguistic conventions •.• ", we will simply add an optional 

(NOr) and co-index this with the non-literal Range Specification: 

••• ( [NOT] ) n1 in accordance with the linguistic conventions 

of the language cornrnmity ~ ••• 

The subscript n1 is intended to indicate that the material 

in the parentheses is to be included just in case the Range Specifi

cation is a non-literal one. 

We identify four distinct Use-revel Specifications, each 

corresponding to one of the levels mentioned above. These 

Specifications are given in Table 4. These four Use-revel 

Specifications will play a role in the compositional processes 

that we discuss in Chapter 3 below. 
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Table 4 

Use-Level Specifications 

Specification Bracket 

Lexical ]1 

Phrasal ]ph 

Clausal ]cl 

Sentential ]s 

The Circumstantial Specification 

The Circumstantial Specification of Non-Illocutionary Use 

is an optional Specification, occupying the fourth position in 

the Iexical Representation Fonnat: 

(42) TEM+ (FREQ) +USE+ (Cm) -tMNR+RNG+FNC-tCONT+PER 

Its identifying labeled bracket is: 

this Specification as follows: 

]er. we characterize 

The Circumstantial Specification is that part of a canplete 

description of a word's Non-Illocutionary Use in the language that 

indicates any significant attitude toward the word on the part 

of the speaker. Most often, it indicates an attitude towards the 

fact that the word is being used. This attitude ma.y or ma.y not 

be expressed by the speaker. When it is expressed, in the inmediate 

context of utterance, it constitutes an Explicit Non-Illocutionary 
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Perfonnative. When not expressed, the speaker mayor may not intend 

the attitude to be recognized by the hearer (on the basis of 

Mutual Contextual Beliefs). 

We identify three types of Circumstantial Specification. 
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Each of these types includes two sub-types which are often encountered 

in everyday descriptions of word use. Together with the proper 

labeled bracket, these are given in Table 5. 

Table 5 

Circumstantial Specifications 

Specification Bracket Sub-types 

[ ]pos positively, 
enthusiastically 

Positive Speaker Attitude 

1 neg negatively, 
pejoratively 

Negative Speaker Attitude 

]h advisedly, 
provisionally 

Hedge 

We will briefly examine each of these Circumstantial Specification 

types. 

Positive Speaker Attitude 

Speakers samet:i.m=s qualify their Non-Illocutionary word 

uses by placing a positive value on sare particular use. This can 

occur either when the word might not nonnally carry this positive 

value, or when the speaker has some reason to believe that the 



~rd may be taken in the wrong way (Le., an unintended way) by 

the hearer. For example, a speaker might utter the following 

pair of sentences: 

(43) You did a competent job of building the patio. 

(44) And I mean "canpetent" in a positive way. 

The speaker might have felt compelled to utter (44) if, for 

example, he ]mew that the hearer was a perfectionist and hence 

prone to misunderstanding such staterrents. Utilizing the appropriate 
" 

Specifications that have been so far discussed, we ~d represent 

the Non-Illocutionary Use of the ~rd "competent" in (44) as 

follows: 

(45) "Carpetent": [[ [is being] SC]T [[USED] I] U 

[[positivelY]pos]er (in such-and-such a way)] 

Speakers can have this sort of positive attitude toward 

the use of sane ~rd and not express it--perhaps not even intend 

that the attitude be recognized. We ~d still include a 

Circumstantial Specification as in (45) since this Specification 
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that we are dealing with is concerned with the speaker's point of view. 

Analogous to the Circumstantial Specification, but concerned nore 

with the hearer's point of view, is the Perlocutionary Specification 

to be discussed below. 

Negative Speaker Attitude 

Speakers can also have negative attitudes towards the Non-

Illocutionary Use of sc:.rce particular ~rd. As with positive 

attitudes, these negative attitudes mayor may not be explicitly 



expressed. And, once ar.;rain, these attitudes are not attitudes 

that can normally be expressed by unqualified uses of the word. 

That is, it must be rerrembered that Circumstantial Specifications 

of all three types mark unusual attitudes. Thus, for example, 

there is no C:i.rcllTllstantial Specification associated with the 

use of the adjective worst in the following sentence: 

(46) This is the worst pizza I ever ate. 

I would make no sense, except perhaps as anon-literal exaggera

tion, for a speaker to follow (46) with: 

(47) And I am using worst pejoratively. 

Sorce words of a language are normally used as evaluative 

tenns: worst is one of these. thus, this fact would be represented 

in our Content Specification (to be discussed below), not in the 

Circumstantial Specification. A case that does involve a Negative 

Circumstantial Specification would be the following. Suppose 

that a staunch Derrocrat, who was utterly oppossed to Reagan 

financial policies, uttered the following sentence: 

(48) I will now read to you the Republican program for 

econanic recovery. 

Given the speaker's attitudes, he might go on to say: 

(49) And I am using the tenn "program" pejoratively. 

(49) is an explicit staterrent of a negative attitude towards a 

certain word use (and, hence, an Explicit Non-Illocutionary 
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Perfonnative). We would represent this use, in part, as 

follows: 

(50) IIprogramll 
[[ [is being] sc] T [[USED] 1] U 

[[pejorativelY]neg]er (in such-and-such a way)] 

As with the Positive Circumstantial Specification, when a negative 

attitude is not explicitly expressed, it will still be represented 

by a Circumstantial Specification. 

Hedge 

Speakers also sonet:i.Ires have ambivalent attitudes towards 

the words they use. At t:irces, they are unsatisfied with their 

IIchoice of words ll
, yet, at the particular rrorrent, they may be 

unable to find a better way to express themselves. SOrret:i.Ires they 

are required to be polite. Often, they will ccmrent on their 

ambivalent attitude in order to make a point. The example given 

earlier, fran Howard Cosell, is of this latter sort: 

(51) = (14) I use the ~d lIoffense ll rreasuredly with respect 

to the Colts. 

Cosell's point is that the team in question had not been playing 

very well and yet he was obliged to give their offensive statis

tics, as well as to refer to the proper part of the team as the 

offense. Our representation of this use of the word would be, 

in part, the following: 

(52) lIoffense ll 
[[ [is being] sc] T [[USED] 1] U 

[[rreasuredlY]h]er (in such-and-such a way)]. 
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A rrore straightforward example of the Hedge Circumstantial 

Specification ~uld be the following. Suppose that a scientist 

has made a discovery that he believes still needs further testing 

before it can be completely confirmed to his own satisfaction. 

He might report his results as follows: 

(53) I will now offer a solution to the problem of electron 

spin. 

(54) H~ver, I am using the term "solution" cautiously at 

this point in t:irre. 

OUr representation of the use of "solution" ~uld be, in part, the 

following: 

(55) "solution" [[ [is being] SC]T [[USED] 1] U 

[[cautiouslY]h]er (in such-and-such a way)] 

It is quite possible that further investigation of 

Circumstantial Specifications would prove interesting; we have, for 

this thesis, described this Specification and indicated how it 

actually plays a role in linguistic communication. 

The Manner Specification 

The Manner Specification is an optional Specification which 

occupies the fifth position in the Iexical Representation Fonnat: 

(56) TEM+rnm+USE-tCIR+ (MNR) +RNG+FNCfO)Nl'+PER 
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Its identifying labeled bracket is: 1M• We characterize the 

Specification as follows: 

The Manner Specification is that part of a complete descrip

tion of a word's Non-Illocutionary Use in the language that 

indicates and describes any non-attitudinal limits or restrictions 

(or lack thereof) placed on a word's use by speakers of the language. 

Such restrictions involve degrees of exactness and/or of fonnality ~ 

We identify two compleIYEIltary pairs of Manner Specification 

types, listed in Table 6 with their labeled brackets and sub-

types. 

Table 6 

Manner Specifications 

Specification Bracket SUb-types 

Precise [ 1pr precise, specific, 
exact 

Na.T'l-Precise [ 1_pr vague, loose, 
approximate, inexact, 
non-specific, 
imprecise 

Fonnal [ 1 fro fonnal, ritualistic 

Infonnal [ 1 -fro infonnal, colloquial, 
slang 
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The kinds of Non-Illocutionary Use that the Manner 

Specifications pick out are well-known. Sarret:i.nes the Manner 

Specification will be a part of the word's normal use. other 

times, the fact that a word use on a given occassion can be 

described by a Manner Specification will be the result of speaker 

intention and will be signaled by sore contextual feature (s) • 

Following the Wittgensteinian position, we do not see the Precise/ 

Non-Precise distinction as a positive/negative distinction; nor 

is it one that need apply in every case of every Non-Illocutionary 

word use. 

We will not presume to discuss the fertile area of social 

dialects, which our Formal/Informal distinction is neant to suggest. 

Rather, we simply show the place that such information has in an 

overall theory of Non-Illocutionary Use. In the next chapter, 
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we will see how the Manner Specification enters into the compositional 

processes of the language. 

The Range Specification 

The sixth Specification in the rexica1 Representation 

Format is the Range Specification, an optional Specification: 

(57) TEM+FRE):J+USE+cmfMNR+ (RNG) +FNC-tCONT+PER 

Its identifying labeled bracket is: [ ] R. We characterize this 

Specification as follows: 

The Range Specification is that pa2t of a complete description 

of a word's Non-Illocutionary Use in the language that individuates 

and/or describes a linguistically significant, Potentially 



independent sub-part of a word's total Non-Illocutionary Use; 

such a sub-part can constitute the word's complete use. In the 

case where it does not, then the sub-part must be made up of at 

least a 'l'eIrporal, and Functional, and a Content Specification. 

When the sub-part constitutes the word's total use, the Range 

Specification is said to describe only and not individuate. 

Recall from our discussion of the Use-Level Specification 

that the Range Specification has as one of its possible distinc

tions the Literal/Non-Literal distinction. within the confines 

of this distinction are finer distinctions. It turns out that 

this fact requires an "extra layer" of structure for the Range 

. Specification. That is, for the other Specifications that we 

have discussed, the general structure was, at IlDst, the following: 

[[ ]]. For the Range Specification, we must add a layer: 

[ [ [ ] ] ]. Specifically, we need a level for the Literal/Non

Literal distinction, as well as for types and sub-types within 

each of these major categories. Since a given use of a word 

cannot be both Literal and Non-Literal at the sarre tine, it is 

reasonable to have both of these designations under the sarre 

Specification. We therefore have the following: [[ [ ]X]L/NL]R' 

where the x stands for types of Range Specification, and N/NL 

will be said to stand for the two major categories Literal and 

Non-Literal. 

A question that naturally arises is this: how can the 

Range Specification be optional given that any given word use 
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presumably must be either a Literal or a Non-Literal use? We 

make the Range Specification optional since, at least in the SAS 

Temporal modes (Processing and Concluding), it may not be the 

case that the hearer has detennined that the Non-Illocutionary 

Use of scme word is Literal or Non-Literal, but rather that the 

hearer has only detennined how the word is being used. Suppose 

a hearer encounters a w:>rd use that he has only heard perhaps 

once before. Given this prior experience, he may be willing to 

conclude that the w::>rd is being used in the sane way on the second 

occassion. However, he may not have detennined whether this use 

is literal or not. This sort of situation w::mld be even rrore true 

for the language learner, whose main semantic task is to detennine 

what the normal uses of words are. For these kinds of cases no 

Range Specification is necessary, and therefore, the Specification 

is optional. 

We list the Range Specifications in Table 7. The Non

Literal Specifications listed are meant to be suggestive types; 

possible sub-types within these types have not been investigated 

in this thesis--we simply want to indicate their place in a theory 

of Non-Illocutionary Use. It should be noted that, within the 

Specialized Range Specification, it is possible to have sub-types 

indicating numerous fields of discourse--word use can be relati vized 

to any particular area. This is, to our way of thinking, one of 

the points made by Wittgenstein' s concept of a language-gane. 
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Table 7 

Range Specifications 

Specification Bracket Sub-types 

Literal ]L 

Generalized [ [ ]g]L ordinary, everyday, 
nonna!, non-technical 

Specialized [ [ ]S]L technical, scientific 
nedical, jargon, 
mathematical , 
specialized 

Non-Literal [ ]NL 

Metaphorical 

Poetic 

Hyperbolic 

An interesting fact about the Range Specifications, which we 

briefly noted above, is that they do not distinguish between 

various uses of polyseIOOUs words. As discussed by Nunberg (1978, 

1979), such words have related uses--e.g., "chicken" can be used 

to refer to a kind of bird or to a kind of rreat. Yet, both of 

these uses (as well as the uses of other polyserrous pairs) are 

orCl.i.parY uses. In our terms, the relationship between polysennus 

uses--their relatedness--occurs in the respective Content Specifica-

tions. 
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The Functional Specification 

The Functional Specification is an obligatory Specification. 

It is in the seventh position in the LRF: 

(58) TEM+FREQ+USE-tCIR+MNR+RNG+FNC-tCONT+PER 

Its labeled brncket is [ ]p. ~ve characterize it as follows: 

The Functional Specification is that part of a complete descrip

tion of a word's Non-Illocutionary Use in the language that 

describes the non-syntactic function that the word has. 

This feature of Non-Illocutionary Use has, of course, been 

widely discussed in the literature. TWo of our Functional 

Specifications--Reference and Predication--have received an enor

mous arrount of attention. Indeed, it is sorret:ines thought that 

these are the only two kinds of uses that words can have. And 

there are a good number of philosophical debates that center 

around the concepts of reference and predication. We "rill not 

atterrpt to solve the problems in the philosophy of language that 

concern themselves with the area we are dealing with now. Rather , 

we want to show the place that Functional Specification has in an 

overall theory of Non-Illocutionary Use; rroreover, we want to 

indicate that words in general have a "rider range of functions 

than have been generally noticed. Finally, we want to make the 

point that traditional theories of neaning, by downplaying the 

importance and diversity of word use functions, have missed impor

tant facts about language and are less-than-adequate theories 

because of thjs fact. 
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We posit ten basic Functional Specifications. These are 

listed in Table 8, together with their identifying labeled 

brackets and their sub-types. Some of the sub-types listed are 

also listed in the Bach and Harnish (1979) taxonomy of Illocutionary 

acts (these are marked (*». 

Since we are advocating the position that words can be 

properly said to have Non-Illocutionary Uses, we need to say 

sarething about how it can be the case that sate of our sub-types 

of Functional Specification are identical to kinds of Illocutionary 

sentence uses described by Bach and Harnish (1979). It is our 

position that there is really no difficulty here: the verbs in 

question can be used to refer ei"!=her to Illocutionary Uses of 

sentences or to Non-Illocutionary Uses of individual words (and, 

as we shall see below, to Non-Illocutionary uses of phrases, 

clauses, and sentences as well). Indeed, a similar type of am

biguity is noted by Bach and Harnish (1979, p. 4): "In general, 

we cannot rely on our vocabulary of verbs of speech actions to 

mark the distinction between Illocutionary and Perlocutionary acts." 

And, with the Bach and Harnish theory, we find sate 

evidence that there is reason to recognize this ambiguity at the 

word use/Illocutionary sentence use levels, although Bach and 

Harnish do not themselves elaborate on this point, nor make of 

it what we do here. Included as a type of Illocutionary act in 

the Bach and Harnish theory is ascription--it is considered to be 

a kind of constative (p. 42). Bach and Harnish make the statenent 
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Table 8 

Functional Specifications 

(Note: 1'*11 indicates inclusion in Bach and Hamish 
(1979) taxon00ll7) 

Specification Bracket Sub-types 

Reference [ lr narre, refer, *point out, 
ostend, index, *identify, 
label 

Predication [ lp *predicate, *describe, 
*attribute, *categorize, 
*characterize, *portray, 
*classify, *ascribe, 
*equate 

Quantification [ lq enurrerate , quantify, 
specify 

Conjunction ]c conjoin 

Evaluation [ le condenm, praise, *grade, 
*evaluate, *rank, COITq?lenent 

EKclamation· [ lex exclaim, interject 

Vocative [ lv greet, address, *cal1 

Question [ lw *question 

EKpression [ lexp express 

Intonation [ lin emphasize, focus 
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that a hearer IS "lmowing. the language L and believing that S rreans 

• •• by e suffices to fix ~.. the properties and relations being 

ascribed" (p. 24). This statement is not a description of the 

speech act type ascri;ption. Rather, it is a corcm:ant on the opera

tive rreaning of the uttered expression. Thus is VJOuld seem that 

the tenn II ascription II is ambiguous between illocutionary and non

illocutionary aspects of language. Moreover, the verb say is 

listed by Bach and Harnish as naming a kind of Illocutionary act 

(p. 42); it is also their basic way of characterizing the 

IDcutionary act. We therefore see no special problem with the 

inclusion of "speech act typeS" in our list of Functional Specifica

tion sub-types. It rema.ins, of course, to be shown that such tenns 

can be legitimately applied at the Non-Illocutionary level from a 

descriptive standpoint. We attempt to do this in the remainder 

of this section. We will look at each of the najor types of 

Functional Specification in turn. 

Reference 

Speakers of a language use a good nany of the VJOrds of 

that language to pick out, in various ways, various objects in the 

world. Just what is picked out, and how to characterize this, 

is a difficult natter which we take up in the discussion of the 

Content Specifications below. Here, we are concerned with the 

various ways that things can be picked out. While we do not 

offer a theory of reference per se, we want to at least show how 
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reference fits into a theory of Non-Illocutionary Use. As we have 

already noted, it is often thought that reference is one of only 

two kinds of uses that words can have--that it is the only kind 

of use that nouns have. Moreover, reference is often thought to 

be only one sort of thing. We do not share this view. Rather , 

we agree with the attack that has been made on this view by 

Fodor, Bever, and Garrett (1974), among others: 

On the view that reference is a rule-governed relation (or 
family of relations), it becomes relevant to ask how IlUlch 
information about the reference rules for a word can be 
elicited frcrn an exam:i.nation of, for example, the syntactic 
rules governing the word, and what interconnections may ob
tain between the reference rules and the rules that determine 
such other semantic features as synonymy, antonymy co
predictability, and so on. Seen in this light it is plausible 
to argue that reference may be determined by ccrnplicated 
interrelations between different sorts of linguistic rules 
and thus can be best studied only after those other rules 
are fairly clearly understood. Thus, it IlUlSt be at least in 
part a consequence of the operation of syntactic rules that 
the Pope is referred to in "I want to meet the Pope" but not 
if "I want to be the Pope". A theory of reference adequate 
to deal with the asyrmetry between such sentences will thus 
need to use infonnation about their syntactic differences. 

(p. 169) 

As our characterization of the Functional Specifications above 

indicates, we consider these to pick out non-syntactic aspects of 

word use. Nevertheless, we are in agreerrent with Fodor, Bever, 

and Garrett concerning the fact that not all uses of nouns are 

simple referential uses--that sone finer distinction IlUlSt be made. 

In addition, we are in basic agreerrent with the following state-

nent: 

Implicating the notion of a linguistic rule in the explana
tion of reference is incompatible with the view that 
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reference is a simple, primitive, and horrogeneous relation. 
It is evident at once that three such different sorts of 
words as "John", "thief", and "today", thought they may 
perhaps all be properly said to have referents, must be 
controlled by quite different sorts of reference rules. 

(Fodor, Bever, and Garret (1974), p. 169) 

Our seven sub-types of reference constitute a recognition of 

the fact that reference is not a "simple, primitive, and harogeneous 

relation" • 

we will briefly discuss these seven sub-types of reference 

with the aim of showing that the sorts of distinctions that these 

sub-types make are, indeed, valid distinctions. 

Refer. This is the unmarked case of this Functional 

Specification. 

Naming. Words are someti.nes used either to narre objects 

or ~ the narre of such objects. When they are used to narre objects, 

this can be in one of two senses: (1) as a proper part of a 

conventional Illocutionary act such as christening; or, (2) as 

part ·of a camrunicative Illocutionary act (see Bach and Harnish 

(1979) for a discussion of the distinction between these two types 

of acts). We omit fran this discussion the "christening" aspects 

of naming, except to note that contextual features will determine 

for the hearer which sort of naming is occurring. 

An example of the use of a word to narre sorrething in a 

nan-christening sense--as part of a conmunicative Illocutionary 

act-would be the following. SUppose that a speaker said: 

(59) I like that new graduate student Fred. 
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Let us further suppose that this is a literal and direct report 

that the speaker in fact likes Fred. Here, we would say that the 

word Fred is being used to name the student in question, while 

the word student is being used to refer to soneone (narred Fred) • 

Thus, although the uses of these two words is s:i.rnilar (Le., they 

are both referential uses), they are not identical. Our Functional 

Specifications for each would be different: 

(60) student: (is being used) . [[to refer]r]p 

(61) Fred: (is being used) [[to narne]r]F 

The sub-types of our reference Functional Specification differ: 

one is the naming sub-type, the other is the simple (unmarked as it 

were) referring sub-type. 

Pointing OUt. This sub-type of reference is rreant to 

cover the following kind of case: a speaker intends to make the 

hearer aware of serre particular item in the inmediate context 

without either naming or physically pointing to the item in ques

tion. So, for example, the speaker might utter (62) intending 

to make the hearer aware of which man is the President, following 

the question, "Who is the President?": 

(62) The tall man is the President. 

Especially when contrastive stress, or serre other kind of emphasis 

is placed on the word "tall", we would want to say that "tall" 

is being used to point out a certain man. We are therefore 
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mclmed to give the followmg Functional Specifications for the 

words mvol ved: 

(63) "tall": (used) [[to point out]r]F 

"nan": (used) [[to refer to]r]F 

"President" : (used) [ [to identify] r] F 

Ostension. This sub-type of referential ~rd use is meant 

to be errployed m descriptions of worq. use that mvol ve act actual 

act of pointmg on the part of the speaker • Denonstrati ves are 

often used m this way, but nouns can be so-used also. Thus, if 

sareone pomts to Fred as he utters (64), we ~d count the use 

of the ~rd Fred as an ostensive (referential) use: 

(64) Fred speaks five languages. 

The Functional Specification for (66) would be: 

(65) Fred: (is bemg used) [[to ostend]r]F. 

While the rendition of this sub-type m ordinary English is not at 

all satisfactory, the distinction it marks is, we believe, a valid 

one. It is akin to Donnellan's (1977) referential use (as opposed 

to the attributive use). 

Indexing. This sub-type of referential use is rreant to 

describe the use of pronouns, for the IIOst part. 

Identify. This sub-type was illustrated by the use of the 

~rd President above m exarcple (62). Speakers can have various 

reasons for identifymg things for their hearers. 

Labelmg. Speakers of natural languages often attach 

labels to things. These labels are different than narres m that 
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they are not (nonnally) neant to be pennanent. In addition, the 

notion of labeling has a nore personal, idiosyncratic aspect to 

it than does, for example, identifying. Thus, there would be 

two possible representations for the word comnunist in (66): 

(66) Sam is a cormnmist. 

Depending on the circumstances (including speaker intention), 

either (67) or (68) could be the Functional Specification: 

(67) cormnmist: (is being used) [[to identify]r]P 

(68) camn.mist: (is being used) [[to label]r]P 

The first of these representations would be appropriate if the 

speaker had soma good reason to claim that Sam was, in fact, a 

conmunist. The second representation would be used if the speaker's 

state.rrent were based on less than firm evidence. 

The labeling Specification often cooccurs with a Negative 

Circumstantial Specification. Thus, at least for serre speakers 

and under certain circumstances, we would enrich our representation 

of (68) as follows: 

(69) conmmist: (is being used) [[pejorativelY]neg]er 

[[to label]r]p 

It is indeed possible that there are nore sub-types of 

referential uses than we have nentioned here. At the very least, 

we wanted to indicate that reference is a varied phenorrenon, and 

that it is just one of many types of functions that a word can 

have. 
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Predication 

Searle (1969) mmtions reference and predication as the 

two kinds of prOJ?C?sitional acts; he distinguishes these from 

Illocutionary acts. We also claim that referential and predica

tive uses of words should be distinguished from Illocutionary acts, 

but not quite in the way that Searle suggests. For us, 
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predication is a type of Fucntional Specification of Non-Illocutionary 

Use. There are m:::>re sub-types of predication than of any other 

Functional Specification. In addition, there is nore overlap in 

the predication sub-types with the Bach and Harnish taxonOll1Y of 

speech acts. This attests to the complexity and diversity of 

predication. As we look at several of the sub-types, we hope that 

sone of this diversity will becorre clearer. 

Predicate. This is simply the unmarked case of predication; 

it is enployed when none of the finer distinctions of the other 

sub-types is necessary. 

Describe. Bach and Harnish list this as a speech act 

type. In addition, Toulmin and Baier (1952) have argued that 

description is, properly speaking, an attribute of sentence use 

only, and not of individual words. Tou1min and Baier concede that 

there is a weak sense in which words can be said to describe (p. 15). 

We want to show that it is possible for description to be both 

a kind of lllocutionary act and a kind of Non-Illocutionary Use, 

and that this is not a contradictory position to take. 



ret us look at a concrete example. Suppose that a speaker 

uttered the following sentence: 

(70) She wore a red dress. 

It is conceivable, although not plausible, that the speaker 

intended this sentence to be a description of the dress; that is, 

by stating that so-and-so wore a red dress, the speaker was de

scribing the dress as red. However, fran the speech act perspective, 

this is the case of an indirect speech act. The literal and 

direct act of stating that so-and-so wore a red dress, by itself, 

cannot be a description of the dress: (70) does not ~ that the 

dress is red--it IIEans that she wore a red dress. Could (70) be 

a non-literal (but direct) staterrent that the dress is red? This 

too seems like a less than straightforward analysis, but even if 

it were to be allowed, we have now gotten away fran the Illocutionary 

act being that of describing. We conclude that (70) is not a 

case of Illocutionary description (although such cases certainly 

do exist). 

Suppose that we take (70) to be a literal and direct 

statenent that so-and-so wore a red dress. It seems to us that 

there is nothing wrong with characterizing the use of the word 

red as that of describing the dress. Indeed, we think this is the 

proper characterization. Our representation of its Non-Illocutionary 

Use would be, in part: 

(71) red: (is being used) [[to describe]p]p 
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What about the case where the I11ocutionary act is clearly 

that of a literal and direct description? As conditions for the 

general constative type, Descriptives, Bach and Harnish (1979, 

p. 42) list the following: 

In uttering ~, S describes 0 as F is S expresses: 

i. the belief that 0 is F, and 

ii. the intention that H believe that 0 is F. - -
Thus, a plausible candidate for an I11ocutionary description would 

be the use of the following sentence: 

(72) The dress is red. 

If in fact this were intended by the speaker to be a description, 

what about the Non-I11ocutionary Use of the individual word red? 

Is it a contradition or a redundancy to assign it a Functional 

Specification of: [[to describeJpJ F? We think not. There is 

nothing contradictory in saying that a word is used to describe 

and that the sentence of which the word is a constituent is also 

used to describe. In fact, it may even be a reason for the hearer 

to take the sentence as a description. We will discuss this 

npre in our chapter on compositionality. 

Attribute. This is listed by Bach and Harnish as a type of 

Ascriptive at the I11ocutionary level. It also applies at the word 

level. A speaker, for example, might utter the following: 

(73) The courageous man saved the child. 

At the I11ocutionary level it is plausible that this sentence could 

be used to state that the courageous man saved the child. This 
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would be a literal and direct speech act. At the lexical level, 

we can say that the word courageous is being used to attribute 

SOfIe quality to the person referred to by the use of the word ~. 

An Illocutionary act of attribution would be the following. 

Suppose a speaker uttered: 

(74) The man is courageous. 

This sentence can be used (literally and directly) to attribute 

the quality of courage to the man. 

We believe that the same sort of duality exists for each 

of the other predication sub-types: they have both an Illocutionary 

application and a lexical (and, as we shall argue in Chapter 3, a 

clausal, phrasal, and Non-Illocutionary sentential) application 

as well. 

Quantification 

Quantification is a familiar type of word use. As one of 

our Functional Specifications, quantification covers a range of 

phenarrena. For example, the unmarked case of quantification in

cludes the use of number words, as well as words such as all, each, 

~, and every. 

interesting case. 

The sub-type, enurreration, is a sClIIEWhat 

SUppose that SOI1'eOne utters: 

(75) Scire of the features of the new K-cars include: 

dependability, quick response, and econC!'!lY. 

At the Illocutionary level, while we might want to say that the 

sentence is being used to enurrerate the qualities of the K-car, 

it is more reasonable to characterize it as a literal and direct 
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statement. What then about, for example, the word dependability? 

can it be said to have· a quantificational use of enurreration? 

On the one hand, it is cmmter-intuitive to claim that anyone 

individual \'JOrd may be used to enunerate anything. On the other 

hand, the phrase, "dependability, quick response, and econOll'!Y" , 
.... 

seems in fact to be used to enurrerate the features of the K-car. 

However, to give this as the use of the phrase would be to ignore 

the descriptive content of the individual words in the phrase. 

The solution l1UlSt be of the sort that includes all of the relevant 

information in the represenation. We will discuss this when we 

deal with campositionality below. 

Conjunction 

It is a ccmronplace remark that "use theories" handle best 

the so-called "function words" of language. In our fr~rk, the 

logical place for descriptions of this sort of word is the 

Functional Specification. When we consider such words in this 

way, the conception of the difference be~ syntax and semantics 

(or, at least, the difference between syntax and Non-Illocutionary 

Use) changes slightly. Certainly, for a word like and, the distinc

tion be~ the syntactic description and the semantic description 

is not all that different: in both parts of the gramnar there 

would be a staterrent that the word and is a conjunction. We would 

say that the word is used to conjoin. This type of overlap does 

not occur with other syntactic word types, such as nouns and verbs. 
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That is, a given noun N, syntactically, may be used as the subject 

or as the direct object in a given sentence. And, the syntax may 

state that N IlUlst be co-referential with sOIte other ~rd in the 

sentence. But the syntax will not need to describe N via any of 

our Reference Ftmctional Specification sub-types. (The exception 

might be that syntactically, N could be considered, where 

appropriate, a proper narre) . 

In the case of the conjunction and there is an overlap. 

Both the syntax and the theory of Non-Illocutionary Use make the 

statement that and is used to conjoin. This is a duplication of 

description, and should be avoided in the s:i.trplest overall account 

of the language. How is this to be accomplished? Are we to con

clude that our characterization of and (and, by implication, of 

all the other II function II words) is incorrect? 

One solution would be to claim that these kinds of words 

silTlply have no traditional semantic representation at all. This 

is not an adequate solution because the words are not meaningless-

any meaningful expression requires a representation in the 

semantics. A second solution, at least for the conjunctions, is 

to say that the functional description or characterization of 

them is identical for both the syntax and for Non-Illocutionary Use, 

but that tnese descriptions differ in that the representation 

of Non-Illceutionary Use will contain, in addition to the 

FtmLtiOnal Specification, a Content Specification which will 

indicate "howll the word can be used to conjoin in tenus of truth 
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tables, for exarrple. The syntax need not bother with this part 

of the description. On the other hand, the theory of 

Non-Illocutionary Use thus makes the claim that so-called 

function words can be properly said to have a content ccmponent 

as well. It might also be the case that Non-Illocutionary 

function and syntactic function are themselves different sorts 

of concepts, even for the type of word under discussion. We think 

not; rather, this seems to be one place where syntax and Non

Illocutionary Use are simply not easily distinguishable. 

Evaluation 

In the ordinary-language approach to rreaning, it has 

often been noted that sorrewords are used as evaluative tenns. 

We will not go into the various controversies involving individual 

words, but, rather, simply claim that evaluation is a proper 

type of Non-Illocutionary Use. If we wanted to we could rather 

naturally divide the Evaluative sub-types into positive and negative 

evaluations. We do not feel that this is the nost important 

aspect of these sub-types. Rather, the fine distinctions that 

can be rrade by evaluative words are of importance to the speakers 

of the language. We will not undertake a detailed examination of 

this issue here. The Evaluation Functional Specification plays 

a role, as do the other Specifications, in the compositional 

mechanisms of the language. 
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Exclamation, Vocative, Question 

These three types of Functional Specification are not at 

all new to discussions of language use. Thus, interjections 

can be said to be used as exclamations; words of "direct address" 

are said to have vocative use; and, interrogative words are said 

to be used to question. 

Expression 

Wittgenstein pointed out in the Investigations that words 

had rrore than one kind of use. One of his examples involved 

the word "pain". It was his claim that this word did not nane 

a (private) object or sensation, but rather was used to express 

sanething by the speaker who used it. We will not in this thesis 

discuss whether Wittgenstein was canpletely correct in this 

regard. Rather, we m:mtion the case to indicate that expression 

is a possible Non-Illocutionary Use. 

Intonation 

Sometimes words have uses that parallel the uses that 

speakers of the language make of the various intonational devices 

available to them. For example, the word "very" can often be 

used to emphasize som=thing. In cases where words have this 

sort of function, we will employ the Functional Specification, 

Intonation. 

These, then, are the ten Functional Specifications. We 

conclude from this discussion that this Specification covers a 
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wide range of phenc::m:mon and systematizes the phenorrenon in such 

a way as to show its proper place in an overall account of Non

I11ocutionary Use. 

The Content Specification 

The Content sPecification is an obligatory Specification 

which occupies the eighth position in the LRF: 

(76) TEM+FREXl+USEfCIRfMNR+RNG+FNC+CONT+PER 

Its identifying labeled bracket is: [ len. We characterize it 

as follows: 

The Content Specification is that part of a complete description 

of a word' s Non-I11ocutionary Use in the language that indicates 

the particular and idiosyncratic aspects of the word' s possible 

applications. The individual types of Content Specification 

crucially indicate the Semantic Status of the word' s application (s) . 

OUr Functional Specification/Content Specification distinc

tion parallels the force/content distinction to be found at the 

I11ocutionary level (see Searle (1969) and Bach and Harnish (1979». 

It is with the Content Specification that we reach the place in 

our theory of Non-I1locutionary Use where the traditional notion 

of rreaning is incorporated, insofar as that notion can be made 

useful. 

It is not our intention to offer a theory of rreaning at 

this point:· wi: are pr:irna.ri1y interested in the concept of Non

I11ocutionary Use. It is our contention that, once the notion 

of Non-I11ocutionary Use is better understood, the domain of a 
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theory of meaning will be rrore clearly defined. What we will do 

in our discussion of the Content Specification is show how at 

least one general kind of theo:ry of neaning neshes with a theo:ry 

of Non-Illocutiona:ry Use, and indeed, fonns a part of the descrip

tion of such use. 

Our seven types of Content Specification are given in 

Table 9. 

Table 9 

Content Specifications 

Specification 

Necessary and Sufficient Conditions 

Probabalistic 

EKenplar 

Mixed 

Scaler 

Deictic 

Null un 

Bracket 

]ns 

lprob 

]exrnp 

1m 

]s 

ld 

l~ 

It should be clear from this list what direction we iritend to take 

with the Content Specifications: we want to allow for content 

representations of many sorts, including those to be found in a 

Katz-type theory of neaning, as well as those to be found in a 

"family resemblance"-type theory. The first four of the Content 
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Specifications given above cover the territory of these two kinds 

of theories. The fifth type of Content Specification is meant 

to be a way of incorporating the sort of infonnation discussed 

by Iehrer and Iclrrer (1982). Type six is reserved for "ostensive" 

uses of words, while the last type is included for those words 

of a language which are purely functional words. 

Necessary and SUfficient COnditions 

Given our interests in Non-Illocutionary Use, we do not 

undertake an exhaustive review of the various theories of neaning 

that have been proposed at one t.ine or another. There is currently 

no consensus to be found in the literature with respect to what 

the correct semantic theory is or should look like. (See Bach 

and Harnish (1979, ch. 8.1), Iehrer and Iehrer (1970, pp. 1-16), 

and J. D. Fodor (1977, Ch. 2) for discussion of the current 

situation in linguistic semantics and the philosophy of language). 

What we would like to do is show how "conceptual" theories of 

neaning fit rather naturally into our own theory of Non-Illocutionary 

Use. We also hope that seeing just where a theory of meaning must 

fit in an overall theory of linguistic coomunication helps to 

show both the reduced significance of the notion of meaning as 

well as what the danain of such a notion should properly be con

strued as. 

OUr first COntent Specification, Necessary and SUfficient 

COnditions, is obviously meant to mark uses of word where such 

conditions are in effect. There is, of course, sorre debate in the 
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literature as to whether or not there are such cases. We will 

not be able to resolve this debate. As Chomsky (1980) has noted, 

still nore debated, perhaps more intractable problems arise 
in considering representations of meaning. Do the II seman
tic rules" of natural language that are alleged to give 
the rieanings of words belong to the language faculty 
strictly speaking, or should they be regarded perhaps as 
centra1ly-embedded parts of a conceptual or belief system, 
or do they subdivide in SCIre way? Much of the debate 
about these matters has been inconclusive. It turns on 
dubious intuitions as to whether we \vould still call our 
pets "cats" if we learned that they are descended from 
robots controlled by Martians, or whether we would call 
the stuff in the Ganges "water" were we discover that it 
differs in chemical composition from what flows in the 
Mississippi. 

(p. 62) 

Our strategy is simply to include a Content Specification that 

can be used if and when it is appropriate. Certainly, even if the 

question of necessary and sufficient conditions rercains tmsolved 

for normal uses of words, there are tirces when speakers of a lan-

guage stipulate that a word will be applied in such-and-such a way 

(for SCIre particular purpose), and there is no reason to suppose 

that SCIre of these cases do not involve definitional criteria. 

This first Content Specification, then, quite closely 

approximates the kind of information given in a Katz-tyJ;:e theory 

of neaning. Such theories have been severely criticized in 

recent tines, and these criticisms often take one of two fonns: 

(1) That there are necessary and sufficient, conditions for the 

application of words is denied; or (2) That the actual semantic 

representations employed in such a theory have any content is 

questioned. We will examine the second of these tva problems below. 
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The first of the objections to a Katz-type theory leads to the 

positing of content Specifications 2, 3, and 4 in our theory, 

and therefore is of i.rirrediate concern to us. 

This first objection is at least partially a result of 

recent work in cognitive psychology--especially that being done 

by Eleanor Rosch. According to Osherson and Smith (1981), 

A novel and ambitious theory has energed from the last ten 
years of psychological research into the concepts that 
underlie "kind" tenns like "animal", "tree", and "clothing". 
The distinguishing doctrine of the new theory is that 
entities fall neither sharply in nor sharply out of a con
cept's extension. Rather, an object instances a concept 
only to the extent that it is similar to the prototype of 
the concept; the boundary between membership and non
membership in a concept's extension is thus fuzzy. 

(p. 35) 

Insofar as such theories can be construed as theories of meaning, 

prototype theories deny (at least for a large part of the vocabulary) 

that necessary and sufficient conditioris are required for the 

application of words. 

Rosch and Mervis (1975) characterize this work in the 

following way: 

The purpose of the present research was to explore one of 
the major structural principles which, we believe, may 
govern the formation of the prototype structure of 
semantic categories. 

This principle was first suggested in philosophy; 
Wittgenstein (1953) argued that the referents of a word 
need not have COIlIIDn elements in order for the word to 
be understcx:x1 and used in the nonnal functioning of 
language. He suggested that, rather, a family resemblance 
might be what linked the various referents of a word. 
A family resemblance relationship consists of a set of 
items of the fonn AB, Be, CD, DE. That is, each item has 
at least one, and probably several, elenents in corrm::>n 
with one or m:>re other items, but no, or few, elements 
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are cc:mron to all items. The existence of such categories 
has not previously been investigated empirically. 

(pp. 574-575) 

While we cannot describe all of the Rosch and M9rvis exper:i.Irents 

and results in detail, it is ~rth looking at one of them in 

order to see nore clearly what prototype theories look like. 

Rosch and Mervis used data from previous studies as a basis for 

assigning a "prototypica1ity" rating to mmerous members of six 

"superordinate semantic categories": narrely, furniture, vehicle, 

fruit, weapon, vegetable, and clothfug. The members of these 

categories included such things as: chair, piano, car, orange, 

gun, peas, shirt, etc. In the experirrent, each of 400 subjects 

was given six of the members (or items) to rate. The subjects 

were asked to list the attributes possesses by each item. (There 

~e 120 items in all, so each of them was rated by 20 subjects). 

Rosch and Mervis derived a neasure for family resemblance 

in the following way: 

All attributes nentioned by subjects were listed and each 
item, for which an attribute had been listed, was credited 
with that attribute. ••• Each attribute received a score, 
ranging from 1~20, representing the number of items in the 
category which had been credited with that attribute. By 
this nean5, each attribute was weighted in accordance with 
the number of items in the category possessing it. The 
basic neasure of degree of family resemblance for an item 
was the sum of the weighted scores of each of the attributes 
that had been listed for that item. 

(pp. 579-580) 

The results of this particular exper:i.Irent showed that: 

Few attributes were given which were true of all 20 mernbers 
of the category--for four of the categories, there was only 
one such item; for two of the categories, none. Furtherrrore, 
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the single attribute which did apply to all members, in 
three cases was true of many other items besides those 
witltin that superordinate (for example, "you eat it" for 
fruit). Thus the salient attribute structure of these 
categories tended to reside, not in criterial features 
canrron to all members from all others, but a large nmnber 
of attributes true of sorce, but not all, category members. 

(Rosch and Mervis (1975), p. 580) 

Rosch and Mervis (1975) conducted five other experircents along the 

general lines of the one just described in order to see rrore clearly 

the relationship between prototypicality and family resemblance. 

There conclusion is that: 

The present study is an empirical confinnation of 
Wittgenstein's (1953) argurrent that formal criteria are 
neither a logical nor psychological necessity; the 
categorical relationships in categories which do not 
appear to possess criterial attributes, such as those 
used in the present study, can be understood in terms 
of the principle of family resemblance. 

(Rosch and M=rvis (1975), p. 603) 

The evaluation of the results of psychological experircenta

tion with respect to linguistic theory is a difficult thing to do; 

we do not want to overemphasize the importance of the work of 

Rosch and Mervis. At least one cormentator, J. A. Fodor, makes 

the following rather positive assessment; 

Now, what is striking about prototypes as opposed to 
definitions is that, whereas the evidence for the psycho
logical reality of the latter is ••• exiguous, there is 
abundant evidence for the psychological reality of the 
fomer. Eleanor Rosch (1975) and her colleagues, in 
particular, have provided striking derronstrations that 
the prototype structure of a concept determines much of 
the variance in a wide variety of experimental tasks, 
chronanetric and otherwise. .•• Insofar as theses get 
established in cognitive psycholcgy, I think we can take 
the reality of prototype structures as read. 

( (1981), p. 293) 
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Fodor has his own objections to prototype theory taken as semantic 

theory. Our point in presenting this discussion of the results 

of Rosch and Mervis is to indicate that conceptual representation 

is not a unified phenarenon and that our Content Specifications 

are meant to capture this fact. It is as a consequence of the 

\\Qrk of Rosch and M3rvis that we include as types of Content 

Specification the following: Probabilistic, Exemplar, and Mixed. 

We will briefly discuss these three Content Specifications as a 

group. 

Prototype Representation 

The. reason for the inclusion of three separate Content 

Specifications to cover prototype phenarenon is that it is 

possible to distinguish these three types of representations 

within the general prototype framework (see Smith and Medin (1981». 

In addition to the fact that none of these prototype representations 

are restricted to a set of necessary and sufficient conditions, 

the Probabilistic view (or Specification, in our terminology) is 

meant to include a SU!!I!larY description of an entire class. SUch 

a description includes a set of features, each of which is 

assigned serre probability of occurrance for nernbers of the class. 

Contrasted with this is the Exemplar view (or Specification) 

which has as its representational assumption that the representation 

of a concept consists of separate descriptions of same of its 

exemplars; these exemplars may themselves either be instances or 

subjects. Finally, as Smith and Medin (1981, p. 174) note, "we 
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cannot ignore the possibility that the representation of a single 

concept can contain roth probabilistic and exemplar components, 

that is, roth a su:rcma.ry representation and exerrplars." This 

possiliility is accotmted for, in our theory, by rreans of the 

Mixed content Specification. 

we do not propose to examine in detail the various 

representations just discussed. OUr purpose, rather, is to show 

that such variation in the representation of the content aspect 

of Non-Illocutionary Use can be accorroda.ted by our theory. The 

psychological research in this area is continuing, and we must 

accept the possiliility that other sorts of COntent Specifications 

nay eventually have to be added to the ones currently tmder 

discussion. 

we must rrention at this point that there is a serious 

objection to the prototype representations that we have discussed. 

The objection argues against the plausiliility of such representa

tions being able to be combined to fonn representations of 

larger-than-single-~rd expressions. We will not rreet this objec

tion in this thesis, but simply note it as an area in need of 

further research. 

Scaler 

Iehrer and Iehrer (1982) discuss various kinds of ~rds 

which are related in that the rreaning that they have, relative to 

each other, can be descrilied as being SaTe point along sc:xre scale. 
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We include a Content Specification "scaler" to take into account 

this type of linguistic phenc:arenon. We do not attempt to work 

out the exact sort of representation that would be involved 

in such a Specification, but we want to designate a place in 

our theory of Non-Illocutionary Use for such words. 

Deictic 

We include as a type of Content Specification the 

possibility of deictic uses of words. That is, there are timas 

when words are used to refer to things in the im:rediate speech 

envirol'lIrel1t. Such Functional Specifications as the referential 

ostension, indexing, and identifying all may require a Deictic 

Content Specification. 

Null 

It is often said that "use theories of rreaning" handle 

so-called "ftmction words" better than other sorts of theories. 

For those words which have a function, but no real "content", 

we include, as a neans of allowing the Content Specification to 

be an obligatory Specification, the Null Content Specification 

type. 

. The Perlocutionary Specification 

The last of the nine Specifications of Non-Illocutionary 
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This aspect of word use is alnost exactly parallel to the notion 

of Perlocutionary effect in speech act theory. The labeled 

bracket for this Specification is: lp. We characterize it 

as follovlS: 

The Perlocutionary Specification is that part of a complete 

description of a word's Non-Illocutionary Use in the language that 

indicates any effects (other than "uptake") that a word's use 

may have on the hearer. These effects may be intended by the 

speaker or not. They may constitute part of a word's nomal use, 

but they do not necessarily do so. 

The perlocutionary Specification is similar to the Cir-

ClDUStantial Specification, except that, in part, it focuses on the 

hearer rather than the speaker. We posit two dim::msions along 

which Perlocutionary Specifications may be differentiated. This 

results in the four types of Perlocutionary Specification given 

in Table 10. 

Table 10 

perlocutionary Specifications 

Specification Bracket 

Intended 1 . 
1. 

Unintended [ 1 . 
-J. 

Positive Effect [ ]pe 

Negative Effect [ lne 
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The Perlocutio~ary Specification is the only Specification whose 

types can be combined in a given representation of a single use 

of a w:>rd. That is, an effect can be, for example, both intended 

and negative. 

Let u.s take one example to show what we nean by Per-

locutionary effect as the result of w:>rd use, rather than as a 

result of an Illocutionary act pe.t' se. Suppose that a person 

uttered the following sentence to the head waiter at a restaurant: 

(78) The neal was atrocious. 

The speaker might be stating that the food was atrocious (literally 

and directly) and thereby (non-literally and indirectly) indicating 

that he was not going to pay for it. A Perlocutionary effect of 

these Illocutionary act might be to insult the waiter, or to anger 

him. At the level of the w:>rd, the lexical item "atrocious" 

might have been i,ntentionally used by the speaker to intimidate 

the waiter, so that there w:>uld be no question as to whether the 

bill was going to be paid or not. That is, "atrocious" might 

have been used in place of "bad" or "not very good". We w:>uld 

represent this aspect of the w:>rd's use as follows: 

(79) "atrocious": (used ••• ) [ [to intimidate] e ] n , i P 

In sore instances, the Perlocutionary effect of the use 

of a w:>rd may be part of its nomal use. Some words have these 

effects "built in". To use the word "stupid" with respect to 

sareone is automatically to insult them. We will not undertake 

a complete examination of the richness of possible Perlocutionary 
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effects, but rather s:i.rrply indicate that words can have these 

effects, that the effects are not (necessarily) identical with 

any Perlocutionary effects that the speech act as a whole may 

have, and that the place of the Perlocutionary Specification 

in a theory of Non-Illocutionary Use is as we have shown. 

Generalizing the Specifications 

In our discussion of the nine Specifications of Non

Illocutionary Use, we have indicated that they are to apply, not 

only at the lexical level, but at other levels as \\ell. As a 

means of surrmarizing the discussion, and for ease of reference, 

we repeat our characterizations of each of these Specifications 

in Table 11. These current characterizations have been rrodified 

so that they are neutral with respect to level. In actual 

representations, whether they are neant to apply to individual 

words, phrases, clauses, or sentences will be detennined by the 

particular Use-Level Specification that is included in the 

particular Representation Format. The characterizations of the 

Specifications of Non-Illocutionary Use, as they will be employed 

in both the canpositional and the non-canpositional portions of 

our theory are as given in Table 11. Individually, they represent 

the various aspects of Non-Il1ocutionary Use. Collectively, they 

represent the components of a complete description of an expres

sion's Non-I11ocutionary Use in the language. 
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Position in 
Representation 
Fornat 

1 

2 

3 

Table 11 

The Generalized Specifications 

Specification 

The T§m'q?Oral Specification is that part of a 
complete description of an expression's Non
Illocutionary Use in the language that indicates 
the time frame(s) relevant to that expression's 
use or uses. The Temporal Specification can 
optionally refer to past, present, or future 
time frames; it may also refer to specifically
indexed time frames. It may optionally 
indicate a degree of probability associated 
with sate Non-Illocutionary Use of an expres
sion. 

The Frequency Specification is that part of a 
complete description of an expression's Non
Illocutionary Use in the language that indicates, 
where appropriate, sone relative frequency of 
occurrance of a particular Non-Illocutionary Use 
of the expression with respect to one of the 
following reference points: (1) a related 
use of the same expression; (2) the use of a 
related expression; (3) a particular type of 
context or type of speech act; (4) an ongoing 
speech event. 

The Use-revel Specification is that part of a 
complete description of an expression's Non
Illocutionary Use in the language that specifies 
the following: that the expression E of a 
language L has an utterance -potential as given 
by Temporal and (optionally) Frequency 
Specifications, in accordance (or (not)NL) with 
the linguistic conventions of the language 
ccmnunity C~, either as a proper syntactic 
part (just m case E is a \\Urd, phrase, or 
clause) of a larger-expression E', or as a 
complete independent syntactic unit itself, E" 
(just in case E is a well-formed sentence), 
such that E' or E" can be uttered by speakers 
of L to perfonn serre Illocutionary act I in 
accordance with the BAS. -
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Position in 
Representation 
Fonnat 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Table 11 Continued 

Specification 

The CirctnnStantial Speyification is that part of 
a complete description of an expression's 
Non-Illocutionary Use in the language that 
indicates any significant attitude toward the 
expression and/or its use on the part of the 
speaker. Most often, it indicates an attitude 
concerning the fact that the expression is being 
used. This attitude nay or nay not be expressed 
by the speaker. 

The Manner Specification is that part of a 
complete description of an expression's Non
Illocutionary Use in the language that indicates 
and describes any non-attitudinal limits or 
restrictions (or lack thereof) placed on the 
expression's use by speakers of the language. 
SUch restrictions involve degrees of exactness 
and/or fonnality. 
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The Range Specification is that part of a c0m

plete description of an expression's 
Non-Illocutionary Use in the language that 
individuates and/or describes a linguistically 
significant, potentially independent sub-part of 
the expression's total Non-Illocutio~~ Use. 
SUch a sub-part may constitute the expression's 
complete use. In the cases where it does not, 
the sub-part must contain at least a Terrporal, 
a Functional, and a Content Specification. 
Where the sub-part constitutes the expression's 
total Non-Illocutionary Use, the Range Specifica
tion is said to describe only and not to 
individuate. 

The Functional Specification is that part of a 
complete description of an expression's 
Non-Illocutionary Use in the language that 
describes the non-syntactic function of that 
expression. 



Position in 
Representation 
Fonnat 

8 

9 

Table 11 Continued 

Specification 

The Content Sp::cification is that part of a 
complete description of an expression's Non
Illocutionary Use in the language that indicates 
the particular and idiosyncratic aspects of 
that. expression's possible applications. The 
individual types of content Specification 
crucially indicate the Semantic Status of the 
expression's application. 

The perlocutionary Sp::cification is that part of 
a complete description of an expression's Non
Illocutionary Use in the language that indicates 
any effects (other than "uptake") that an 
expression's Non-Illocut~onary Use may have on 
the hearer. These effects may be intended or 
unintended by the speaker. They mayor may not 
be part of the expression's nonna.l use. 
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In Table 12, we offer a Taxononw of the Specifications 

of Non-Illocutionary Use. This Taxononw includes all of the 

major types and sub-types of Non-Illocutionary Use. The Taxononw, 

in Table 12, together with the generalized descriptions Specifica

tions in Table 11 serve as a surrmary of the discussion of this 

chapter. 
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Table 12 

A T~nCII'\Y of the ~cifications of Non-Illocutionary Use 

~ FREXJ(JEN:Y USE-lEVEr. c:m:tHSTl\Nl'IA HAmER RI\N3B FtIC'lCtlAL a:tlImr l'ERI£Xl1rI'CNA 

Rnow~ Ielated ~ Positive Precise ~ ~erence ~and ~ve 
of Uses ~ ~ --- NaIe SUff Effect 
Uses Often lfuasal. AttitOOe Exact Generalized Refer OiiIItims--
-- SelD:m --- Positive 5pecifk 0i'dhliirY Point Qrt: ~ve 
Rnowledge Never Clausal Enthusiastic Everyday Ostend Prc:babal.- Effect 
~ Always --- Nc:n-Pxeclse ~ Identify IStiC --

Ramly Sentential ~tive Vague ~l Intentimal. 
SAS "Sare- ~ IDose ~ Wex ~ Pi:tX:essmt "t.iJres AttItii& ~te PD!ldicaticn - thlntentimal. 

Auto- Negative Nc:n-speclfic Scimtific p:tedlcite Mixed 
SAS uatically Pejorative lIrpJ:eclae M:!dical Describe --
0ilcl.1!iinq Jargcn At..tribute Scaler 

Ielated ~ Fonral. Mlt:he!tatical categorize --
Di.achratic ~ims lidVIsed ~tuallstic <llaract:erize Deict:i.c 
~ Often Provisional Qlr\venticn- tm-Literal Portray ---

Seldau Cautious alized Classify alll. 
Creative Never J.t!taJimical Ascribe --

Al~~ Infumru ~te 
Language- Ramly OJl.loqu.ial Poetic ~icaticn 
learner Sare- Slang -- QuantIfY 
hijiiISItioo t.iJres ByPerl:x?lic EnlImrate 

Auto- Spe::ify 
Fluent- uatically Evaluaticn 
Speaker , Q::1njem 
J\ogUisitioo Particular Praise 

Contexts Grade 
J\nachro- Often Evaluate 
nistic Seltkm Rank 
-- Never O:Irplatent 

Al~s ~ticn 
Ramly EXCLiliIi 
Sare- Interject 
t.iJres Vocati\'e 
Auto- Greet 
uatically can 

J\ddre£s 
~ Intalaticn 
~ eIiiliiSlZe 
Events Focus 
tbi Questicn 

O::njunct!m I-' 

~~ g 



CHAPl'ER 3 

THE CX)MJ?()SITIONALITY OF NON-ILIOCUl'IONARY USE 

In the last chapter, we described the lexical representation 

of Non-Illocutionary Use and we saw that an adequate description 

of such use required the employment in nine distinct, but inter

related, para~ters--the Specifications of Non-Illocutionary Use. 

We also saw how these parameters were systematized by rreans of a 

lexical Representation Fonna.t (LRF). We alluded" to the fact that 

the notion of Non-Illocutionary Use also applied to the syntactic 

levels above the ~rd--to the phrase, clause, and sentence. 

The present chapter takes up the question of applicability 

of the notion of Non-Illocutionary Use at these higher levels. 

We claim that a proper representation of the Non-Illocutionary Use 

of higher syntactic units can be derived, to SOIre significant extent, 

from the representations of the Non-Illocutionary Use of their con

stituents--e.g. that the Non-IlJ:ocutionary Use of a phrase can be 

derived from the LRF's of the ~rds that make up the phrase. In 

essence, this is a claim to the effect that the concept of Non

Illocutionary Use is cornpositional in nature. 

We offer, in this chapter, a set of rules which enable the 

Non-Illocutionary Use of higher syntactic units to be derived from 

the Non-Illocutionary Use of their lower constituents. These 

rules are general enough to apply at all levels, beginning with 
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the phrasal and extending to the sentential. The rules are 

mechanical in nature: given a set of well-fonned constituent 

Representation Fonrats, they allow the construction of a well-

fonned higher-level Representation Fonrat. The rules given in this 

chapter will be augmented by a set of Contextual Strategies. The 

phenorrenon of Non-Illocutionary Use is a complex one, and one 

which is a part of the already-complex area of language use. It 

is thus not too surprising that both rules and strategies are re-

quired to adequately capture the processes of the composition of 

Non-Illocutionary Use. 

we can think of the task of the present chapter in the 

following way. Suppose that we are given an abstract complex 

syntactic unit U, which is made up of constituents Cl-C 3. Suppose 

further that each of these constituents has been assigned a well-

fonned Representation Fonrat, R:t -R
3

, respectively. we want to 

determine how to arrive at a proper, higher level, Representation 

Format, R , for the canplex syntactic unit U. It is an open 
u -

question at this point whether such a higher level representation 

such as that in (81) is linguistically valid. What is nore, it 

llUlSt be shown that higher level Representation Fbnrats are indeed 

valid at the, various syntactic levels. Schematically we can 

think of the problem in the following way: how is it possible 

to arrive at the representativn in (81), given the representations 

in (80)? 
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(80) U - -r ------A B C 
I I I 
Cl C2 C

3 

[[ ]]T [[ llT [[ ]]T 

[[ ]]Q [[ llQ [[ ]]Q 

[[ llU [[ llU [[ llU 

[[ ller [[ ]]er [[ ]]er 

[[ llM [[ llM [[ ]]M 

[[ ]]R [[ llR [[ ]]R 

[[ IIp [[ ]]p [[ ] lp 

[[ llen [[ llen [[ ]]en 

[[ IIp [[ IIp [[ ]]p 

11. ~ R3 

(81) u 

~ 
[ ]T 

[ lQ 

[ lu 

[ ler 

[ 1M 

[ lR 

[ lp 

[ len 

[ ]p 

R 
u 

We turn now to the rules of COIrpOsition. 
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Rules of Cbrnposition 

. The rules that we present here will apply at all syntactic 

levels and will apply from level to level in a cyclic manner without 

skipping any level or completing the composition of any given 

level without taking into accotmt the relevant facts of the Non-

Illocutionary Use of the constituents of the expression under 

consideration. This feature of our rule system is nade possible 

by the fact that all of the rules have the same very general 

structural description which must be met before any rule can apply. 

We are able to state this structural description once in our 

system and have it be operative for all of the rules and their 

various applications. This structural description is as follows: 

Given a syntactic unit U, with the set Cl-C as its proper - n 

constituents; and given a well-fomed Representation Fonna.t 

properly associated with each constituent; in order to fonn a 

well-fomed Representation Fonna.t for U: 

What appears in the empty space of this structural de scrip-

tion is, of course, the particular rule of composition. It must 

be kept in mind that the Iexical Representation Fonna.ts are not 

fomed in this nanner--their makeup is not compositional. But, 

given Iexical Representation Fonna.ts associated with each word 

in a syntactic unit, the Non-Illocutionary Use of that syntactic 

unit can be, in large part, mechanically detennined from the con-

stituent Non-Illocutionary Uses via the rules that we present here. 
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To see hCM this structural description insures proper 

cyclic application of the rules of canposition, consider for a . 
noment hCM the Non-Illocutionary Use of an abstract VP would be 

constructed. Suppose that we are given such a VP as in (82): 

(82) VP 
~ 

V NP 
~ 

Art N 

OUr structural description will not allCM the Non-Illocutionary Use 

of the VP to be determined until the Non-Illocutionary Use of the 

object NP is determined. This is the case because the NP will not 

have a well-fomed Representation Fonna.t associated with it until 

its own Non-Illocutionary Use has been determined; hence, the 

structural description given is not net at the VP level until the 

lower NP level has been canputed. This fact should becorre clearer 

as we proceed with the rules themselves, but it is important to 

keep in mind the relative s:i.rrplicity that our generalized structural 

description makes possible. 

Use-Level COmposition 

We began with a rather straightforward rule of composition, 

narcely that involving the Use-Level Specification. Recall that 

this is an obligatory Specification of Non-Illocutionary Use at 

the lexical level: it remains obligatory at every relevant 

syntactic level. In our original fonnulation of the Use-Level 

Specification, we incorporated four distin~t types, each 

corresponding to a syntactic level. Thus, we have the Lexical, 
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the Phrasal, the Clausal, and the Sentential Use-revel Specifications. 

This makes the rule of canposition for this Specification a simple 

matching rule that involves reference to syntactic infonration 

already provided by the gramnar. The rule (with the structural 

description given above repeated for ease of understanding) is as 

follows: 

USE-LEVEL COMPOSITIONAL RULE: given a syntactic unit u, with 

the set Cl-Cn as its proper constituents; and given a well-fo:rrred 

Representation Fonnat associated with each constituent; in order 

to fonn a well-fo:rrred Representation Fonnat for U: insert in to 

the Representation Fonrat for U the Use-level Specification 

corresponding to the syntactic level of U. 

Of course, this rule is but one rule in a series necessary 

lito fonn a well-fo:rrred Representation Fonnat for £". To see how 

the rule works, let us look at a sentence such as (83): 

(83) S 

NP 
~ 

Art N 

I 
We emit fran (83) considerations of the AUX, and we include only 

the Use-level Specification for each lexical item: the lexical 

level Use-Level Specification, [[USED] 1] U· 



The higher-level syntactic units whose Representation 

Fonnats we are interested in compositionally constructing are the 

two NP' s, the VP, and S. A first application of the rule just 

given will result in the following: 

(84) 

Note that the Use-Level Specifications for the two NP' s have been 

detennined by application of the rule of camposition. These NP' s 

both have a Phrase-Level Use-Level Specification: [[USED]ph]U. 

Given these changes, the rule can now apply to the VP level. This 

is so because each of it's constituents (narrely the V and the NP) 

now has a well-fomed Representation Fonnat (at least with respect 

to the Use-Level Specification) associated with it. (In actuality, 

of course, the other rules of composition, yet to be discussed, 

would have applied at these same initial levels also). Applying 

the rule to the structure of (84), we get: 

(85) 

Ttie result of the second application of the rule of composition for 

the Use-Level Specification is that we now have the proper 

Specification for both the NP subject and the VP. The rule 
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"chooses" the Phrase-Level Use-Level Specification for the VP, 

disregarding the Lexical Level Use-Level Specification of the V 

"hit", since the syntactic level of the VP is phrasal. 

Finally, the rule of ccmposition can apply at the sen-

tential level since each of its constituents now has (with respect 

to the Use-Level Specification) a well-fo:rrred Representation 

FOIllBt associated with it. The result, with respect to that 

Specification, is (86): 

(86) S 

~ 
the boy hit the ball 

[[USED] s]u 

We now have the Sentential Level Use-Level Specification in the 

Representation FOIllBt of the sentence, which is just the result we 

need. We must reitterate here that we have offered an illustration 

of how the rule for Use-Level composition works, and at the sane 

tine, how the rule is cyclic in nature. All of the other rules 

that we present will share this feature of cyclic application, and 

will work at all relevant levels. The net result will be the 

construction of well-fonned Representation Fonnats at each of the 

syntactic levels. 

Functional and Content canposition 

We turn next to two other obligatory Specifications of Non

Illocutionary Use: The Functional and the Content Specifications. 

We treat these together because it turns out that they are so 

closely connected as to be subject to the sane complex rule. 
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The rule of composition for the Functional and the Content 

Specification shares (in addition to the structural description) 

one central feature of the rule for Use-revel Composition just 

discussed: the reliance on syntactic infonnation already available 

from the gramnar. But, whereas the Use-revel rule made reference 

to the syntactic level, the present rule will make reference to 

the syntactic head of the various levels. It is the case that 

what we consider to be the Functional and Content Specification of 

the Non-I11ocutionary Use of higher-level syntactic units is 

crucially determined by which of those Specifications are the 

Specifications of the Non-I11ocutionary Use of the head of the 

construction. We borrow the notion of head from X-bar theory 

(cf. Jackendoff (1977) and Radford (1981». 

In order to see the interconnection between the Functional 

and the Content Specifications, as well as the dependence of these 

Specifications on the syntactic head of a unit for compositional 

correctness, let us look at the following NP, which contains the 

relevant Specifications and omits details: 

(67) NP 

Adj 
I 

big 
[[USED] l]U 

[[to describe]p]F 

[[as a size 

N 

I 
house 

[[USED] l]U 

[[to refer to]r]F 

[[a kind of 
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relative to 
a scale] s]en 

dwelling] prob] en 



The representation of the Non-Illocutionary Use of each of the 

lexical items is IIEant to be illustrative of this point. When 

we look at the phrase as a whole, a fairly natural and straight

forward description of the Functional and COntent aspects of its 

Non-Illocutionary Use might be the following: the phrase "a big 

house" is used to refer to a kind of dwelling specified in sane 

manner and described as a particular size relative to sorre scale. 

A (partial) Phrasal Representation Format representing this descrip

tion is given in (88): 

(88) [[ [USED]ph]N [[to refer] r]F [[to a kind of dwelling]prob]en 

[[specified in sorre manner]q]F [[0]0]en [[to describe]p]F 

[[as a certain size relative to sane scale]sc]en] 

If we canpare the phrase-level representation in (88) with the 

configuration of the three LRF's given in (87), we can see that the 

relative order of the COntent and Functional Specifications for 

each of the LRF' s has been altered. We could, very abstractly,' 

represent (87) as: Fl Cl + F2 C2 + F3 C3• On the other hand, (88) 

could be thought of as having the following order: F 3 C3 + F 1 

Cl + F 2 C2• It is also important to note that the representation 

of Function and content in PRF is nore complex than anyone of the 

LRF's on which it is based. This was not the case with the Use-

Level Specification, where there was a simple replacerrent at the 

PRF level. 

We rrentioned above that the compositional rule involving 

the COntent and the Functional Specifications involved the notion 
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of a lexical head. To see why this is necessary, consider for a 

rrarent the following verb phrase, "hit the ball", extracted from 

the simPle sentence, "John hit the ball": 

(89) VP 

v 

hit 

[ [USEDlllu 

[[to pr~catelplF 

[ [the action of 
hittinglnsl en 

NP 
~ 

Art N 
I , 

the ball 

ret us assurre that the PRF for the NP, "the ball" is 

roughly as follows: 

(90) NP 
~ 
the ball 

[ [USEDlph]u 

[[to refer]r]F 

[[to a solid round 
object] ns] en 

[[specified in 
sane manner]q]F 
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Given this representation, we would characterize the Non-Illocutionary 

Use of the VP as a whole as follows: the phrase "hit the ball" 

is used to predicate the action of hitting sanething referred to as 

a solid rotmd object and specified in sane manner. What we want 

to point out here is that the relative order of the Ftmctional 

and Content Specifications at the VP level, when compared to the 



next-lower level, has not been inverted or altered as it was in 

the cc.se of the simple NP in -(87) above. The alteratio.n of 

order noted in NP' s and absent in the VP example can be seen rrost 

simply as this: the Functional Specification and the Content 

Specification of a higher syntactic unit is identical to the Func-

tional Specification and the Content Specification of its head 

(with additional Functional and Content aspects subordinated to 

the prinary Functional and Content Specifications). 

Given these sorts of facts, 'We posit the following rule 

for the composition of Functional and the Content Specifications: 

mMPOSITIONAL RULE FOR THE cnNTENT AND THE FUNC'rIONAL SPECIFI-

CATIONS: Given a syntactic unit u, with the set Cl-C as its - n 

proper constituents; and given a well-formed Representation Forrrat 

associated with each constituent; in order to fonn a well-formed 

Representation Forrrat for U: in each of the lower-level Represen

tation Ebrmats, group together the Functional and the Content 

Specifications into F/c groups; make the Fie group that is con

tained in the Representation Forrrat associated with the head of U 
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the Fie Specification for U; the remaining F/C groups are dependently 

placed in the Representation Fonnat of U so that they follow, 

in the sane relative order, the F/C Specification of U. 

We shall see the implementation of this rule, with respect 

to slight changes in the higher-level Representation Fonnats, below. 

We introduce in this rule a canplex Specification, the Functionall 

Content or Fie Specification, which appears in higher level 



Representation Fonnats in the same relative place that the 

Functional and the Content Specifications appeared in the I.exical 

Representation Fonnat. This rrodification is necessary in order 

to properly represent the quite corrp1ex Functional and Content 

aspects of Non-I11ocutionary Use at these higher levels. 

Temporal Composition 

The Temporal Specification appears to reSf'.Jllb1e in behavior 

the Use-revel Specification--that is, there would seem to be a 

need for one and only one Temporal Specification at any given 

level of Representation of Non-I11ocutionary Use. For example, 

a phrase either is being used (SAS Concluding), could be being 

used (SAS Processing), is used (Knowledge of Use), etc. Given 

this fact, we will posit a rule for the composition of the Temporal 

Specification that reflects this fact. However, this rule must 

be nore canp1icated than the Use-revel rule discussed above, since 
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the Temporal Specification bears no necessary relationship to 

syntactic level. The question arises, given a higher-level syn

tactic unit, which of the possible constituent Temporal Specifications 

should be included in the Representation Fonnat of the higher unit? 

The simplest answer to this is that if all the constituent 

Temporal Specifications are identical, the right Temporal Specifi

cation for the higher-level Representation Fonnat just is that 

Temporal Specification of the lower level. But what if the con

stituent Temporal Specifications are not identical? Differences 



in TeIrlIX>ral Specification at l~r levels might indicate that 

there is soma ambiguity that can be resolved only at a higher 

level, where other Specifications of Non-Illocutionary Use can be 

considered. In such cases we would want to allow for at least 

the poss:iJ:>ility of the higher-level Temporal Specification being 

the SAS Processing ("could be being used") if the lower-level 

Temporal Specifications are different. Thus, we posit the 

following rule for Temporal Specifications: 

CDMPOSITIONAL RULE FOR THE TEMPORAL SPOCIFlCATION: Given 

a syntactic unit, u, with the set Cl-C as its proper constituents; 
- n 

and given a well-fomed Representation Fonnat associated with each 

constituent; in order to form a well-formed Representation Fonnat 

for U: if each constituent-level Temporal Specification is 

identical to the other, insert that particular TeIrlIX>ral Specifica-

tion into the Representation Fonnat of U; if the constituent 

Temporal Specifications are not identical, insert the SAS 

Processing Temporal Specification into the Representation For-

mat of U. 

As we will see below, the effect of the second part of this 

rule is to cause the Contextual Strategies to be activated, if 

for no other reason than a hearer is nonnally required to COIIe 

to same conclusion with respect to the Non-Illocutionary Use.of a 

given utterance if cornnunication is to be successful. The SAS 

Processing Temporal Specification, required by part two of the 
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rule, indicates that such a conclusion has not been reached, and 

that, as a result, other factors must be considered. 

Frequency Composition 

The Frequency Specification is far less relevant at the 

higher syntactic levels than it is at the lexical level. This is 

so because the recursive nature of language makes frequency 

detenninations IIDre difficult, if not :i.rrpossib1e, at those 

higher levels. After all, there are a potentially infinite number 
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of phrases, clauses, and sentences in a given language. Nevertheless, 

~ want to include the possibility of having a Frequency Specifi

cation at non-lexical levels since is can sonetiIres play a role in 

linguistic camumication. The role it plays has to do with 

conventionalized expressions and idians. This being the case, 

it is difficult to see a Compositional role for the Frequency 

Specification. we contend that such Specifications are totally 

omitted fran higher-level Representation Fonnats unless they are 

representing the Non-I11ocutionary Use of idians or conventionalized 

expressions--in which case it is non-compositiona1 rrechanisrns which 

would account for the inclusion of a Frequenc.."Y Specification. 

Hence, our rule is essentially a deletion rule: 

OJMPOSITIONAL RULE FOR THE FRE)'JUENCY SPOCIFICM'ION : Given a 

syntactic unit U, with the set C1_Cn as its prope.r constituents; 

and given a ~ll-fonred Representation Fonnat associated with each 

constituent; in order to form a we11-forrred Representation Fonnat 

for U delete all Frequency Specifications. Go to Contextual 



Strategies for any inclusion of a Frequency Specification in 

the Representation Fonnat of U. 

Circumstantial, Manner, and Range Composition 

We will discuss the following three Specifications together: 

the Circumstantial, the Manner, and the Range Specifications. 

These three Specifications of Non-Illocutionary Use are s:imilar 

in that they are all optional Specifications. They are also 

similar in that the sane rule can describe their composition. 

With respect to these three Specifications, there are two basic 

sorts of possibilities for composition, both involving the Func

tional and the Content Specifications. The th:r:ee Specifications 

can: (1) operate "independently" of the Functional and Content 

Specification with which they were associated in the lower-level 

Representation Formats; or (2) can be "dependent" on the Functional 

and Content Specifications for their own place in the higher-

level Representation Format. Further complications regarding 

the second possibility will be handled by Contextual Strategies 

(see below). These three Specifications behave in a way like the 
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Temporal Specification; if, at any given level, there is identity 

among anyone type of Specification, that Specification automatically 

becares the relevant Specification for the ne.."Ct higher-level. 

However, if they are not identical, we do not want to replace or 

delete them at this point; thus, in those cases, we simply keep 



these Specifications attached to their respective Functional and 

content Specifications. Our rule is as follows: 

COMPOSITIONAL RULE FOR THE CIRCUMSTANTIAL, THE MANNER, AND THE 

RANGE SPECIFICATION : Given a syntactic unit u, with the set Cl-C 
- n 

as its proper constituents; and given a well-formed Representa-

tion Format associated with each constituent; in order to fonn a 

well-formed Representation Format for U: if the constituent Cir

cumstantial Specifications, the constituent Manner Specifications, 

and/or the constituent Range Specifications, res-~"i:ively are: 

a. identical: then insert that Specification into the 

Representation Format of u. 

b. not identical: then attach them dependently to their 

respective F/C groups. 

Perlocutionary Composition 

The last Specification of Non-Illocutionary Use that must 

be dealt with is the Perlocutionary Specification. Since this 

Specification involves effects of language use on the hearer, it 

would seem clear enough that the perlocutionary Specification of 

a higher-level unit would be the sum of the Perlocutionary Specifi-

cations of its constituents. We shall see that there are 

canplications belCM. We offer the following rule: 

COMPOSITIONAL RULE FOR THE PERIOCUl'IONARY SPECIFICATION : Given 

a syntactic unit U with the set Cl-C as its proper constituents; 
- n 

and given a well-formed Representation FOrmat associated with each 

constituent; in order to fonn a well-formed Representation Format 
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for U take each constituent Perlocutionary Specification and insert 

it into the Representation Fonnat of U. Check Contextual Strategies 

for possible "greater/less than" contingencies. 

The intent of the last part of this rule is to leave open 

the possibility that the overall effects of several Perlocutionary 

Specifications may sanet.imes be either greater or less than the 

individual effects--e.g., a speaker may use so nany obscene words 

in order to shock the hearer that the hearer becorres numbed rather 

than shocked. This rather straightforward rule completes our 

presentation of the rules of composition for Non-Illocutionary Use. 

If the rules are followed, they will result in a well-fonred 

Representation Fonnat for higher-level syntactic units. However , 

as we have noted, these rules are in need of a supplem:ntal set 

of Contextual Strategies, to be discussed below. 

At this point, we "lill surrmarize in Table 13 the rules 

we have discussed, numbering them for ease of reference. 

The rules, as given, do not actually specify where in 

the Representation Fonnats each of the Specifications of Non

Illocutionary Use should be placed. Rather, the rules assurre 

that each Representation Fonnat is structured the sarre way as the 

lexical Representation Fonnat. This is essentially true. Rules 

2 and 6, however, do alter the structure of the Representation 

Fonnats slightly. Rule 6, dealing with the Perlocutionary Specifi

cation, allows for nore than one of these Specifications to be 

present in a given Representation Fonnat. This presents no 
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Table 13 

The COmpositional Rules of Non-Illocutionary Use 

Rule Number 

structural 
Description 

Rule 1 

Rule 2 

Rule 3 

Rule 4 

Rule 

Given a syntactic unit u, with a set of 
constituents Cl-cn; and-given a well
formed Representation Format properly 
associated with each constituent; in order 
to form a well-formed Representation Format 
for U: 

Match the Use-level Specification of Non
Illccutionary Use with the syntactic level 
of U and insert that Use-level Specification 
into- the Representation Format of U. 

Group together the Functional and the Content 
Specifications in each of the lower-level 
Representation Fo:rmatS associated with the 
constituents of U into F/c qroups. Make the 
F IC group that is contained in the Representa
tion Format associated with the head of U 
the F/C Specification for U. oeperidently 
place the remaining F/C groups after the F/C 
Specification of U, maintaining the sarre 
relative order these groups had in the con
stituent Representation Formats. The complete 
set of all Functional and Content Specifications 
is also considered an F IC group. 

If all constituent-level Temporal Specifications 
are identical, insert that particular Temporal 
Specification into the Representation Format of 
U as its Temporal Specification. If the 
constituent-level Temporal Specifications are 
not identical insert the Sl\S Processing Temporal 
Specification into the Representation Format 
of U. 

Delete all constituent Frequency Specifications. 
Contextual Strategies are to provide any -
Frequency Specifications above the Iexica1 
level. 



Rule Number 

Rule 5 

Rule 6 

Table 13 COntinued 

Rule 

If the constituent Circumstantial, Manner, 
and/or Range Specifications are, respectively: 

a. identical: insert that particular 
Specification into the 
Representation Fo:rrnat of 
U; 

b. not identical: attach them dependently 
to their respective 
F/C groups. 
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Insert each constituent Per1ocutionary Specifica
tion into the Representation Fo:tlnat of U. 



problem, for even at the lexical level nore than one Perlocutionary 

Specification is possible. We can si.rrply add a level of labeled 

bracketing so that the entire group of Perlocutionary Specifications 

is subsumed under a single bracket: [[ [ IIp [[ IIp [[]]p lp. 
1 2 n 

With respect to rul~ 2, which deals with the Functional and the 

Content Specifications, a similar nodification can be made. In 

this case the canplete set of groups of Functional and Content 

Specifications has been given a new designation: naIl'ely, the F /C 

(Functional/Content) Specification. In a higher-level syntactic 

unit, such a Specification would look like this: 

[[[[]]F [[]]C IF/C: [[[]]F [[]]C IF/C (+) (.[[ ]]F 
1 11 2 22 3 

We use the (:) to separate the F/C Specification of the higher unit 

from the dependently placed F/C Specification(s) which follow it. 

Should we like to speak of locations within the Representa-

tion Formats, we can nmnber them as given in Table 11, above and 

repeated here: 

1 lT 
2 [ lQ 
3 [ lu 
4 ler 
5 1M 
6 [ lR 
7 [ IF 
8 [ len 
9 [ lp 
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We will assume that the Flc Specification occupies the combined 

7/8 location. The rules given above maintain this order. 

Figure 2 shows abstractly what a higher-level Representa

tion looks like, and also the source of each Specification in the 

Format. 

As we noted above, the rules we have presented here will 

not cover all cases--especially those cases where a particular 

Specification of Non-Illocutionary Use is represented by different 

types or sub-types in the constituent Represent.ation Formats. 

In such cases, oftent:i.lre "clashes" occur which require contextual 

information in order to have a complete determination of the higher

level Specification; noreover, sane c~lication of the rules 

given here is necessary. We tum to these matters belCM. Hc::7.\ever, 

what we hope to have accomplished in the present section is to have 

made plausible the contention that Non-Illocutionary Use is 

canpositional in nature. Insofar as this is the case, it makes 

the theory of Non-Illocutionary Use a nore general theory. We 

turn nCM to exanples of hCM the set of rules posited in this 

section opex'ate together to form canplex representations of Non

Illocutionary Use. 

Implerrentation of the Canpositional Rules 

In this section, we will look at serre example sentences 

in order to see nore clearly how the rules presented in the last 

section actually function in deliniating the Non-Illocutionary Use 
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1 [TEM]--- single Specification. Rule 3 

2 ([FREX2]) -- usually omitted at higher syntactic levels. Rule 4 

3 [USE] --- single Specification. Rule 1 

4 ([CIR]) 

5 ([MNR] ) optional placement if identical sets with 
---- respect to each Specification; Rule 5 

6 ([RNG]) 

7/8 [[F/C] : [[F/C] [F/C] [F/C]]]F /C 
~--.::..!..7 

9 

L fran non-head constituent RF' s. 
Rule 2. May contain CIR, MNR, 
and or RNG Specifications. 

from RF of head; may contain CIR, 
I------__ --, ___ MNR and/or RNG Specifications; 

counts as F /C of U. Rule 2 

[PER] ---possible multiple Specification. Rule 6 

Figure 2 

Higher ~ve1 Representation Fonnat Schema 



of higher-level syntactic units. At the outset, we need to make 

one modification in our Specifications of Non-Illocutionary Use. 

We saw above that a canplex Functional/Content Specification 

is fomed as a result of Rule 2. In order for such a Specifica

tion to plausibly represent Non-Illocutionary Use, especially as 

the levels get higher, and hence nore complex, we must allow for 

the Functional Specifications to be thought of as having 

functional or predicate places, into which variables can be in

serted. The subsequent matching of these variables, especially 

at the sentence level, will allow for reasonable interpretation 

of the Representation Fonnats. This added complexity is necessary 

given the scope of infonnation we must· represent. We will thus 

think of a typical Functional Specification as looking like this: 

[[function, (x), (y), (z)]]. The places, X, y, and z are optional, 

and will vary depending on the actual Functional Specification. 

This will becoIre clearer as we look at actual examples. 

To begin with, take the simple sentence: 

(91) The boy saw the dog. 

We will posit Lexical Representation Fonnats for the words of 

this sentence as shown in Figure 3. The representations of Content, 

in many of the examples to follow I will be less than adequate for 

the reason that the Content Specification is our place-holder for 

a theory of meaning, and an adequate theory of neaning is not as 

y~t to be found. 
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/~N 
Art 

the boy 

[[is]k]T [ [is]k]T 

[[USED]l]U [[USED] l]U 

[[to specifyl
q1F 

[[to refer 
to x]r]F 

[[definitely] ]e ns [[young male 
human]ns]e 

S 

VP 

v NP 

Art 

saw the 

[[is]k]T [ [is]k]T 

[[USED] lIT [[USED] l]U 

[ [to predicate [[to specify]qlF 
x of Y]p]F 

[ [definitely] .] 
[ [the action ns 

of per-
ceivinglproble 

Figure 3 

LRF' 5 for sentence (91) 

N 

dog 

[[is]k]T 

[[USED]l]U 

[[to refer 
to x]r]F 

[ [canine 

animal] prob] C 

I-' 
W 
I-' 



Our compositional rules apply first to the two NP's. 

They cannot yet apply to the VP or the S levels, since these 

levels do not meet the structural description of the rule set: 

neither the S nor the VP levels have well-formed Representation 

Fonrats associated with their (imnediate) constituents. ret us 

look at how the set of rules applies to the NP, "the boy". Rule 

1 refers to the Use-revel Specification and matches the Repre

sentation Fonrat level with the syntactic level. In this case, 

the result is the Phrase-revel Use-revel Specification: 

[[USED] h]U. Rule 2 groups together the Functional and the p . 

Content Specifications within each constituent Representation 

Fonrat. For "the", we get ([ [to specify]q]F + [[definitelY]ns]C). 

For "boy", the result is: ([ [to refer to x]r]F + [[young male 

hmnan]ns]C). These groups are each F/C groups. Rule 2 states that 

the F/C group associated with the head of the syntactic unit be-

cones the F/c Specification for that unit. In this case, "boy" 

is the head of the NP, and therefore its F/C group is the F/C 

Specification for the NP; according to Rule 2, this Specification 

is to be foll~ by the other lower-level F IC groups. The final 

result of the application of Rule 2 to the NF, then, is the 

following canplex FIC Specification: 

(92) [[ [[to refer to x]r1F [[young male hurtan]ns]C1F/C: 

[[ [to specify] lp [[definitelY]ns]en]F/C]F/C 
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The next rule to apply to the NP is Rule 3, which is 

concemed with the Ternpc:)ral Specification. Rule 3 states that if 

all 'I'eITpOral Specifications are identical, then that particular 

Temporal Specification is to be inserted into the Representation 

Format of the higher-level unit. This happens to be the case 

in the example we are dealing with, so the Temporal Specification 

for the NP lithe boy" will be the Knowledge of Use Specification: 

[[is]k]T (used). None of the other rules of composition apply 

to this particular NP, since neither of the LRF's associated with 

its constituents contains any other Specifications of Non-

Illocutionary Use. We have thus arrived at the following ppxasal 

Representation Fonrat: 

(93) NP 
/':'>,. 
the boy 

[ [is]k]T 

[ [USED]ph]U 

[[[[to refer to x]r]F 

[[young male human]ns]en]F/C: 

[[[to specify]q]F 

[[definitelY]ns]en]F/C]F/C 

This Phrasal Representation Format can be interpreted as indicating 

that the NP "the boy" is used to refer to a young male human 

(that has been) specified definitely. 

The second NP, lithe dog" follows the, sane rules of composi-

tion in the construction of its Phrasal Representation Fonrat. 
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Figure 4 shows the stage of representation of Nan-Illocutionary 

Use for the sentence that we have arrived at thus far. Given the 

representation of Non-Illocutionary Use shown in Figure 4, the 

rules of composition \'lill now operate on the VP, since it has 

well-formed Representation Formats associated with its constituents. 

Rule 1 matches the syntactic level of the VP with the 

proper Use-Level Specification: [[USED]ph]U. Rule 2 groups the 

Functional and Content Specifications. This has already been 

done in the case of the NP, SO there is no change there. The 

grouping of the Functional and Content Specifications in the LRF 

of the V is straightfOl:ward. Since the head of the VP is V, the 

F /C Specification in the Phrasal Representation Fonnat of VP will 

be: 

(94) [[ [[to predicate x of Y]p]F [[the action of 

perceiving]probJen1F/C: [[ [[to refer to x]r]F 

[[canine aniroalJprob]en]F/C: [[ [to specify]q]F 

[[definitelY]ns]en1F/C]F/C]F/C 

This is the result that we want; however, it is clear that sorre 

nndifications must be made in the representation if it is to be 

adequate. In the first place, the various variables are not 

identical--although (94) makes it look like they are. The variable, 

~ in the predicate function must be replaced by the Content 

Specification imrediately to its right--i.e. lithe action of per-

cei ving" • On the other hand, the variable x in the refer function 

must be replaced with its associated Content Specification--namely, 
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NP 

[[islklT 

[ [USED]ph]U 

[[[[to refer to x]r]F 

[[young male human]ns]C]F/C: 

[[[to specify]q]F 

[[definitelY]ns]en]F/C]F/C 

s 

v 

I 
saw 

[[is]k]T 

[[USED] l]U 

[ [to predicate x 
of Y]p]F 

[ [the action of 
perceiving]prob]C 

Figure 4 

Intermediate Coo1positional revel 

NP 

L 
the dog 

[[is]k]T 

[ [USED]ph]U 

[[ [[to refer to 
x]r]F 

[[canine ~rob ]en]F/C: 

[[[to specify]q]F 

[[definitelY]ns]en]F/C]F/C 

I-' 
W 
Ul 



"can:ine animal". Finally, the Content Specification, lithe action 

of perceiv:ing", itself needs a variable that will link it 

in sane way to "canme animal". Rather than construct:ing an 

elaborate set of conventions or rules to accomplish these goals, 

we will simply asSUI'IE that the variables within the Ftmctional 

Specifications are :indexed :in such a way as to provide the 

correct results. We will also asSUI'IE that variables can be part 

of Content Specifications. Further research :into these areas 

should prove fruitful and quite possilily might result in other 

ref:inements in the system of rules. 

The final rule of COIlpOsition that applies at the VP 

level is Rule 3, which inserts the Knowledge of Use Temporal 

Specification :into the Phrasal Representation Format of the VP, 

s:ince its two constituent Temporal Specifications are that SClll'e 

Specification. We now have the follow:ing representation: 

(95) 

NP 

~ 
the boy 

[[is]k]T 

[ [USED]ph]U 

[(carrplex F Ic 

L Sp:cification 
given :in (92)] 

S 

VP 

~ 
saw the dog 

[[is]k]T 

[ [USED]ph]U 

[(complex Flc 
Specification 
given :in (94)] 

We are now :in a position to construct a Sentential 

Representation Format for the complete sentence. Rules 1 and 3 
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operate just as they did at lower levels, and have the result of 

inserting the Knowledge of Use Temporal Specification--[[is]k]T--and 

the Sentential-level Use-level Specification-- [[USED] ]u--into 
s . 

the SRF of the sentence. Rule 2 involves the Functional and COntent 

Specifications. We already have F IC groups established in the 

two main constituents of S. OUr rule says that the FIC Specifica-

tion associated with the head of the construction becomes the FIC 

Specification in the Representation Format of that construction. 

, According to X-bar theory, the main verb of a sentence is con

sidered the head of the sentence. 1 The primacy of the F IC 

Specification of the verb has been maintained in our system at the 

VP level since Rule 2 on an earlier application required that the 

FIC Specification of the verb be made the FIC Specification of 

the VP. For our purposes, we will stipulate that the VP is the 

head of S, but it should be clear that such a stipulation does not 

have theoretical :lnplications attached to it: the correct F IC 

Specification for the SRF is' inmediately available at the next 

low:r level one way or another. 

If, however, we make the entire carrplex F IC Specification 

of the VP (as given in 94) the F IC Specification of S itself, then, 

following Rule 2, we will be forced to place the F IC Specification 

for the subject NP to the right of the other FIC Specification. 

1. We are aware of the fact that this particular claim 
has recently been challenged--that INFL and AUX have been put forth 
as possible candidates for head of S. We believe that our rule will 
be fairly easily adaptable to this kind of possibility; we will 
not attempt to work out any of the details here. 
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This would result in a representation that would be difficult 

to interpret; roughly speaking, we would have the sentence 

being used "to predicate the action of perceiving such-and-such 

to refer to a young male human". This makes no sense. But, 

recall that we have allowed variables to enter the Functional 

and COntent Specifications, and the proper indexing of these 

variables will allow the PIC Specification of the subject NP to 

appear in the correct place--within the pIc Specification of 

the VP (and, hence, of the sentence). It is entirely possili1e 

that an additional rule, involving just such considerations about 

variables, should be added at the end of our rules of cern

position. This would really be a "housekeeping" type of 

rule, and we will not pursue it here. Rather, we assurre that 

indexed variables can playa positive role in the composition 

of Non-Illocutionary Use, without at the sane time creating new 

difficulties. 

Given these caveats, then, we find the representation in 

(96) to be the result of sUC\..'"'essive applications of our series of 

cClllpOsitional rules. The material within each set of double 

parentheses represents material that has been properly placed 

within the complex PIc Specification by means of indexed variables 

rrentioned above. In actuality, the only real novement involved is 

with the subject NP PIc Specification. The second use of double 

parentheses silrply indicates the inclusion of part of the complex 

VP representation within an earlier part--there is no change of 

order involved. 
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(96) s 
~ 

the boy saw the dog 

[[is]k]T 

[[USED] slu 

[ [ [to predicate of x « [ [ [ [to refer to x] r] p 

[[young nale human]ns]en1p/c: [[ [to specify]q]p 

[[definitelY]ns1en]p/c]P/c»]p]p 

[ [the action of perceiving y « [ [ [ [to refer to y] r] P 

[[canine animallprob]en]p/C: [[ [to specify]q]p 

[[definitelY]ns]en]p/c]P/c»]prob]en]P/C 

The representation in (96) raises one of the ItPst crucial 

problems involving the notion of Non-Illocutionary Use: narrely, 

its validity at the sentential level.' After all, a theory of 

Illocutionarx Use just is a theory of how speakers of a language 

use sentences of the language to perfonn illocutionary acts. Thus, 

while the notion of Non-Illocutionary Use had, as it were, no 

canpetition at the lCMer syntactic levels, there is a well-

established concept of language use already available at the 

sentential level. Indeed, we have embedded our own theory of 

Non-Illocutionary Use within a theory of Illocutionary Use-i.e., 

within the Bach and Harnish (1979) theory of speech acts. Thus, 

in order to make good on our claim that Non-Illocutionary Use is 

compositional up to and including the level of the COO1plete 

sentence, we 1lU.lst differentiate it from the notion of Illocutionary 

Use. 
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Recall that in our discussion of the Functional Specifications 

of Non-I 11ocutionary Use in Chapter 2 we noted that sorre of the 

sub-types of the Functional Specifications were indeed listed by 

Bach and Harnish (1979) as kinds of i11ocutionary acts. OUr con

tention at that point was that the verbs used to described these 

various uses were ambiguous between an i11ocutionary and non

i11ocutionary interpretation. Although we believe that this claim 

is true we need to say nore about the I1locutionary /Non

I11ocutionary distinction here. 

One way of rraking the distinction is to simply look at the 

kinds of representations that would result from an application of 

scmething like the set of rules discussed above to sentential 

constituents: the differences between these representations and 

the representations of the I11ocutionary Use of the sentence at 

line 4 of the Bach and Harnish Speech Act Schema--if they were 

different-~uld show the distinction. A large part of our 

strategy in this regard will be just that. However, there is 

an additional aspect to the Non-I11ocutionary Use of sentences 

that also enters into consideration. In essence, one ~

I11ocutionary Use of a sentence just ,is the Locutio~ use of 

that sentence, as this use was discussed by Austin (1962) and 

refined by Bach and Harnish (1979). 



Bach and Hamish (1979) discuss the following comrents 

of Austin (1962): 

To say anything is 

(A, a) always to perfonn the act of uttering certain 
noises (a 'phonetic' act), and the utterance is a phone; 

(A, b) always to perfonn the act of uttering certain 
vocabules or words, i.e. noises of certain types 
belonging to and as belonging to a certain vocabulary, 
in a certain construction, i.e. confonning to and as 
confonning to a certain gramnar, with a certain intonation, 
&c. This we may call a 'phatic' act, and •.. 

(A, c) generally to perfonn the act of using that [sen
tence] or its constituents with a certain rrore or less 
definite 'sense' and a rrore or less definite 'reference' 
(which together are equivalent to 'meaning'). This act 

we may call a 'rhetic' act ••. • 
(Austin (1962), pp. 92-93) 

For Bach and Hamish, the locutionary act is the act of "saying 

satethingll (p. 19), and they discuss types of saying (pp. 24-25). 

In our tenns, part of the Non-Illocutionary Use of a corrplete 

sentence is its use to say that such-and-such. That is, our 

characterization of sentence use would be roughly: a speaker, S, 

is (Non-Illocutionarily) using a given sentence to say (in same 

type of saying) that such-and-such, and thereby (illocutionarily) 

to perfonn such-and-such speech act. 

The inclusion of the notion of locutionary use as part 

of the sentential Non-Illocutionary Use has the result of creating 

a continuity of description fran the word level to the sentential 

level. This is highly desirable, and can be accanplished with 

only a slight modification of one of our Use-Level 
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Specifications: i.e., the Sentential Level Use-Level Specification. 

Recall from Chapter 2 that our characterization of the Use-Level 

Specification was as follows: 

The Use-Level Specification is that part of a corrplete 

description of an expression's Non-Illocutionary Use in the 

language that specifies the following: that an expression E of 

a language L has an utterance potential as given by Temporal 

and (optionally) ltrequency Specifications, in accordance with 

the linguistic conventions of the language cormnmity '1:" either 

as a proper syntactic part (in the cases where E is a ~rd, 

phrase, or clause) of a larger expression E', or as a complete 

syntactic unit itself, E" (in the cases where E is a well-fomed 

sentence), such that E' or E" can be uttered by speakers of L 

to perfonn sane illocutionary act I in accorrlance with the SAS. 

In this characterization, both E' and E" are sentences. 

We can thus m:::xlify our characterization to include the notion of 

locutionary use by adding the notion of lias a type of saying" in 

the following· manner: 

••• such that E' or Ell can be uttered as a type of saying 

by speakers of L to perfonn SCIre illocutio~ act 1. in accordance 

with the SAS. 

We have now builtin the notion of locutionary use into 

our Use-Level Specification so that it will be applicable only 

at the sentential level: this is exactly what we needed to do. 
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We will not examine just how the type of saying is 

determined; Bach and HarnIsh (1979) tie this to syntactic 

properties of the sentence. For our purposes, it is enough 

to lmow that this factor is part of the Non-Illocutionary Use 

of sentences. 

To return to (96) itself, the obvious question is what 

does the SRF of (96) represent and what validity does it have? 

'lhe representation, unlike the simpler Iedcal Representation 

Formats presented earlier, does not admit to a simple and 

idianatic rendering into ordinary English. If ~ attempt such 

a rendering, we arrive at: 

The sentence, "The boy saw the dog", is used (as such-and

such a type of saying) to predicate of sareone referred to as a 

young male human specified definitely the action of perceiving 

sanething referred to as a canine animal specified definitely. 

This is a rather curnbersone (and not CClIlp1ete1y accurate) 

description. We ~u1d rather think of representations st:~ch 

as given in (96) as specifying all of the Non-I11ocutionary 

factors involved in the use of an expression. These factors are 

necessary pieces of information about the Non-I11ocutionary struc

ture of the expression. For example, Bach and Harnish (1979) 

state that the hearer ITnlst determine which are the referring 

expressions in a sentence. Our representation provides that 

information. Moreover, our representation shows the role that 

so-called "function ~rds" have within a larger expression. 
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The information available in the subscripts, representing types 

and sub-types of Non-Illocutionary Use, allows for a nore 

subtle and complete account of the use of complex expressions 

than has been heretofor possilile. We will examine sorre of these 

areas in rrore detail as we proceed. 

We want to briefly examine. two claims that are inherent 

in our treatJrent of the cOIrq?Osi tion of Non-Illocutionary Use 

thus far. The first involves the Temporal Specifications. Our 

Rule 3 states that if Temporal Specifications are identical for 

a given syntactic unit, then that sane Specification becares the 

Terrporal Specification of the higher-level unit. In the case 

just descrilied, we posited a Knowledge of Use Temporal Specifica

tion for each of the lexical items. A result of this is that 

the Knowledge of Use Temporal Specification appears at each of 

the higher levels, including the sentential. The claim that 

errerges from this rrechanical application of our set of rules 

is that if a speaker knows the Non-Illocutionary Use of each of 

the words of an. expression, and knows the rules for combina-

tion, he can be said to know the Non-Illocutionary Use of the 

larger expression. This is a straightforward result, and one 

which fits in nicely with the infinite scope of natural languages. 

A second claim that our procedures implicitly make is 

that the Non-Illocutionary Function of a higher-level unit 

is identical with the Non-Illocutionary Function of its head. 

This also seems to be intuitively the right result. 
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Dat us look at another example of a rather simple 

sentence from the point of view of Non-Illocutionary Use: 

(97) Fred is tall. 

The U=xica1 Representation Fonnats for this sentence are as 

follows: 

(98) 

[[is being] SC]T 

[[USED]i]u 
[ [to refer to 

x]r]F 
[[x IlClIred 

Fred]pn]en 

S 

VP -----------V AP 

I ~j 
is tall 

[[is]k]T 

[[USED] l]U 

[[to predicate 
Y of x]p]F 

[[(3]¢]cn 

[[is]k]T 

[[USED] l]U 

[[to indicate 
SortE height]p]F 

[ [relative to 
sorce scale] s]cn 

The changes in the representation of the Non-Illocutionary Use 

of "Fred" fran the N to the NP level are minimal: the Phrase-

Davel Use-Dave 1 Specification inserted and the Functional and 

Content Specifications are grouped together. These sarre changes 

are made as ~ go from Adjective to Adjective Phrase. From V+AP 

to VP there are similar minor changes, resulting in an F /C 

Specification for the Representation Fonnat of VP as follows: 

[[ [to indicate sorre height]p]F [[relative to serre 

scale]s]cn]F/C]F/C 
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We now have the following: 

(100) 

NP 
6. 
Fred 

[[is being] s] T 

[ [USED] ph] U 

[[[to refer to x]r]F 

S 

[[x named Fred]ns]en]F/C 

VP 

~ 
is tall 

[[is]k]T 

[ [USED] ph] U 

[F/O Specification 
given in (99)] 

When we look to the composition of Non-Illocutionary 

Use at the sentential level, the only complication that arises 

is with respect to the Tenp:>ral Specification. Rule 3 states 

that if not all constituent Temporal Specifications are the sane, 

then the SAS Processing Tenp:>ral Specification is to be inserted 

in to the higher level Representation Fonnat. We have employed 

the SAS Concluding Temporal Specification for the N (and, 

hence the NP) "Fred". We have done so rather arbitrarily"; we might 

have used the simple Knowledge of Use Temporal Specification. 

OUr reason for using the SAS Processing Specification is to in-

dicate that proper nouns--narres-require infonnation about 

referrents that other nouns may not require. That is, the hearer 

needs to know llDre than that the word "Fred" is used to refer 

to a person narred Fred. The hearer IlUlSt also know which parti-
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cular person that is. Since this varies from occassion to occassion, 

we feel that the SAS Concluding Temporal Specification is llDre 

appropriate. This being the case, we are forced to use the SAS 



processing Temporal Specification as the Terrq;x:>,ral Specification 

of the Sentential Representation Ponnat. When w= discuss the 

Contextual Strategies, below, we will see what needs to be done 

to put this particular Specification into a rrore final fonn. 

(101) 

Our Sm' for the complete sentence, then, is as follows: 

S 

~ ~s tall 

[[could be being] sp] T 

[[USED] s]u 

[[ [[to predicate of x 
«( [[ [to refer to x]r]p [[x named 

Fred]ns1en]p/c»]p]p [[~]¢]en]p/c: 
[[ [to indicate sane height]p]p 

[[relative to same sca1e]s]en]p/c]P/c 

The two exanp1es we have discussed have been fairly simple 

in that the basic Iexica1 Representation Pormats have not con-

tained anything but the minimum nmnber of Specifications of 

Non-I11ocutionary Use. It is a contention of this thesis that '. 

aspects of language use have been overlooked in the literature; 

rrany of these aspects are covered by optional Specifications. We 

turn now to a more complicated sentence in order to see how sorce 

of these other aspects of Non-I11ocutionary Use fit in. 

let us examine the following sentence: 

(102) Reagan is a fool. 
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A possible LRF for the tenn "Reagan" is as follows: 

(103) Reagan 

[[has been] p] T 

[ [often--as opposed to "Ronald Reagan", 
"Mr. Reagan", or "President Reagan"] re] Q 

[[USED] l]U 

[[disrespectfullY]neg]er 

[[to refer to x]r]F 

[[x naned Reagan]ns]en 

[[to engender contempt (in H) (for 
Reagan) ] . ] P 

n,~ 

This Representation Fonnat contains the optional Frequency, 

Circumstantial, and Perlocutionary Specifications. The predicate 

nominative "fool" can also be though of as having a Perlocutionary 

Specification, e.g. [[to disturb (H) ] . ]p. Several features 
n,~ 

of the rule system cane into play with this sentence. When we 

corrpose the subject NP, the Frequency Specification is deleted 

(per Rule 4), the Use-revel Specification is changed to Phrase-

revel (per Rule 1), and the Functional and Content Specifications 

are grouped into an F/C Specification (~Rule 2). 

A plausible LRF for the word "fool" is as follows: 

(104) fool 

[[is]k]T 

[[USED] l]U 

[[to characterize x]C]F 

[[x not intelligent, awkward] prob] 01 

[[to disturb (H)] ']p 
n,~ 
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Assuming an LRF for the verb "is" such as that in (98), above, 

for the same word, and assuming an LRF for "a", we would get a 

PRF-level PIC Specification for the VP "is a fool" as follows: 

[[ [[to characterize x]c]p [[x not intelligent, 

a\\1k:ward] Prob] en] PIC: [[ [to specify]q]F 

[[non-specificallY]]en]F/C]F/C]F/C 

Our sentence now has the following representations of 

Non-Illocutionary Use: 

(106) s --------:-.--------N1? '1>0 VP 

~ ~ 
Reagan l.S a fool 

[[has been] ] T 
P. 

[ [USED]ph1u 

[[is]k]T 

[[USED]l]U 

[[disrespectfu1lY]neg]er 
[[[to refer to x]r]F 

[F/C bFecification 
given in (105)] 

[[x naned Reagan] ns] Cn] F Ic 
[ [to engender contempt 

(in H) (for Reagan)] . ] P 
n,l. 

[[to disturb (H)] ']p 
n,l. 

Notice that the Circumstantial Specification of the NP is outside 

the F/C Specification. This is rreant to show that it is the 

Circumstantial Specification for the canplete NP. Rule 5 sanctions 

this placerrenti since there is only one Circumstantial Specifica-

tion in the NP, it can be thought of as satisfying the "identical" 

condition of Rule 5. The Perlocutionary Specifications in both 
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the NP and the VP are likewise outside of the FIC Specification--this, 

as a result of Rule 6. 

It is hoped. that the sample sentences we have discussed in 

.this section give an adequate sketch of how the Non-Illocutionary 

Use of higher-level syntactic units can be detennmed by neans of 

the compositional rules presented earlier. Certainly, further exam

ination of a wide range of data is possible; such an examination 

would hopefully bring about refinenents of and irnprovenents in the 

theory we have presented. 

Contextual Strategies 

Thus far, we have looked at the compositional processes of 

Non-Illocutionary Use from the point of view of general rules 

which operate automatically on the representations of Non-Illocutionary 

Use of lower-level constituents to construct representations of 

Non-Illocutionary Use at the higher levels. There were several 

places in our rule schema where explicit reference was made to con

textual matters or which left open possibilities that were to be 

decided only by such matters. Specifically, our Rule 3, for the 

Temporal Specification, has the result of, in many cases, creating 

a higher-level Representation Format (we are specifically interested 

in the Sentential Representation Fonnat at this point) which has 

the inconclusive SAS Processing Specification as its Temporal 

Specification. We would like a way of allowing the hearer in real 

speech situations the possibility of concluding that a given (conplex) 

expression is in fact being used in such-and-such a way. In 



addition, we need a rreans of re-introducing Frequency Specifications 

in the representations of the Non-Illocutionary Use of complex 

expressions at least in ti1e case where such expressions are idioms. 

We also need a rreans of accounting for the possibility that the 

overall Perlocutionary effect (of the use of a complex expression) 
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on the hearer is either greater or less than the sum of the individual 

Perlocutionary effects of its constituents. Finally, we would like 

to give same indication of the possibilities available to the 

hearer \men certain types of "clashes" occur within the representa

tion of Non-Illocutionary Use for a gi~l complex expression. By 

calling the rrechanisms enployed for these purposes "contextual 

strategies" we do not rrean to inply that context plays no role in 

the earlier stages of Non-Illocutionary Use--indeed context must 

play a role in the determination of several of the Specifications 

found in the individual LRF' s. But the strategies we discuss here 

are to be distinguished fram the rules of composition presented 

above. 

OUr first strategy is parallel to the "Literal strategy" 

offered in the Bach and Harnish theory of Speech Acts (1979, pp. 78-

79). The Bach and Harnish strategy allows the hearer, at the 

illocutionary level, to assume that the illocutionary act that he 

has inferred is indeed the correct one if (1) there is nothing in 

the contextual situation that is incompatible with the act being 

what the hearer thinks it is and (2) if it is possible that the 



speaker could, in fact, be perfonning that act. The inference 

pattern that Bach and Hamish cite is of the following fonn: 

1. There is nothing incompatible with the supposition that s 

is perfonning such-and-such I11ocutionary Act. 

2. S could be perfonning such-and-such an act. 

3. Therefore, S is perfonning such-and-such an act. 

Notice that our SAS Processing Temporal Specification 

(which is the one that Rule 3 indicates IlUlst be used if there is 

any diversity among the constituent ~ral Specifications) 

represents the possibility of an expression having a certain Non-

I11ocutionary Use: [[could be being]SP]T. OUr first strategy, 

then, is the following: 

Contextual strategy 1: If an expression could have a particular 

Non-I11ocutionary Use, and there are no contextual reasons to 

suppose otherwise, then assurre that the expression does, in fact, 

have that Non-I11ocutionary Use. 

The effect of this strategy on the Representation Forrrat 

is to change (when appropriate) the SAS Processing Temporal 

Specification to the SAS Concluding Specification. Notice that 

there is nothing ad hoc about this strategy-it is reasonable to 

expect that a hearer, especially in the face of doubt, IlUlSt check 

with contextual features before concluding that a given (complex) 

~ression is being used in the way he has detennined it could be 

being used. 
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Our second strategy involves the FrequenC'j Spacification. 

Recall that we deleted all Frequency Specifications from higher

level Representation Fonnats since this Specification could not be 

thought of as being the result of a canposit.ional process if 

indeed it applied at a higher level. Idioms, however, might be 

thought of as complex expressions which do have Frequency Specifi

cations associated with them: the expression "kick the bucket" is 

an idiom. . The individual' ~rds of the expression often cooccur, 

and when they do, they (alm:Jst) always rrean "to die!~. In our tenns, 

the Fie Specification for the expression is quite different from 

what would be expected given the canpositional rules. r-breover, 

the expression as a whole, as W!?ll as its individual parts, can be 

thought of as having a Frequency Specification. We offer the 

following extrerrely general strategy to take into account idioms: 

Contextual Strategy 2: When necessary, check the lexicon for 

a possible Frequency Specification for a given complex expression. 

A Frequency Specification associated with a canplex expression 

indicates that the expression is an idiorn. 

In point of fact, fluent speakers of a language know, for 

the nost part, which expressions are idioms and which are not; 

it is therefore difficult to see just when strategy 2 ~d be 
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operative. 2 Howeve:>..r, we include it as a neans of indicating that 

hearer recognition of idioms is not ruled out by our theory of Non

I11oo1tionary Use. 

Our third contextual Strategy deals with the Per1ocutionary 

Specification of higher-level units. Recall that our rule of 

composition for that Specification simply takes each and every 

constituent-level Per1ocutionary Specification and makes it a part 

of the Per1ocutionary Specification of the higher-level unit. As 

we stated above, it is occassiona11y the case that the overall 

effect either intended or achieved is different than a simple 

addition of individual effects. It may be the case that, for 

example, in attempting to shock the hearer through the use of 

obscene expressions, the speaker in fact simply disgusts the hearer 

because of the over-use of such expressions. One can think of 
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many other possibilities along these lines. Since the Perlocutionary 

Specification deals with both intended and unintended effects on 

the hearer I and since there can be many such effects for a given 

utterance of a canp1ex expression, we cannot give a precise strategy· 

for dealing with these possibilities. However, we may at least 

indicate three directions that a re-eva1uation of Per1ocutionary 

2. Adrienne Ieh.rer (personal ccmmmication) suggests that 
Strategy 2 might be relevant to the. hearer who is confronted with 
an utterance which contains a partial "mistake" with respect to an 
idiomatic expression. Such cases could include: "lay down the 
rule" (for "lay down the law"); and "here's dirt in your eye" (for 
"here's nUld in your eye"). In other words, the result of the use 
of Strategy 2 might not be an exact match with an idian, but it 
might nevertheless be close enough for the hearer to ascertain 
which idiom might have been intended. 



Specifications at the higher levels may take: dirninuation, 

accentuation, and reversal. As a strategy, these factors would . 

be included as follows: 

Contextual strategy 3: Given a higher-level Representation 

Fbrmat which contains one or llOre Perlocutionary Specifications: 

(1) if the Specifications are all of the sane~, consider 

replacing them with a single Perlocutionary Specification of 

either (a) the sane type, but with llOre or less intensity or (b) 

of the opposite type; (2) if the Specifications differ, consider 

taking the Specification associated with the syntactic head as the 

Specification for the entire expression. 

The last strategy we will discuss concerns possible 

"clashes" between Specifications. Such clashes can be one of 

two types: • they can involve an incompatibility anong instantia

tions of the sane kind of Specification that appear in a 

higher-level Representation Format, or they can involve incom

patibility across Specifications within a given Representation 

Format. In either case, the hearer must either be able to 

resolve the clash or to determine that it is unresolvable. 

Although we are not in a position to offer at this point a set 

of canpatibility conditions or cooccurrance restrictions for our 

Specifications, it is obvious that such conditions and restrictions 

must apply. Thus, it is difficult to see how a given expression 

could have, for example, a Manner and a Range Specification of 

the following sort: [[colloquial]_fm]M [[technical]s]R. Or, 
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to take another example, it would seem that the following combination 

should be ruled out in sane way: [[vam1el 1M ••• [[ 1 len· ~~ -pr ns 

These two examples are examples of conflict or clash across 

Specifications. In a complex Representation Fonnat (Le., a PRE' 

or higher), the possibility exists for clashes between different 

types or sub-types of the sane Specification. These are nore 

difficult to envision, since there would seem to be no hard and 

fast rule requiring that, for example, all the words in a given 

phrase be teclmical uses. On the other hand, one of Wittgenstein' s 

points was that words are often taken out of their "nonnal" 

environnents and given specialized uses. (He also believed, of 

course, that this was the cause of many philosophical problems, 

including philosophical skepticism). 

Given at least the possibilities of these kinds of 

clashes, what sort of strategy is available to the hearer? First, 

of course, he must detect that a clash has in fact occurred in sane 

speech situation. Then, it would seem crucial for the hearer 

to determine whether the clash was an intentional one on the part 

of the speaker. If it was not, then the kind of error made must 

be determined, and sone alternate correction-interpretation 

arrived at. In the case of intentional clashes, the hearer must 

detennine whether the clash makes the expression under considera-

tion non-literal. In any event, an interpretation must be 



arrived at in this case also. These general facts can be 

nodified into a very general strategy as follows: 

Contextual Strategy 4 : Given an expression in which a clash 

of sane aspect of Non-Illocutionary Use occurs, either with 

respect to a single kind of Specification, or across Specifica

tions: Detennine, if };XJssible, whether the clash is intentional 

or unintentional; if unintentional, atterrpt to arrive at a 

correct interpretation; if intentional: does it make the expres

sion non-literal? If so, construct an interpretation; if not, 

determine what the actual effect of the clash is. 

The four strategies presented here have been very general 

in nature. We have included them in order to indicate the 

direction such strategies might take. Further research will 

certainly clarify and make rrore precise the nature of the 

strategies. It is our belief that such strategies are a necessary 

part of a canplete theory of Non-Illocutionary Use and that they 

canplernent the rules of conposition offered earlier in this 

chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ISSUES 

The theory of Non-Illocutionary Use that we have presented 

in the last two chapters raises questions concerning linguistic 

theory in a number of areas. In this chapter, we will briefly 

assess sare of the :i.nplications of the theory and suggest serre 

avenues for future research. Before doing this, we must stop 

and ponder for a norrent the IYEaning-as-use hypothesis. Having been 

involved in research in the area of language use, it is hardly 

surprising that we feel the urge to construct our own argunent 

in favor of this hypothesis. Our own theory of Non-Illocutionary 

Use, as we have been at pains to point out on several occassions 

thus far , is not IYEant to replace the traditional notion of 

meaning. Nevertheless, this was 'our original intention when we 

began this project, and sare of that ircq;mlse still remains. One 

rranifestation of this :i.rrpulse is the following section of this 

chapter. After that, we will take up the implications of our 

theory of Non-Illocutionary Use, and then, in the final chapter, 

we will discuss several earlier approaches to language use. 

Meaning and Use 

We would like to focus on one rather s:i.nple question: 

does it make s~lse to claim that a word W of a language L has a 
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rreaning, but has no use? Here, we are not thinking of our 

own conception of the traditional notion of rreaning actually 

being the Content aspect of Non-Illocutionary Use; let the 

traditional notion of meaning be whatever it is traditionally 

thought to be. We ask this question because, if as Katz and 

others have clairred, meaning is logically prior to use, then 

the answer to our question should be yes. 

We want to clear away several preliminary matters first. 

For example, SCXTeOne might claim that \\Ords of dead languages 

have rreanings but do not have uses. But, of course, all this 

arrounts to is that they don't have uses anynore. We could just 

as well say that they don't really have rreanings either, that 

"puer" used to mean "boy" in Latin. Another sort of case is 

the Hebrew narre for God in the Old Testarrent--this at first 

seems to be a word with a meaning but with no use, since it was 

never supposed to be uttered. But linguistic theory is not 

primarily concerned with language legislation: people were not 

supposed to use the \\Ord, but had they chosen to, they would 

1 have known how to do so--e.g., to narre God, or to refer to God. 

A third possible objection to our question lead us 

into the actual answer to the question. Soneone might claim that 

a word which has no use (and never has had a use) in a language 

is not, properly speaking, a \\Ord at all. Such a claim has the 

1. Adrian Akrnajian and Dick Oehrle helped rre clarify the 
issues discussed here. 
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strong possibility of making our very question a senseless one. 

However, it is possible to avoid the thrust of this objection 

in the following way. We can consider the phenomenon of 

horronyms. These are pairs of words which have the sane phonetic 

shape, but which have different and unrelated rreanings. The pair 

of words "bank" is a corrm::m example of a horronym pair--one which 

alIrost· everyone from Wittgenstein (cf. Philosophical Grammar 

(1978), p. 75) to Nunberg (1978, 1979) acknowledges. We can 

think of the two rreanings of "bank" as, roughly, "side of a river" 

and "financial institution". We can also think of two uses of 

"bank" as to refer to sides of rivers and to refer to cert:a.ll1 

kinds of financial institutions. Now, as Nunberg (1978) points 

out, the language-learner, upon encountering "bank" on different 

occassions, must decide whether he is encountering different 

instances of the sarre word, or whether he is dealing with a 

horronym pair. 

We can think of the lexicographer I s task as being similar 

to that of the language learner. That is, the lexicographer 

must decide whether there is a pair of words with the sane 

phonetic shape--specifical1y, whether "bank" constitutes a 

horronym pair or not. OUr interest in this problem, remember, 

concerns the relationship between neaning and use. What we 

want to know here is: is it possible (logically) for the 

lexicographer to conclude that "bank", for exarrp1e, is a horronym 
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pair--two Wt?rds with distinct rneanings--but that the words have 

exactly the same use? 

ret us look at a hypothetical case. SUppose there 

were a w:>rd of English, IIknabll , which was a hom::mym pair. That is, 

suppose there were two words, IIknabll each of which had a different 

meaning: (1) llmiddle of a river" and (2) llpoorhousell • (Equiv

alently, we could put these two meanings in capital letters: (1) 

MIDDLE OF A RIVER; (2) PCORHOUSE). Now, what if IIknab ll only had 

a single use in English and it was this: (1) to refer to middle 

of rivers? We would now have answered our question in the 

affinnative: here is a hom:::mym pair, IIknab" with two rreanings 

and only a single use; therefore, one of the rneanings does not 

have a use associated with it, and thus, rneaning is logically 

prior to use. (Another way to think of this is that we w:>uld 

have a pair of \<K)rds that were honopham::rus and synonyrrous). 

What are the consequences for linguistic theory--in 

particular, semantic theory--if cases like the hypothetical IIknab ll 

case make sense? The nost obvious thing is that there appears 

to be no basis for positing two rneanings for IIknabll • We have 

sirrply stated the hypothetical facts in this case. But, it is 

fair enough to ask: in virtue of what did the lexicographer 

posit two meanings for IIknabll ? It w:>uld seem that no answer is 

forthcoming, given the facts about the use of IIknab ll deliniated 

above. For one of the meanings, the lexicographer can point 

to a use of the \<K)rd as evidence that it in fact has the rreaning, 
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SIDE OF A RIVER. But he will be at a .loss to explain the other 

meaning that he has posited. 

Were this an isolated case, or even as sirrple a case 

as we have made it out to be ~ far, perhaps linguistic theory 

could live with the lack of precision. But of course, things 

are not so sirrple. For we have endowed our lexicographer with a 

certain restraint. There is, given the facts presented, nothing 

to keep him from claiming that the word "knab" has, for example, 

fifty meanings, and only one use. There is clearly, in this 

case, no constraint on the positing of rreanings, and hence, 

no constraint on semantic theory. 

Katz and Fodor (1962) try to get around such problems 

(although they do not explicitly describe the problem as we have 

sketched it) by claiming that rreaning is dependent on use in-

sofar as 

The actual use of a word or expression by speakers, i.e., 
the combinations into which the word or expression enters 
in sentences and the situations in which it is uttered, 
constitutes the data for any theory which hopes to answer 
questions about rreaning. But to suppose that this fact 
lends support to what is usually called the use theory of 
rreaning is to corrmi t what we shall refer to as the 'Use
Use Fallacy' • 

(p. 215) 

Katz and Fodor offer no argurrent as to why language use is to be 

construed only as data. Even if such use were taken as data 

of sate sort, this itself would not rule out the possibility of 

there being a theory about the data--that is it would not rule 

out a theory of use. surely, facts about what Katz and Fodor 
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(p. 215) call "linguistic behavior" serve as data for theories 

of speech acts. It makes no SE'.nse to claim that, therefore, there 

can be no theory of speech acts. According to Katz and Fodor: 

The claim that questions of meaning should be replaced by 
questions about use has never been into--I1ded in this sense, 
for then it would have been evident that the insistence 
upon the study of use does not arrount to a theo:ry of 
meaning, but only to a specification of the data relevant 
to such a theory. Once we are clear about tell use-use 
fallacy, we see that there is no use theory of meaning. 

( (1962), p. 21:5) 

If we were to paraphrase this argument to make it relevant to 

syntax, we might say that the facts about the structures of actual 

sentences provide the data for theories of syntactic structure 

and therefore there can be no theory of sentence structure. 

Katz and Fodor fail to answer the question = what is the 

relationship be~en rreaning and use? If use is to serve as 

data (even) for a theo:ry of meaning, there llUlst be sore connection 

be~ the tw:>. In later writing, Katz has cl~ that rreaning 

is logically prior to use. If this were the case, then our "knab" 

case should pose no problems for semantic theory--one of rreanings 

is simply logically prior to any of its uses, and $0 there is 

no necessa:ry connection be~ meaning and use. As we noted 

above, adopting this position leads to a potentially infinite 

number of rreanings for each word of a language (or, equivalently, 

that there are an infinite number of words in a language). Katz 

(as well as Katz and Fodor (1962) simply ignore this consequence. 
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In arguing for the logical prioricity of rreaning, Katz 

(1978) claims that the following sentence is evidence in his 

favor: 

(107) The least convergent series is infinite. 

According to Katz, the subject of this expression 

is certainly rreaningful, yet it cannot be used to mention 
anything. The fact that we know there are no circum
stances under which it mentions something does not make 
the expression rreaningless: its neaning is what enables 
us to prove that there are no such circumstances. 

( (1978), p. 99) 

In reality, it is the actual use of the word "least" that keeps 

the phrase from being able to be used to mention anything. That 

is, people don't nonnally use that word in a phrase such as the 

least X Y, where X is an adjective and Y is a noun when they know 

that it is possible for saneone to say, "Here's a Y' that's less 

X than Y". It may well be a mathematical fact that there is no 

such thing as the least convergent series, but this is so not 

because of any logically prior neaning of that phrase that is not' 

connected with language use. 

To return to our original question and the hypothetical 

"knab", it is our contention that it is not possible for there to 

be a horronym pair in a language which has two meanings and only 

a single use. To allow this is to deny the possibility of semantic 

theory, and more irnportarltly, to deny that there could ever be 

any (rationally-based) consensus arrong speakers of a language as 

to the meanings of the expressions in that language. If there is 
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to be a theory of meaning, it must be logically connected to a 

theory of use, such that language use is logically prior to 

meaning; if it is not so-connected a theory of meaning is impossible 

and will sirrply be replaced by a theory of use. 

We realize that the argtll'lEIlts developed and discussed· 

in this section concern what seems to be a matter of faith arrong 

linguists and philosophers of language. The real task facing 

the philosophy of language and linguistic theory in this respect 

is to carte to an understanding of the ¥rq?ass itself. How this is 

to be acccmplished seems to us to be a difficult problem indeed. 

Implications of the Theory 

In Chapter 1, we mentioned ~ demands that, according to 

Akmajian, Dem:rs, and Harnish (1979), any adequate use theory 

nnlst rceet: the notion of use nnlst be made precise, and the 

relationship of use to neaning nnlst be made clear. We believe 

that we have acccmplished those two goals in our exposition of a 

theory of Non-Illocutionary Use. In Chapter 2, we offered a 

definition of Non-Illocutionary Use which rrade that phencm:mon 

fit both with a theory of syntax and with a theory of speech acts. 
~. 

Moreover, we showed where a traditional theory of meaning properly 

fits within a larger theory of Non-Illocutionary Use--i.e., as 

the Content Specification. We have shown that it is proper to 

think of language use in at least ~ ways: there is an 

Illocutionary Use that applies to complete sentences which 
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speakers of the language errploy to perfo:rm speech acts such as 

warnmg, ordermg, etc.; and, there is a Non-Illocutionary 

Use that applies to expressions of the language at all levels 

fran the lexical to the sentential, and which describes how these 

expressions are errployed by speakers of the language m various 

ways. We have seen how the notion of a I.ocutionary Act is best 

thought of in tenus of bemg simply the Non-Illocutionary Use of 

canplete sentences. 

One consequence of the theory we have proposed is that 

there is a certam harogenaity now between levels of linguistic 

-description: language expressions have proper descriptions ~t 

employ the two concepts of use described above. The exact 

relationShip between Illocutionary Use and Non-Illocutionary 

Use is an area where further investigation Should prove fruitful. 

There are certainly similarities between these two kmds of 

language use. Both have a content/function distmction. For 
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the use of sentf'.nces to perfonn speech acts, this distmction is 

thought of in tenus of illocutionary force vs. propositional content. 

In essence, the content and functional aspects of Non-Illocutionary 

Use becane the propositional content aspect of Illocutionary Use. 

An interesting question to pursue would be: what are the 

relationships (if any) between the k:inds of Non-Illocutionary Use· 

mvol ved m an expression and the Illocutionary Uses to which 

that expression could be put by speakers of the language. 



One obvious connection is that if the Range Specification 

for any part of the expression is Non-Literal, then the expression 

itself would almost necessarily have to be non-literal in terms 

of the Bach and Harnish SAS. This suggests the possibility of 

other connections between these two levels of language use. 

Certainly another candidate for the investigation of connections 

between the two types of use is the Perlocutionary Specification 

of Non-Illocutionary Use and the Perlocutionary Act at the Speech 

Act level. Indeed, we simply borrowed that concept of effects 

on the hearer for our own theory. We have suggested that at the 

Non-Illocutionary level the possible Perlocutionary Specifications 

acctnTiUlate at each higher level of syntactic description. The 

resultant corrplex Perlocutionary Specification in the Sentential 

Representation Format is thus the set of all Perlocutionary Speci

fications that appeared at the lexical level. We did not 

investigate the possibility that the perlocutionary Specification 

at intenrediate levels might involve additional contextual factors. 

It is quite possible that this should turn out to be the case. 

Nor have we said anything about the Perlocutionary Specifications 

of the SRF and the Perlocutionary Act perfonred via the 

Illocutionary Act. But, saret:i.rnes, at least there must be sore 

connection. 

There is not, to our knowledge, an equivalent of our 

Circmnstantial Specification in current speech act theory. Perhaps 

this Specification is of little consequence at that level of 
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description, but it would seem that it should be applicable to 

the Illocutionary Act itself, as well as to the Non-Illocutionary 

Uses of expressions. Indeed, the actual intended Illocutionary 

Act being perforned could plausibly, in sane cases, be depende?t 

on the speaker's attitude toward the act--at least in the case 

of indirect acts. 

There is no equivalent of our Use-Level Specification 

in speech act theory, nor as far as we can see, should there be. 

However, if one were to think of discourse analysis as being 

an investigation of language use at a higher level, such a 

Specification may prove useful. It would have to be expanded 

and mcxlified from the fornrulation we offered here, but this may 

not prove impossible to do. 

With respect to the status of the theory we have offered 

here as far as linguistic theory in general is concerned, we rrake 

no claims except to note that we have attempted to account for a 

wide range of material by rreans of a small number of variables: 

namely, our nine Specifications of Non-Illocutionary Use. Given 

the nature of these Specifications, we see no reason why they 

should not be applicable to languages other than English. One 

direction that future research might take is to investigate the 

validity of this claim. With respect to the rules of COI'IpOsition, 

we are less sure that they could be applied to other languages 

without SOlIe m::xlification. We have attempted to structure these 

rules in such a way that the resultant representations of 
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Non-Illocutionary Use could be sorrewhat straightforwardly paraphrased 

into ordinary English. To the extent that this influenced the 

structure of the rules, they would have to be rrodified for other 

languages. On the other hand, to the extent that we found it 

necessary to abandon this goal of natural paraphrase, it may be 

that the rules require less rrodification. 

As to the question of whether there are other possible 

Specifications of Non-Illocutionary Use than the ones we discussed 

in this thesis, we would have to say that this is probably not 

the case. We attempted to make our Specifications of Non-Illocutionary 

Use an exhaustive set. However, with respect to the various types 

and subtypes of these Specifications', it might well be the case that 

further research would uncover nore detail than we have presented 

here. OUr goal was to' show what the structure of Non-Illocutionary 

Use is and to relate it to the speech act corrponent, the semantic 

component, and (in a general way) to the syntactic component of the 

gramnar. We hope that we have accomplished this task; it is to be 

expected that details have been overlooked. 

At earlier stages in our research, it was our intention to 

show that a theory of Non-Illocutionary Use would make a theory 

of rreaning unnecessary. Rather, what we have decided is that a 

theory (or theories) of rreaning has a place within a larger theory 

of Non-Illocutionary Use. We believe that there are serious problems 

with nost contemporary theories of rreaning; we have not attempted 

to solve these problems, but have instead tried to accarcodate--via 



our different Content Specifications--the phenomena that several 

types of theories have attempted to handle. In a sense, then, 

we have shown how meaning can be construed as use; as, that is, 

one of the nine Specifications of Non-Illocutionary Use. This is 

a weaker conclusion than we might have liked, but a stronger one 

than we might have been forced to accept had the results of our 

investigation of Non-Illocutionary Use turned out differently than 

we have reported in this thesis. 

What we have attempted to show is that there is a quite

canplex phenam::mon of Non-Illocutionary Use that can be described 

in a sorrewhat straightforward way; and, noreover, that this kind 

of language use is in fact a part of a canplete linguistic 

description of natural language fran the lexical through the 

sentential level. 
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CHAPI'ER 5 

APPROACHES TO LANGUAGE USE 

Although no one has explicitly discussed the notion of Non

Illocutionary Use, there have been many people who have tried to 

fashion a theory of meaning based on a theory of use. In this 

chapter, \';-e will briefly examine three such attempts: those of 

Brown (1974), of Alston (1964, 1968), and of Nunberg (1978, 1979). 

We choose these three because two of them (Brown and Nunberg) claim 

to have based their theories on the work of Wittgenstein, and the 

other (Alston) has made suggestions that have been helpful in' the 

forrm.llation of our own theory. Since a theory of Non-I11ocutionary 

Use could not have been constructed without reference to at least 

sarre aspects of Wittgenstein's work, we will also look briefly at 

that. Our purpose in this chapter is not necessarily to show how 

our own proposed theory is superior to the ones discussed here, but 

rather, to acknowledge that \oJOrk similar to ours has been done in 

the past. We will point out those places where our theory has 

attempted to make improverrents over the ones discussed here. 

Brown's Theory 

In wittgensteinian Linguistics (1974), C. H. Brown attempts 

to give a complete description of English (or at least to sketch 

how such a description would be made) by employing a notion of 

language use which he attributes to the work of wittgenstein. 
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Brown is highly critical of transformational syntax. 'We will not 

go into his criticisms of this area of linguistic theory, but rather 

simply note that Brown considers transformational syntactic theory 

to be a formal description of a language , divorced from considera-

tions of rreaning and use. Brown essentially. considers this fact to 

be a grevious fault in the transformational theory. His own theory, 

he states, will avoid this "mistake" of thinking there is a syntactic 

level which is not based on semantic grounds. Brown's own "rules 

of usage" attempt to ccrnbine syntax, semantics, and pragmatics 

:into a s:ingle system. 

According to Brown (1974, p. 45): 

A fundarrental distinction between my formulation and trans
fonriational gramnar perta:ins to the manner :in which each 
accotmts for relationships holding anong words, phrases, and 
sentences. Of ubYost significance in the fomer accOtmt is 
the assumption that no relationships whatsoever hold among 
sentences which have dissimilar uses; the only sentences 
which are in SCIre way related are those belong:ing to the 
sarna language-garre. . 

Brown states that, whereas sentences (108) and (l09) might be related 

:in a transformational framework, they are not related :in his: 

(108) Twice two is four. 

(109) Is twice two four? 

His reasons for not associat:ing these two sentences is that they are 
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used in different ways: the first is used (normally) as an assertion, 

the second, as a question. Brown clearly takes what we would tenn 

I11ocutionary Use (and literal and direct I1locutionary Use at that) 

as the sole basis for the determination of a proper linguistic system. 

Indeed, Brown assimilates the use of the word "is" in (109) to words 
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like the following when they are used in questions: "What? II , "HOW?", 

"How cone?", etc. In the theory that we have proposed in this thesis, 

when sentence (109) is in fact used as a question, this fact is due 

to the relationship between type of saying and syntactic type as dis

cussed in Bach and Harnish (1979). 

An interesting aspect of Brown's discussion is that he 

attributes the view he holds to Wittgenstein. According to Brown, 

IIIn Wittgenstein's view, the semantic and granrnatic aspects of rules-

of-usage cannot be disassociated" (Brown (1974), p. 31). In support 

of this belief, Brown quotes the following remark from Wittgenstein 

(1953) : 

What does it mean to say that the "isll in "The rose is redll 
has a different meaning from the II is II in IItwice two is four"? 
If it is an~ed that it means that different rules are 
valid for these two words, we can say that we have only one 
word here. --And if all I am attending to is gramnatical --
rules, these do allow the use of the word "is" in both 
connexions. --But the rule which shews that the word II is II 
has different meanings in these sentences is the one allowing 
us to replace the word "is" in the second sentence by the 
sign of equality, and forbidding this substitution in the 
first sentence. 

(p. l4ge) 

It should be clear from this passage that Wittgenstein is differen

tiating beb;een grarnnatical rules and rules \mch are connected with 

the meaning of words. Brown misses this point entirely. He flatly 

states: "In Wittgenstein' s view the granrnatic and semantic aspects 

of language use are not autonarrous, and should not be theoretically 

distinguished. The SanE rules function to detennine both" (Brown 



(1974), p. 32). Further evidence that Wittgenste:in distmguishes be-

tween syntax and semantics/pragmatics cones from this staterrent: 

(Of course, we might use the words "stateIrent" and "comnand" 
to stand for granmatical fonns of sentences and :intonations; 
we do :in fact call "Isn't the weather glorious today?" a 
question, although it is used as a stateIrent.) We could 
irnag:ine a language in which all staterrents had the fonn and 
tone of rhetorical questions;or every corcmand the fonn of 
the question "WOUld you like to ••• ?". Perhaps then it will 
be said: . ''What he says has the fonn of a question, but is 
really a corrmand" ,-that is, has the function of a comnand in 
the technique of using language. 

(Wittgenstein (1953), p. 10e) 
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Moreover, Wittgenstein, in, discuss:ing propositions, rr6kes the following 

corment: "And what a proposition is :in one sense detennined by the 

rules of sentence fonnation (in English for example), and in another 

sense by the use of the sign in the language-garce" (Wittgenstein (1953), 

p. 53e). Thus Brown simply does not understand that sate sort of 

theory of use is possible that can be used in conjunction with a theory 

of syntax. Given that Brown conflates these systems, his rules-of-

usage must be able to account for all the generalizations offered by 

syntactic theory either by basing them on "semantic ll grounds Or by 

dismiss:ing them as unimportant. Given the complexity of syntactic 

description in recent years, it seems unlikely that either of these 

alternatives is really available to Brown. We will not present a de

tailed examination of his system; this initial flaw :in it makes it an 

untenable theory of language. In addition, we have indicated that 

Brown is in no way tak:ing a Wittgensteinian position on the relationship 

between syntax and semantics/pragmatics. 



Nunberg's Theory 

Nunberg uses the tenn use to mean only used to refer. He 

is fairly explicit about this: 

In detennining the meaning of a word, then, we asSllI'lE no nore 
than that speakers are operating in such a way as to maximize 
the probability of successful reference, by choosing the best 
from arrong the array of available referring functions. And 
this is just the procedure that we use in calculating reference 
in the first place. ••• The detennination of meaning, then, 
is no rrore than the evaluations of the calculations that we 
make in detennining reference. 

(Nunberg (1979), pp. 169-170) 

Nunberg establishes a Referring Function that is rrea.nt to explain how 

a hearer can determine, on any given occassion, how a particular word 

is being used. Two points need to be made about Nunberg's general 

program. The first is that it is not, despite staterrents to the con-

trary, a Wittgensteinian program--at least with respect to the 

limitation of use to reference (for other objections to Nunberg's 

theory, see Larson (1982a». It was one of Wittgenstein' s major con-

tentions that word meaning could not be restricted to the notion of 

reference. The second point is that our own theory provides a much 

wider range of functions for expressions of the language by means 

of the Functional Specifications of Non-I11ocutionary Use discussed 

above. In addition, the various types of Content Specifications pro

vide a further means of making many nore c1istinctions in the notion 

of word use than those which Nunberg makes. (This is not to rrention 

the other seven Specifications to be found in our theory). We thus 

conclude that Nunberg' s account of language use is both impoverished 

and un-Wittgensteinian. 
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Alston IS Theo;y 

Alston (1964, 1968) argues that sameness of rreaning for 

sentences is equivalent to sameness of "Illocutionary ,act !X>tential". 

He acknowledges that he does not have an adequate way of specifying 

the uses of individual words; however, he claims that two words have 

the sane use, and hence the sane rreaning, if they can be substituted 

in sentences without changing the Illocutionary act !X>tential of the 

sentences. This, in effect, conflates the notions of Illocutioncu:y 

and Non-Illocutionary Use. He is, however, offering a rreaning-as-

use theory--where use is construed in primarily Illocutionary tenus. --- ' 

If this theory were tenable, it would pose a serious alternative 

to the theory of Non-Illocutionary Use presented in this thesis. 

Holdcroft (1968) argues convincingly against Alston IS !X>sition. 

Holdcroft contends that serrantic infonnation enters into Alston I s 

characterization of Illocutionary act !X>tential of sentences; as a 

result, according to Holdcroft, Alston does not have an Illocutionary 

Use as rreaning theory. According to Holdcroft, lilt is very doubtful 

whether T.I.A. [the Theory of Illocutionary Acts] could be used to 

explain the m?.aning of all (or rrost) of the words unless certain 

serrantic infonnation was used in such a way that the fact that it was 

used would make the claim an uninteresting oneil (Holdcroft (1968), 

p. 169). Holdcroft I s argument is pursuasive because of a distinction 

that he rnakes which Alston fails to make. This distinction is be-

tween .&!:!l and short descriptions of Illocutionary acts. Examples 

of short descriptions include: giving an order, asking a question, 

and making a premise. Examples of full descriptions include: warning 



that the bull is about to charge, or ordering the door to be closed 

(Holdcroft (1968), p. 174). In the terms of Bach and Harnish (1979), 

short descriptions correspond roughly to Illocutionary force, while 

full descriptions also include information about propositional 

content. In our tenns, short descriptions are also roughly the sane 

as Illocutionary force, whereas full descriptions include infonnation 

about Non-Illocutionary Use. 

Holdcroft:. rightly contends that it is only under a full 

description of an Illocutionary act that we can detennine the meaning 

of a particular sentence (and, hence, ultimately, of the words :in 

that sentence). But, as we noted, Holdcroft argues that these full 

descriptions contain extra-Illocutionary infonnation. Were we to 

individuate speech act types by means of full descriptions, we would 

have an infinite number of such types; hence, no generalizations 

would be made at this level-in effect, we would loose our theory of 

speech .acts. It is only by considering short descriptions of 

Illocutionary acts (as do both Austin (1962) as well as Bach and 

Harnish (1979» that any theory of speech acts can be formulated. 

This would undercut the very basis of Alston I s proposal. Holdcroft 

concludes, arrong other things, that: 

It is at least reasonable to maintain that if this view 
[that the Theory of Illocutionary Acts can be used to explain 
the meaning of the words in a sentence] meets with serious 
difficulty, then so too will the claim that the meaning of a 
word. is its use, so long as I use I is interpreted in a way 
broadly similar to Alston IS. 

(Holdcroft (1968), p. 169) 

Although the theory that we have proposed in this thesis is not, 

strictly speaking, a meaning-as-use theory, it is nevertheless 
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worthwhile pointing out that our notion of use is not broadly similar 

to Alston's"., Whereas Alston equates word neaning with I11ocutionary 

Use, we discuss word (and, rrore broadly, expression) use specifically 

as Non-I11ocutionary Use. 

Setting aside the criticisms of Alston's theory, there are 

SOlIe passages in his work that influenced or at least are similar 

to several aspects of our theory of Non-I11ocutionary Use. For one 

thing, Alston examines the various uses of the word "use" in order 

to try to detennine what the concept of use corres to (1968, pp. 143-

144). In the course of our investigation8 we too have looked at how 

people talk about Non-I11ocutionary Uses of expressions. Alston also 

discusses uses of words as described as: "frequently", "effectively", 

"as a conjunction", "as a title", and "to express disgust", am:mg 

others (pp. 144-145). Scma of these notions are familiar as sub-

types of various Specifications of Non-I11ocutionary Use, as we have 

discussed these. Alston (1968) concludes with the following remark: 

The next major step in the direction pointed out by this 
essay ••• will be the deve1o~t of a satisfactory way of 
identifying and describing the use (s) of a particular 
word. ••• There are various tenns :in current use which 
might be thought to mark out large categories of such 
uses- 'denote', 'connote', 'refer', 'qualify', 'conjoin', 
etc; but although serre, especially 'refer', have received 
a great deal of discussion, serre of it quite subtle, vir
tually nothing has been done by way of developing a general 
method for identifying, classifying, and interrelating 
word-uses as a basis for semantic theory. 

. (pp. 164-165) 

Again, serre of our types and sub-types of Non-I11ocutionary Use 

appear in the passage above. MJreover, we have atterrpted, at least 

in part, what Alston is suggesting in the passage. Although we have 



not clainEd that our theory is the basis for a semantic theory, we 

nevertheless have attempted to identify and classify word-l~es 

and show how such uses relate to the Non-Illocutionary Uses of 

larger expressions. 

Wittgenstein 

In the course of our research on Non-Illocutionary Use, we 

have spent a good deal of time considering Wittgenstein I s various 

claims, descriptions, and statenents regarding language use. We do 

not claim to have presented a theory which is in any strict harrrony 

with Wittgenstein's work. Nevertheless, we believe there are certain 

connections between Wittgenstein and the theory we have offered in 
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this thesis. That stated .. we do not propose to trace the similarities 

here. Rather, we -would like to briefly CCJI1lIEnt on sorre aspects of 

Wittgenstein's writing on the philosophy of language which seem to 

have been either ignored or misunderstood by contemporary writers. 

This will by no rreans be an exhaustive examination. We will instead 

focus on aspects of Wittgenstein that caught our attention and held it 

for a long period of tinE. 

One thing that Wi ttgenstein noticed was the distinction be

tween what is now called Illocutionary and Perlocutionary acts or 

effects. This is evident fran the following passage of the Investisa-

tions; 

When I say that the orders "Bring rre sugar" and "Bring Ire milk" 
make sense, but not the canbination "Milk Ire sugar", that does 
not rrean that the utterance of this ccmbination of words has 
no effect. And if its effect is that the other person stares 
at Ire and gapes, I don It on that account call it the order to 



stare and gape, even if that was precisely the effect I wanted 
to produce. 

(Wittgenstein (1953), p. l38e) 
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The effect produced by "Milk Ire sugar" is just the kind of effect that 

is thought of as Perlocutionary. Such an effect is not central to 

linguistic corrmunication, nor does it require a recognition, on the 

part of the hearer, that the speaker intended to produce the effect. 

Sc:nething that Wittgenstein did not seem to distinguish in 

any regular way is the Illocutionary/Non-Illocutionary Use distinction 

that we have made in this thesis. At any rate, he saret.ilres discusses 

~ use and sentence use as if they were the sane sort of thing and 

his characterization of them, for the most part, is along the 

Illocutionary--and not the Non-IllOClltionary-d.inension. (We, of 

course, also discuss Non-Illocutionary sentence use, but try to 

differentiate it from Illocutionary sentence use). In arguing against 

the notion that words simply nane objects, Wittgenstein states: 

"We nane things cmd then we can talk about them: can refer to 
them in talk." --As if what we did next were given with the 
rrere act of naming. As if there were only one thing called 
"talking about a thing". Whereas in fact we do the most various 
things with our sentences. Think of exclamations alone, with 
their ccmpletely different functions. 

Water! 
Away! 
OW! 
Help! 
Fine! 
No! 

Are you inclined still to call these words "narres" of objects? 
(Wittgenstein (1953), p. 12) 

Here, the examination of single word utterances seems to blur the dis

tinction between word use and Illocutionary sentence use. And, at 

least for the example, "Water!", we might very well want to say that 
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at the Non-Illocutionary word use level, the word "water" does indeed 

nama a substance. This ~d be the case even though the Illocutionary 

Use of the sentence might well be to request that SOIreOne bring the 

speak~ serre water. If we take a. similar example, the point may be 

clearer. Suppose SOIreOne utters, "Bob!", as a request that Bob corre to 

him. Here it seems fairly straightforward to say that "Bob" is the 

nama of sarreone and that the utterance I taken as a complete speech 

act, is (Illocutionarily) used to request that Bob corre to the speaker. 

One of the rrost interesting discoveries to be found by a 

careful reading of the Investigations is what Wittgenstein considered 

the relationship between rreaning and use to re (at the ~rd level). 

It is interesting because it has been pretty nnlch overlooked in the 

recent linguistics literature. Such ~rks as the following, while 

they discuss m=aning-as-use theories, Wittgenstein, and ordinary 

language philosophy, do not mention this aspect of Wittgenstein' 5 

thought: Katz (1966, 1972, 1978, 1979), Nunberg (1978,1979), J. D. 

b"odor (1977) and J. A. Fodor (1975). Brown (1974) nentions the 

relevant material, but does not understand its significance. 

If "m=aning is use ll
, then, for every different use a word has, 

it should be thought to have a different rreaning-i.e., one rreaning 

per use. This is serrething that rrost corrmentators take for granted 

in their criticisms of use theories. For example, Katz (1981) makes 

the following typical remark in this regard: IIThere are well-known, 

long-standing objections to the identification of meaning with use 

which still go unanswered. For example, the use theory is forced to 

predict that obscene ~rds and their non-obscene rredical synonyms--which 
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have very different uses--are different in rrea.ningll (p. 210). It is not 

our purpose here to settle the question about meaning and use the way 

Katz raises it, but rather to show that 'Vlittgenstein had a nore com

plicated relationship in mind for those two concepts than is as 

generally given credit for. (We note in passing that the concept of a 

IIrredical synonymll is handled in our theory of Non-Illocutionary Use 

by means of a Range Specification: [[medical] ( 'al' ed)lR ). s peCl. l.Z 

Wittgenstein deals with the relationship between rrea.ning and 

use--in the sense that we are interested in it--in a number of places. 

In his discussion of the word lIunderstandingll , he makes the following 

claim: 

We speak of understanding a sentence in the sense in which it 
can be replaced by another which says the sane; but also in the 
sense in which it cannot be replaced by any other. (Any nore 
than one nnlsical therre can be replaced by another.) 

In the one case the thought in the sentence is sorrething 
carmon to different sP-Iltences; in the other, sorrething that 
is expressed only by these words in these positions. 
(Understanding a poem) • 

(Wittgenstein (1953), p. 144e) 

Wittgenstein then poses this question about the relationship between 

meaning and use: IIThen has lIunderstandingll two different rreanings 

here?--I would rather say that these kinds of use of lIunderstanding" 

make up its rreaning, make up my concept of understanding. For a want 

to apply the word "understanding II to all this" (p. 144e). Here it 

seems clear enough that Wittgenstein is dealing with a single word 

which has, for him, two uses and one meaning. 
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As a means of clarifying the issue, Wi ttgenstein later invents 

a case for consideration. Suppose that there are two words for 

negation in some language, call them "X" and "y". These words have 

exactly the same use, except for this difference: two "X's" in a 

sentence make the sentence affinnative, while two "Y's" strepgthen 

the negative. Wittgenstein asks whether the two words have the sane 

neaning in those sentences in which they occur only once. There are 

three possible answers: 

W6 could give various answers to this. 

(a) The two words have different uses. So they have 
different neanings. But the sentences in which they occur 
without being repeated and for which the rest are the sane 
make the sane sense. 

(b) The two words have the sane function in language
ganes, except for his one difference, which is just a 
trivial convention. The use of the two words is taught 
in the sane way, by neans of the same actions, gestures, 
pictures and so on; and in explanations of the words the 
difference is appended as sorrething incidental, as one of 
the capricious features of the language. For this reason, 
we shall say that "X" and "Y" have the sane neaning. 

(c) We connect different images with the two negatives. 
"X" as it were turns the sense through 180 0

• And that is 
why two such negatives restore the sense to its fonrer 
position. "Y" is like a shake of the head. And just as 
one does not annul a shake of the head by shaking it again, 
so also one doesn' t cancel one "y" by a second one. And so 
even if, practically speaking, sentences with the two signs 
of negation corre to the sane thing, still "X" and "y" ex
press different ideas. 

(pp. l48e-14ge) 

AlthoUgh Wittgenstein does not directly say which of these answers is 

correct, it is our contention that (b) is the anSwer he intends. 

Passages that follow quite closely (which we will discuss presently) 

are in agreenent with (b). Moreover, (c), with its nentalistic 
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flavor, is clearly not in line with Wii::tgenstein' s general philosophy. 

(a) is the one-lise-one-IlP..aning answer. 

Above, in the section on Brown (1974), we briefly discussed, 

for different reasons, passages in Wittgenstein involving the sen-

tences "The rose is red", and "Twice two is four". Here, a further 

corment by Wittgenstein is relevant to the question of the relationship 

of neaning and use: 

Now isn't it queer that I say that the word "is" is used with 
two different rreanings (as the copula and as the sign of 
equality), and should not care to say that its rreaning is 
its use; its use, that is, as the copula and the sign of 
equality? 

One would like to say that these two kinds of use do not 
yield a single 1l'Eaning; the union under one head is an 
accident, a rrere inessential. 

(p. 150e) 

Thus, "is" is a word with two rreanings and two uses. 

We surrmarize the relationships discussed by Wittgenstein be-

tween 1l'Eaning and use in Table 14. 

TABLE 14 

Sc:ma Possible Relationships Between ~g of Use 

Number Number Number 
of of of 

WOrds Uses Meanings Example 

1 2 1 "understanding" 

2 2 (per 1 the pair: "X" & "y" 
word) 

1 2 2 "is" 
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In contemporary terminology, "understanding" would, if Wittgenstein' s 

analysis is right, possibly be called a polyserrous word: that is, a 

single word with two or rrore related uses. "X" and "Y" would be 

tenred synonyms; "is" would be a horronym. It is important to notice 

that "understanding", "X", and "Y" each according to Wittgenstein, 

have ~ uses, but only a single meaning. The significance of this to 

our present discussion is that, at least insofar as Wittgenstein can 

be thought of as proposing a use theory of meaning, such a theory 

is ~ comnitted to positing a separate meaning for each separate 

use-as Katz and many others have c1ai.rred. At the very least, it 

must be admitted. that Wittgenstein thought of these various possibili

ties and apparently did not himself think them to be contradictory 

or to render a meaning-as-use approach invalid. It may be the case 

that the canbinations represented. in Table 14 do in fact render such 

a theory invalid, but it takes an argurrent to that effect to show it. 

That scmething like Table 14 is to. be found in Wittgenstein ·would 

probably, as far as we can tell, carre as a surprise to serre con

temporary critics. (It should be noted. that the argurrents we presented. 

in Chapter 4 for a version of the rreaning':'as-use thesis obviously 

derive from same of the passages discussed here) • 

Essential vs. Inessential Uses 

We would like to pause for a m::ment over the question of 

how, in Wittgenstein's view, a determination of meaning was to be 
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based on an evaluation of use(s). Wittgenstein poses the problem 

in this way: "But how can I decide what is an essential, and what 

an inessential, accidental, feature of the notation? Is there serre 

reality lying behind the notation, which shapes its grarrnar?"l «1953), 

p. 150e). For sorreone like Nunberg, the answer to this question is 

yes: 

The question of how to tell whether two uses of a ~rd are 
semantically different (or whether two different kinds of 
things are members of the same extension) ••• is less impor
tant to use than the question of how to deal with uses of a 
word that are uncontrovertib1y distinct. A newspaper copy 
and a newspaper' cOITq?any don't count as instances of the same 
kind of thing in anybody' s ontology. 

(Nunberg (1978), p. 7) 

On the other hand, Wittgenstein's answer to the question is negative. 

As a means of clarification, he asks whether the fact that a king in 

the game of checkers consists of two pieces is an essential feature of 

the game; or whether the fact that,' in chess, the two kings are used 

in a procedure to detennine who makes the first rrcve is an essential 

feature of that game. He states that these are not essential features -
of these games: "SO I am inclined to distinguish between the essential 

and the inessential in a game too. The game, one would like to 

say, has not only rules but also a p?int" (p. 150e). Of course, 

Wittgenstein's primary concern is language use, and specifically, in 

this case, the uses of the word "is", which were discussed above. 

With respect to "is", Wittgenstein asks: ''Why the same word? In the 

calculus we make no use of this identity! But what does it nean 

----~--

1. Robert Caldwell (personal cormnmication) first pointed 
out this passage to Ire. 
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here to speak of "making use of the identity"? For isn It it a use, if 

we do in fact use the same word [i. e., "is" in both contexts]?" 

(p. l50e). Wittgenstein further states: 

But after all, the garre is supposed to be defined by the rules! 
So, if a rule of the garre prescribes that the kings are to be 
used for drawing lots before a garre of chess, then that is an 
essential part of the garre. What objection might one make to 
this? That one does not see the point of this prescription. 
Perhaps as one wouldn I t see the point either of a rule by which 
each piece had to be turned round three t:im:!s before one rroved 
it. If 'We found this rule in a board-garre we should be sur
prised and should speculate about the purpose of the rule. 

(pp. l50e-15le) 

Wittgenstein concludes: "If I understand the character of the garre 

aright-I might say--then this isn It an essential part of it" (p. l5le). 

As far as 'We are concerned, this last statercent can be seen as simply a 

declaration that our linguistic intuitions must play a role in any 

theorizing 'We do about the na~e of language. The contemporary 

syntactician is not required to account in his theory for the struc-
I 

ture of every utterance made by the native speaker. And, of course, 

for a large number of utterances, the determination of which are 

grammatical and which are not is based on linguistic intuitions: 

Suppose that 'We assurre intuitive knowledge of the grammatical 
sentences of English and ask what sort of granmar will be 
able to do the job of producing these in serre effective and 
illuminating way .•.. 

Notice that in order to set the aims of granmar signi
ficantly it is sufficient to assurre a partial knowledge of 
sentences and non-sentences. That is, 'We may assurre for 
this discussion that certain sequences of phonemes are 
definitely sentences, and that certain other sequences are 
definitely non-sentences. In many intenrediate cases 'We 

shall be prepared to let the granmar itself decide, when 
the granmar is set up in the simplest way so that it includes 



the clear sentences and excludes the clear non-sentences. 
This is a familiar feature of explication. 

(Chomsky (1957) pp. 13-14) 

The detennination of the essential uses of words, as Wittgenstein 

explains it, is based on nothing nore than the knowledge of language 
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that Chomsky mentions in the passage quoted above from Syntactic 

Structures. Given access to such intuitive knowledge, Wittgenstein' s 

philosophy of language is in no danger from the kind of criticisms 

:made by Katz and othe:rs. A theory of language use is as much entitled 

to rely on such knowledge as is a theory of language structure. 
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